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President Droupadi Murmu
on Friday appointed NDA

Parliamentary Party leader
Narendra Modi as Prime
Minister-designate paving the
way for his swearing-in as the
Prime Minister for a historic
third consecutive term after
Jawaharlal Nehru. 
This is the first time an
incumbent Government is
entering a third term in India
since 1962. Murmu handed
over the letter of appointment
to Modi, who called on her at
the Rashtrapati Bhavan here
on Friday evening. Earlier,

leaders of the BJP-led NDA
had called on Murmu and
handed over letters of
support for Modi, who was
elected as the leader of the
NDA Parliamentary Party.
“The President having
satisfied herself on the basis
of the various letters of
support received that the BJP-
led NDA alliance, which is
also the largest pre-election
alliance, is in a position to
command majority support
of the newly constituted 18th
Lok Sabha and to form a
stable Government,
appointed Narendra Modi as
the Prime Minister of India

exercising powers vested in
her under Article 75(1) of the
Constitution of India,” the
Rashtrapati Bhawan said in a
communiqué.
Addressing the media in the
forecourt of the Rashtrapati
Bhavan, Modi said he has
been appointed as Prime
Minister-designate by the
President.
“The President has asked me
to work as the PM-designate
and she has informed me
about the oath ceremony,"
Modi said and added that he
has informed the President
that they will be comfortable
if the event is held at 7.15 pm

of June 9.  He said the
Rashtrapati Bhavan will work
out the details of the oath
taking ceremony on Sunday
by when he would hand over
the list of the Council of
Ministers to the President.
“This 18th Lok Sabha is an
important milestone towards
fulfilling those dreams when
the country will celebrate the
100 years of independence in
2047," Modi said.  
This 18th Lok Sabha is a
House of new energy,
youthful energy, and people
have given the NDA
Government one more
chance, Modi said.

Earlier, at a meeting of the
NDA parliamentary party in
the central hall of the old
Parliament House, Modi was
unanimously elected by the
MPs and coalition partners as
the leader of the alliance. BJP
leader Rajnath Singh
proposed Modi's name as the
leader of the NDA
Parliamentary Party and the
proposal was seconded by his
party colleagues Amit Shah
and Nitin Gadkari as well as
top NDA leaders. 
NDA leaders HD
Kumaraswamy, Chandrababu
Naidu, Nitish Kumar,  Chirag
Paswan, Jayant Choudhary

(RLD),  Ajit Pawar (NCP),
Anupriya Patel (Apna Dal-
S), Pawan Kalyan (Jana
Sena) supported the
proposal.
Before moving to
Rashtrapati Bhavan Modi
sought blessings of veterans
LK Advani and MM Joshi
who were pillars of the NDA
alliance when it was first
formed. Modi went to meet
former president Ram Nath
Kovind at his residence. 
Modi, while addressing the
NDA’s parliamentary
meeting, spelled out his
vision for the "next 10 years"
of the NDA Government.
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The RSS faction and the fac-
tion that came to the BJP

from the Trinamool Congress
have their daggers drawn out
against each other putting the
Bengal saffron outfit in deep
trouble. 
Barely a week into the party's
disappointing show in the just
completed electoral battle the
group led by former State party
president Dilip Ghosh has held
the ruling faction in the State
outfit — led by Sukanta
Majumdar and Opposition
Leader Suvendu Adhikari —
for the party's humiliating
defeat at the hands of the
TMC. The BJP got 12 seats —
down from 18 in 2019 — while
the TMC got 29 seats in the

general elections. 
One seat was won by the
Congress. Slamming the
leadership for the party's poor
show and raising his own issue
Ghosh who too lost the polls
from Burdwan-Durgapur seat
said, "People fight elections to
win the lost seats and not to
lose the seats already won…
we have done so in Bengal,"
Ghosh a former national vice
president of the party said,
adding how he was shifted out
of Midnapore to Durgapur
against his wishes.
"I had dedicated my four years
working for the people of
Midnapore from where I had
won last time… I told them
(the leaders) that I want to
contest from my own
constituency where I had

invested my time and money…
but I was sent to Durgapur and
the result was that we lost both
the seats," Ghosh, a former MP
from Midnapore said. He also
said he was not called in any
meetings or any programmes

of the party for the past several
years. 
"I was never called in meetings
or party programmes … but I
used to maintain my own
contact with the people,"
Ghosh, a former national vice

president of the party said. 
Taking up the issue of another
former MP from Raiganj
Debashree Chowdhury who
was sent to Kolkata South
reportedly against her wishes,
Ghosh said, "I had told
Debashree that she had done a
great job in Raiganj and would
definitely win that seat ... but
she was sent to Kolkata South
where she was a stranger…
whereas in Raiganj where she
hard all these five years Kartik
Paul an insignificant BJP
candidate who was a simple
ward commissioner of a town
won… just because of the good
work done by Debashree …
this is the way the leadership
has worked this time round.
"Ghosh was immediately
supported by another party

MP Soumitra Khan from
Bishnupur who said, "the
poor result of our party was
because of some kind of
setting between the
leadership and the TMC
which must be found out. "A
party MLA from Bankura
Niladri Shekhar Dana too
slammed the BJP leadership
for the poor show
complaining how, "Dilip
Ghosh has created the BJP in
Bengal he took the party from
2 seats to 18 seats in 2019…
but all that was lost this time
round due to the bad politics
of some leaders… you cannot
compare anyone with Dilip
Ghosh who is like a miniature
Himalayas … and see how he
and many other leaders were
victimised."
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Top leaders of the NDA- BJP,
TDP, JD(U), LJP amongst

others engaged themselves dur-
ing the day to consolidate the
process of Government forma-
tion as well as held deliberations
of the shape of Council of
Ministers to be led by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. 
After the National Democratic
Alliance parliamentary
meeting, the top BJP leaders
Amit Shah and Rajnath Singh
met party president JP Nadda
at his residence and discussed
on the demands of the NDA
partners. 
TDP’s N Chandrababu Naidu,
JD(United) Nitish Kumar,
Eknath Shinde’s Shiv Sena and
Chirag Paswan of Lok
Janshakti Party-Ram Vilas
have emerged as key parties
after the BJP failed to cross the
halfway mark needed to form
a Government in its own right.
Sources said Naidu, Nitish and
Shinde met Nadda separately
to discuss their demands and
possible Cabinet formation.
Naidu was the first to meet
Nadda. After that Kumar and
Shinde met Nadda. Before
meeting with key NDA
partners, Nadda held a
deliberations with Shah and
Rajnath Singh, soon after the
NDA parliamentary meeting
is ended.   
The  TDP wants five posts in
the Cabinet, including
parliamentary speaker.
Kumar's JD(U) is also keen on

getting two major portfolios -
railways and rural
development, sources said.
Sources said talks are going on
and the outcome is not known
to others as discussions were
held between top brass of the
two parties. As of now,
nothing has been finalised.
Sources said Naidu and
Kumar, both coalition-era
veterans, conducted
discussions with their party
leaders ahead of the NDA
meeting today.
The BJP, however, is not keen
on accommodating allies in
four key Ministries that come
under the Cabinet Committee
on Security — defence,
finance, home affairs, and
external affairs. The BJP will
also not want to let go of
portfolios that are critical to
its infrastructure push, such
as road transport and
highways, or its welfare
agenda, sources said.
The four allies whose support
is critical for the BJP to reach
the majority are N
Chandrababu Naidu's TDP,
which has won 16 seats,
Nitish Kumar's JD(U) (12),
Eknath Shinde's Shiv Sena (7)
and Chirag Paswan's Lok
Janshakti Party-Ram Vilas
(5).
Naidu and Kumar — on
Friday endorsed Prime
Minister Narendra Modi as
the leader of the National
Democratic Alliance with a
message to balance regional
aspirations and national
interests.
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Taiwan on Friday said China’s “outrage” over
a “cordial” exchange between Prime

Minister Narendra Modi and Taiwanese
President Lai Ching-te is utterly unjustified as
threats and intimidation never foster friend-
ship.
The comments by the Taiwanese Foreign
Ministry came a day after China protested an
exchange of messages between Modi and
Ching-te, saying it opposes all official
interactions between Taiwan and countries
having diplomatic relations with Beijing.
“#China’s outrage at a cordial exchange
between the leaders of 2 democracies is
utterly unjustified. Threats & intimidation
never foster friendships,” the Taiwanese
Foreign Ministry said on a social media
post.
“#Taiwan remains dedicated to building
partnerships with #India underpinned by
mutual benefit & shared values,” it said.
On Wednesday, Lai greeted Modi on the
National Democratic Alliance’s victory in
the Lok Sabha polls and said Taiwan was
looking forward to enhancing the “fast-
growing” ties between the two sides.
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The Parliament premises, now com-
prising New Building christened

as Sansad Bhawan and the Old
Parliament rechristened as Samvidhan
Sadan, will sport a new look when the
18th Lok Sabha convenes for its
maiden session shortly. After the
beginning of New Parliament in
September 2023, work was underway
to integrate the entire complex, com-
prising four different buildings when
the country witnessed the process of
just concluded three months spanning
Lok Sabha polls.
Several measures have been taken to
welcome the members and ensure
their seamless registration as the Lok
Sabha Secretariat got ready to
welcome MPs of the new Lok Sabha.
Secretary General, Lok Sabha, Utpal
Kumar Singh, conducted an
inspection of the preparations and is
monitoring the arrangements on a
day to day basis. 
With a view to reducing the
paperwork and making the
registration formalities of members
seamless, the registration process of
the newly elected members shall be
done through an online integrated
software application. Members
would not be required to sign
multiple physical forms with various
branches. While welcoming the
members, the Secretariat will
provide each member with a set of
publications relating to the
Constitution of India, rules,
directions and some other useful
publications in hard copies.  Besides,
a few other publications will be
provided to members in a soft
version.  
As part of the redevelopment of

external areas, the statues of national
icons, including those of Mahatma
Gandhi, Chhatrapati Shivaji and
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule, have been
moved to a lawn near gate number 5
of the old Parliament building,
which has been named as
Samvidhan Sadan. This has paved
the way for the creation of a vast
lawn in front of the Gaja Dwar,
which is used by the President and
the Prime Minister to enter into the
new Parliament building.
The lawn can now also be used for
official ceremonies such as the
President's address to the joint
sitting of Parliament, usually during
the Budget Session.
The Parliament complex comprises
four buildings - Parliament Building,
Samvidhan Sadan, Parliament
Library and the Parliament Annexe
— with each structure having its
own distinct surroundings and
security set-ups.
Earlier, the movement of vehicles
within the complex was difficult,
particularly during Parliament

sessions, leading to blockades within
the complex. The Parliament Library
building and the Annexe are
separated by a road that has a
reception office and a row of
barracks, housing security offices
along a compound wall.
The statue of Babasaheb Ambedkar
is located inside the Parliament
complex and thousands of visitors
throng the premises to pay tributes
to him on his birth and death
anniversaries. The Red Cross Road
outside the Parliament premises will
also become a part of the complex as
there are plans to develop offices for
Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
members on the land which
currently houses the International
Red Cross Society.
The row of barracks has been
vacated and plans are also being
made to demolish the compound
wall separating the Parliament
buildings from the Annexe. These
offices have been shifted to the
North Utility Block of the new
Parliament building.
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Benchmark equity indices
Sensex and Nifty climbed

over 2 per cent to settle at
record high levels on Friday
after the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) revised upwards the
GDP growth projection to 7.2
per cent for 2024-25 from 7 per
cent earlier. The 30-share BSE
Sensex jumped 1,720.8 points,
or 2.29 per cent, to hit a new
record peak of 76,795.31 in day
trade. The benchmark ended at
a record high of 76,693.36, up
1,618.85 points, or 2.16 per
cent.
The NSE Nifty climbed 498.8
points, or 2.18 per cent, to

23,320.20 during the day and
is just 18.5 points from the
record intraday high. The
index settled with a jump of
468.75 points, or 2.05 per
cent, at all-time closing high
of 23,290.15.
IT and interest rate-sensitive
bank, realty, and auto stocks
ended with sharp gains.

Detailed report on Page 10
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BJP ‘Bengal leadership to blame’ for poor showing

New Government in a New-look Parliament
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As the Congress-led Opposition still hobnobs
for options to lead a Government at the

Centre, the party is likely to take call on the nom-
ination of ̀ Leader of Opposition' in the new Lok
Sabha, the official status of LoP restored after a
decade, at a meeting of the party's apex CWC
meeting on Saturday. 
Sources said logically the LoP status will fall
into the kitty of Congress which is the largest
amongst the Opposition but it may consider a
`vocal' leader from either of parties from the
INDIA Bloc.
"Lets see who becomes the LoP. It's the Congress
or from INDIA as a united representation has to
be made to face the BJP led NDA again,"
quipped a senior party leader.  Batting for Rahul
Gandhi to take on the mantle of the Leader of
Opposition in the Lok Sabha, several party
leaders and newly elected MPs, including senior
party leader Shashi Tharoor said the former
Congress president deserves more than anyone.
"I think we have a strong number now to stand
up to the government and it (Leader of
Opposition) should be a leader who is
undoubtedly the most popular in the party,"
Tharoor said. Sources in the Congress said
however Rahul may refuse to don the mantle of
LoP in Lok Sabha as he will "have to keep a tab
on many other things for the INDIA Bloc". 
"A decision in this regard is to be taken in the

Congress Working Committee (CWC) on
Saturday. This will be first meeting after the
great gains in just concluded LS polls and all of
us looking forward to meet and greet and the
leaders including high command who worked
hard," said the Adhir Ranjan Chowdhary who
led the Congress in the outgoing Lok Sabha
however lost the elections from his home turf in
West Bengal this time.
Sources said there may also be a discussion on
which of the two seats Rahul should retain for
political reasons. He had won from two
constituencies, Wayanad in Kerala and Rae
Bareli in Uttar Pradesh. Top Congress leaders,
including Sonia Gandhi, Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra, besides other leaders would participate
in the deliberations. The party will also host a
dinner for all its newly elected MPs on Saturday
evening.
The biggest Opposition party with 10 per
cent of seats has Leader of Opposition post in
the Lok Sabha. Congress, after being reduced
to just 44 seats in 2014, and then 52 seats in
the 2019 general elections fell short twice to
get the post officially it led as Leader of the
(largest) Party which was represented first by
Mallikarjun Kharge and in the outgoing LS
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhary who has lost this
elections.  Congress almost doubled its tally
in the 2024 Lok Sabha election with 99 plus
one (100) MPs to bear the torch of grand old
party in LS.

Taiwan protests
China ‘outrage’ over

India bonhomie

INDIA bloc Oppn won’t be LoPsided
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NDA members dig
trenches to fortify Govt 
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I, Yousaf Khan S/o Salamu 

Din R/o H No. 2397, Maloya, 

Chandigarh declare that my son 

Mohd Faruq his wife Gulsabha 

and Mohd Akhtar his wife Naurin 

both are out of my control. I 

disown them from my movable & 

immovable properties. Anybody 

dealing with them at their own 

risk. 

I Manoj S/o Shri Hukam 

Chand R/o Ambedkar Nagar 

Sadar Bazar, House No. 2984, 

Karnal That my Son Sanju is out 

of my Control. That's why I evict 

him from my movable and 

immovable property. In future, 

the person who deals with it 

himself will be responsible. I and 

my other family members and 

relatives will not have any 

responsibility. 

I, Prithvi Singh s/o Late 

Shri Chhabil Dass R/O 

Sadaplur, Hisar (Haryana) 

hereby disown my daughter 

Sunaina from my all moveable/ 

immovable properties. She is 

out of my control. If anybody 

deal with her will do so at own 

cost/ responsibility. I and my 

other family members will not be 

responsible for her any deeds. 

I, Gurmeet Singh S/o 

Sarup Singh R/o Vill. Boripur, 

P.O. Kalyana, Teh. Shahabad 

(M.), Distt. Kurukshetra, declare 

that My Daughter Hardeep Kaur  

are out of my control and do not 

even behave well with us. So I 

disinherit them from my all 

moveable/immoveable 

Properties. If anybody deals with 

them in any manner, they will 

deal on his own responsibility.   

I, Ramesh Kumar S/o Chet 

Ram R/o Village Barat PO- 

Tikkar, Morni, Panchkula 

Haryana, My daughter Priyanka  

is out of my control.  I disown her 

from all my moveable/ 

immoveable properties. 

Anybody dealing with her at his 

/ her own risk. 

I, Rameshwer Dayal S/O 

Sh. Ram Dayal R/O H.No- 69, 

Ekta Vihar, Baltana, Tehsil 

Derabassi, Sas Mohali, Punjab, 

Declare That My Son Avinash 

Dayal And His Wife Neha 

Giridhar And Their Son, All Are 

Out Of My Control, So I Disown 

Them From My Movable- 

Immovable Properties. Anybody 

Dealing With Them At Their Own 

Risk. 

I, Satpal Singh S/O Des 

Raj R/O Kammi Khurad Sub 

Tehsil Ghanour, Tehsil Rajpura 

Distt Patiala Declare That My 

Son Deepak Is Out Of My 

Control. So I Disown Him From 

All My Movable And Immovable 

Properties. Anybody Dealing 

With Him On Their Own Risk. 

I, Salinder Singh S/O Prem 

Singh R/O Village Mandoli Sub 

Tehsil Ghanour Tehsil Rajpura 

Distt Patiala Declare That My 

Son Joga Singh Is Out Of My 

Control. So I Disown Him From 

All My Movable And Immovable 

Properties. Anybody Dealing 

With Him On Their Own Risk. 

I, Rajesh Kumar S/o 

Deshraj Vill Chandlana, Sub 

Tehsil Dhand, Distt kaithal, My 

Son Manish Kumar is Out Of My 

Control. I, Disown Them From 

All My Moveable And 

Immoveable Properties. if 

Anybody Deals With Him At 

Their Own Risk. 

I, Geeta W/o Late Sh. 

Satish Kumar R/o Village 

Sambhli District Karnal declare 

that my son Bhanu Pratap @ 

Aashu is out of my control. I 

disown him from my moveable 

and immovable properties. He 

will be responsible for his 

transactions, good-bad, legal-

illegal activities. 

We Balwinder Singh S/o 

Gurmukh Singh & Gurdeep Kaur 

W/o Balwinder Singh R/o Vill: 

Saidowal Teh-Dasuya 

(Hoshiarpur) declare that our 

son Rajveer Singh and his wife 

Navjot Kaur are out of our 

control. We disown with them 

from our moveable/immoveable 

property. If anybody dealing with 

them at his/her own risk. 

I, Ramesh Kumar S/o Sh. 

Chet Ram R/o Village Barat, 

Post Office Tikkar Morni, 

Panchkula, inform that my 

daughter Priyanka, who is 

beyond my reach, is out. 

Therefore, I evict him from my 

movable and immovable 

property. In future, the person 

doing the transaction will be 

responsible for himself. Neither I 

nor any member of my family will 

have any responsibility in this. 

I, Shri Nivas S/o Mohan Lal 

R/o H. No. 223 Rana Park 

Kardhan Ambala Cantt that my 

son Mahipal alias Toni and his 

wife Reena and their 1 year old 

son Kartik are out of my control 

so I disown them from all my 

moveable immoveable 

properties.  In future anybody 

dealing with them at their own 

risk, me and my family members 

will not be responsible. 

I, Manjit Kaur W/o Late 

Malar Singh R/o Village.Fatehpur 

PO Sainfalpur Teh & Distt 

Rupnagar declare that my son 

Jasvir Singh , daughter in law 

Sarbjit Kaur w/o Jasvir Singh and 

her daughters Gagni and Pooja 

and son Om are out of my 

orders.I dispossess then from my 

movable and immovable 

property. 

I, Rakesh Kumar S/o 

Basant Ram R/o VPO Gera 

Tehsil Mukerian Distt. Hoshiarpur 

declare that I am owner of policy 

number 22342383 of PNB Metlife 

India insurance co. my father 

name in this policy mentioned as 

Parchotam Chand which is 

wrong. Correct name of my father 

is Basant Ram. Concerned note. 

I, Balbir Singh s/o Kashmir 

Singh r/o Village Bohar Wadala 

Tehsil Kalanaur Distt Gurdaspur 

declare that in my service record 

name of my son is wrongly 

mentioned as Gurnur Singh. 

According to his Aadhar card and 

birth certificate , his correct name 

is Gurnoor Singh. 

I, No. 75864/L Hawaldar 

Kulbir Singh s/o Tilak Raj r/o 

Village Jhabkra Distt Gurdaspur 

serving in Nagaland declare that 

in my service documents date of 

birth of my wife Bhawana Devi, 

wrongly recorded as 10.08.1978. 

Her correct DOB is 25.10.1978. 

I, Bina Devi, Adhar Card No. 

445913742408, (Dob  01-07-

1945)W/O Krishan, R/O Batta, 

Tehsil Kalayat, District Kaithal, I 

Have Changed My Name From 

Bina Devi To Veena W/O Krishan 

Sharma (Dob 21-12-1945). 

Concerned Please Note. 

I, Angoori Devi W/o No. JC-

188322-P Ex Sub/Hony Lt Som 

Datt S/o Late Sh. Hardwari R/o 

Vill. & P.O. Karoli Teh. Kosli Distt. 

Rewari (Haryana) declare that my 

name Anguri Devi and my DOB 

20.08.1960 are wrongly 

mentioned in my husband Army 

record. But my correct & actual 

name is Angoori Devi and my 

correct & actual DOB is 

01.01.1958. 

I, Balvir Chand S/o Pritam 

Dass R/o H.No. 338, Dhanal 

Kalan, Dhanal, Po. Phoolpur 

Dhanal, Distt. Jalandhar-144026, 

Punjab declare that name of my 

father and my mother has been 

wrongly written as Pritam Singh 

and Bhajno in my Passport No. 

R2599456. The actual name of 

my father and my mother are 

Pritam Dass and Bhajan Kaur 

respectively, which may be 

amended accordingly.  

I, Kamani Koushal spouse 

of No 4006221F Hav Amrik Singh 

Resident of Vill: Gaddiwal, PO: 

Binewal Tehsil Garhshankar Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Pb, have changed 

my name from Kamani Koushal 

to Kamini Koushal vide Affidavit dt 

06/06/2024. 

I, Malkit Singh S/o Bahadur 

Singh R/o Vill: Aladinpur (Tarn 

Taran) declare that in my Army 

licence No. DM/TRN/DUP/ 

SATT/0517/174 my father name 

wrongly entered Sultan Singh. 

But my father correct name is 

Bahadur Singh. So amended my 

father name from Sultan Singh to 

Bahadur Singh in my army 

licence. 

I, Maya Devi W/o Late Ajit 

Singh R/o Village Chakohi Tehsil 

Khanna {Distt. Ludhiana} Declare 

that in all documents name of my 

husband is mentioned as Ajit 

Singh but in Revenue record 

name of my husband has been 

mentioned as Jit Singh. That my 

husband was known by two 

names i:e Ajit Singh and Jit 

Singh.    

I, No 15678591H, Rank Hav 

Name Sanjay Kumar Singh S/o 

Late Sh. Pashupati Singh 

resident of Vill – Prabunath 

Nagar,  PO – Chapra, Tehsil 

Chapra, Distt – Saran (Bihar) - 

841301,  I have changed Name 

of my daughter from Sakchhi 

Kumari Singh (old Name) to 

Sakshi Kumari Singh (New 

Name) vide Affidavit dated  31 

May 2024 sworn before 

Executive Magistrate, Pathankot.  

Please correct it. 

I, Ananya Mahajan W/O 

Akshit Puri R/O House No - 144, 

Patel Nagar, Teh / Distt 

Pathankot Have Changed My 

Name From Ananya Mahajan To 

Ananya Puri. 

I, Kamlesh W/o Indrajeet 

R/o Vill Raipura Ahir, post Arsena 

Distt Agra U.P. do hereby declare 

that I have changed my name 

from Kamlesh Devi to Kamlesh. 

I, G Kavitha Spouse Of K 

Gunasekaran R/O H No 1, Nehru 

Street, Bdo Office Behind, 

Kalpudur Village, Po Katpadi, 

District Vellore, Tamil Nadu - 

632007 Have Changed My 

Name From G Kavitha To 

Kavitha K  And My Date Of Birth 

Is 12-07-1986 Vide Affidavit In-

Pb10840081119171w Dt. 

30-04-2024 Before Notary (Govt. 

Of India). 

I, Anita Devi W/o Jitender 

Kumar R/o H. No. 6, Satsang 

Vihar, Ambala Road, Jagadhri, 

Tehsil Jagadhri, Distt Yamuna 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Anita Devi to Anita. 

I, Nidhi Heera W/o Love 

Kumar Heera R/o 118, Second 

Floor, Lakshya Homes, Mundi 

Kharar, Kharar, SAS Nagar, 

Mohali, Punjab have changed 

my name from Nidhi Chopra to 

Nidhi Heera. 

I, Sukhbir Varma S/o 

Darshan Lal Verma R/o 

Dariyapur, Jagadhri, Yamuna 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Sukhbir Varma to Sukhbir 

Verma. 

I, Vinod Kumar S/o Late 

Yudhister Raj R/o 297, Near Gori 

Shankar Mandir, Shastri Colony, 

Yamuna Nagar declare that in 

my 10th Certificate my father’s 

name written as Yudhisthar Raj. 

My father’s actual name is 

Yudhister Raj as per my Aadhar 

card, PAN Card, Passport & 

Bank Account etc. 

I, Kamaljeet S/o Roop Lal  

R/o Vill. Kailon PO Hariana Distt. 

Hoshiarpur have changed my 

name to Kamaljeet Singh. 

Concerned Note. 

I, Narinder Kaur W/o 

Bhupinder Singh R/o Village 

Bassi Umar Khan PO Hariana 

Distt. Hoshiarpur have changed 

my name to Narinder Kaur Saini. 

Concerned Note. 

I, Kirandeep Kaur D/o 

Bhupinder Singh R/o Village 

Bassi Umar Khan PO Hariana 

Distt. Hoshiarpur have changed 

my name to Kirandeep Kaur 

Saini. Concerned Note. 

I, Sunanda w/o John 

Gurvinder r/o Aujla Distt 

Gurdaspur have changed my 

name as Sunanda Bhatti. All 

concerned note. 

I, Tamanna Kamboj D/o 

Sh. Sohan Lal Kamboj R/o 

House No.254, Sector-4, Part- 2, 

Karnal have changed my name 

from Tamnna to Tamanna 

Kamboj for all future purposes. 

I, Ramesh Kumar Army 

Number 14421235K S/o Nafe 

Singh R/o Dhanauri, Kaithal, In 

my Army Documents my 

Daughter's Name is Nitu and 

DOB is 05.05.2000 but other 

Documents Neetu Kumari, DOB 

05.11.2000, In my Army 

Documents my Daughter Ritu 

Name is Ritu and DOB is 

22.12.1998 but other Documents 

Ritu Kumari , DOB 05.11.2000. 

In my Army Documents my 

Daughter Preeti Name is Preeti 

Kumari and DOB is 02.03.2003 

but other Documents Preeti and 

DOB is 02.03.2004. In my Army 

Documents my Son Arman 

Name is Arman but other 

Documents Armaan Singh. 

I, Sapna w/o Service no. 

3202877 м Rank HAV Ravinder 

R/o VPO Bhalot Distt Rohtak, 

Haryana declare that my actual 

name is Sapna but the name 

Sapna Devi has been mentioned 

in service record of my husband 

No. 3202877 M Rank HAV 

Ravinder. That now my name 

may be corrected in service 

record of my husband of Sapna 

Devi to Sapna. 

I, Anjali @ Anjali Vashista 

@ Anjali Rai W/o Sandeep Rai, 

D/o Lok Nath Sharma R/o House 

No. 3473, Sector 46-C, 

Chandigarh inform that Anjali, 

Anjali Vashista and Anjali Rai are 

the name of one and same 

person.  

I, Anchal Alias Anchal Maan 

D/o Hukam Singh resident of 

Village Shergarh Tapu, Tehsil 

and District Karnal, PIN: 132023, 

have declared that Anchal 

Maan& Anchal both are my 

names for all future purposes.  

I, Mandeep Kaur W/o 

Dinesh R/o Vill Chaneti, Tehsil 

Jagadhri, Distt Yamuna Nagar 

have changed my name from 

Mandeep Kaur to Mandeep. 

I, Radha W/o Rakesh Bhalla 

R/o VPO Khizrabad, Tehsil 

Jagadhri, Distt Yamuna Nagar 

have changed my name from 

Radha to Radha Bhalla. 

I, Vijay Pal Singh s/o 

Rameshwer Singh R/o H. No .4, 

Phase 2, Ramdarbar, 

Chandigarh. have change my 

name to Vigyananand Saraswati. 

I, Ravinder Kaur Chahal 

W/o Gursewak Singh R/o 

Dashmesh Nagar, VPO Lola, 

Tehsil Baba Bakala, Distt. 

Amritsar, Punjab- 143111 have 

changed my name from 

Ravinder Kaur Chahal to 

Ravinder Kaur. 

I, Krishan S/o Ramesh 

Kumar R/o H.No. 2001/11, Bank 

Wali Gali Islamabad, Amritsar, 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Krishan to Krishan Kumar. 

I, Omkar Sharma alias 

Onkar Chand S/o Ashok Kumar 

R/o 10 A, New Model Town, 

Chheharta, Amritsar, Punjab- 

143104 have changed my name 

from Omkar Sharma alias Onkar 

Chand to Omkar Sharma. 

I, Amrinderjit Kaur W/o No. 

19000289Y  Hav. Ranjit Singh 

R/o Village Bagga  Distt. Amritsar, 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Amrinderjit Kaur to 

Amrinderjeet Kaur. 

I, Anu Adhikari  W/O Bet 

Prasad Adhikari #151, 

Kaimbwala, Chandigarh have 

changed my name To Anita 

Adhikari. 

I, Rubal Gulati W/o Raman 

Kumar #3096/1, Sector 46c 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Rubal Makkar. 

I, Pankaj Kumar Chawla  

S/o Harbans Lal Chawla # 1227, 

Sector 50B, Chandigarh have 

changed the name of my minor 

daughter from Swastika to 

Swastika Chawla. 

I, Pankaj Kumar Chawla  

S/o Harbans Lal Chawla # 1227, 

Sector 50B, Chandigarh have 

changed the name of my minor 

daughter from Bhavini to  Bhavini 

Chawla. 

I, Meenu W/o Pankaj Kumar 

Chawla # 1227, Sector 50B, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Meenu Chawla. 

I, Pankaj Kumar  S/o 

Harbans Lal Chawla # 1227, 

Sector 50B, Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Pankaj 

Kumar  Chawla. 

I, Ritu Parashar W/o Pankaj 

Parashar R/o H.NO. 66-A, 

Jhansa Road, Behind Bajaj Petrol 

Pump, Paras Enclave, Thanesar, 

Kurukshetra have changed my 

name from Ritu Parashar to Ritu 

Sharma. 

I, Jayant Kumar Khera S/o 

Sh.Rakesh Kumar Khera 

permanently residing at house no 

2-A, Pratap Nagar, Mahesh 

Nagar, Ambala Cantt, declare that  

my name in my matric certificate 

is written as Jyant Kumar Khera  

by mistake, but actually my 

correct name is Jayant Kumar 

Khera.  Kindly  note and correct 

the same for future references. 

I, Nancy Kakkar W/O 

Naveen Vasudeva R/O. H. No. 

37, Lakhwindera Enclave, 

Rupnagar, Tehsil & Distt. 

Rupnagar (Punjab). I Have 

Changed My Name From Nancy 

Kakkar To Nancy Vasudeva. 

I heither be known as Vinod 

Rana son of Sh.  Labh Singh, 

Resident of Near Pakka Talab, 

Boh (27), Ambala, Haryana-

133021.  Have changed my 

Name and shall hereafter be 

known Vinod Kumar. 

I, Kumari Veena Danu 

daughter of Sh. Khushal Singh 

Danu resident of Vill & PO Daula, 

Distt Bageshwar, Uttarakhand 

have changed my name from 

Kumari Veena Danu TO Veena 

Danu vide affidavit dated 

07/06/2024. 

I, Punkaj Singh Danu son of 

Sh. Khushal Singh Danu 

Resident of Vill & PO Daula, Distt 

Bageshwar, Uttarakhand have 

changed my name from Punkaj 

Singh Danu to Pankaj Singh 

Danu vide affidavit dated 

07/06/2024. 

I Service No. 6942966H 

Rank Hav, Salik Sahu of Unit 33 

FAD C/o 56 APO.have changed 

my Mother (Smt. Sahodra Devi) 

DOB from 15.10.1955 To 

01.01.1952. 

I Service No. 6942966H 

Rank Hav, Salik Sahu of Unit 33 

FAD C/o 56 APO.have changed 

my father Name from Chandra 

Mohan Sahu To Chandr Mohan 

Sahu & my father DOB from 

05.07.1953 To 01.01.1942. 

I Service. No. 6942966H 

Rank Hav Salik Sahu of Unit 33 

FAD C/o 56 APO.have changed 

my Mother DOB from 15.10.1955 

To 01.01.1952 & my father 

Correct DOB is 15.10.1955. 

I, Nachhtar Kaur Wife of 

Budh Singh  R/O Village:- Sehke, 

Teshsil:-Malerkotla Sangrur, 

Gowara, Punjab 148023. That I 

Have Changed My Name From 

Nachhtar Kaur Budh Singh  To 

Nachhtar Kaur.  

I, Kanupriya Jammu W/o 

Manpreet Singh R/o House No. 

762, Sector 8-B, Chandigarh, 

have changed my name to 

Kanupriya. 

I, Sweta W/O service no. 

15697471Y rank Loc/NK Devbrat 

Budhauliya permanently residing 

at house no. 158, shitla Nagar, 

Sirol Road, Morar Gwalior (Pin - 

474006) declare that I have 

changed my name from Sweta to 

Sweta Budhauliya for all future 

references. 

I, Samir Kumar Alias 

Ganpat Rai S/o Shri  Shiv Karan 

Dass  R/o H.No- 109, Near 

Police Line Near Preet Nagar 

Ambala City have changed my 

name from Samir Kumar Alias 

Ganpat Rai S/o Shri  Shiv Karan 

Dass to Samir Kumar Gupta S/o 

Shri Shiv Karan 

I, Rohan Singh S/o Balbir 

Singh R/o Village Khurd Tehsil 

Naraingarh DIstt Ambala have 

changed my name from Rohan to 

Rohan Singh. I used my name in 

future as Rohan Singh 

I,  Ekansh S/o Rajesh Jindal 

R/o  House no 53A , Model town 

ambala city  have changed my 

name from Ekansh to Ekansh 

jindal. 

I, Balkar Singh S/o Sh. 

Rajbhan R/o Village Chhattar, 

Tehsil Uchana, Distt. Jind 

(Haryana) declares that in my 

army record I want to correct my 

mother’s name from Naharo Devi 

to Nahro Devi and her D.O.B 

from 12-07-1996 to 01-01-1964. 

I, Kura Ram S/o Bhala Ram 

R/o Village Pabnawa, Sub-Tehsil 

Dhand, Distt. Kaithal (Haryana) 

declares that on dated 

29.05.2024 I have lost my 

Original Passport No. W1017032 

Valid up to 24.05.2032. All 

concerned please note. 

I Jasbir Kaur W/O Dayal 

Kumar R/O Village Mavi Sappna 

Tehsil And Distt Patiala Have 

Changed My Name From Jasvir 

Rani To Jasbir Kaur 

I, Neha D/O Jagjivan Singh 

R/O Ward No. 02 Bhogpur 

District Jalandhar, Punjab, 

144201, Have Changed My 

Name From Neha To Neha 

Singh. All Concerned Notes. 

I Gurbaksh Kaur W/O 

Inderjit Singh R/O Narangpur, 

Kapurthala Have Changed My 

Name From Gurbax Kaur To 

Gurbaksh Kaur 

I Dayal Kumar S/O Jagdish 

Ram  R/O Village Mavi Sappan 

Tehsil And Distt Patiala Have 

Changed My Name From Diyal 

Kumar  To Dayal Kumar 

I Baljinder Kumar Alias 

Balwinder Kumar S/O Garib Das 

Vill Chahal The Balachaur (SBS 

Nagar) Have Changed My Name 

To Baljinder Kumar 

I Manish Kumar S/O Ram 

Kumar R/O Village Tepla Tehsil 

Rajpura Distt Patiala Have 

Changed My Minor Son Name 

From Jugraj Sharma To Shivansh 

Sharma 

I Ravinder Kumar S/O 

Mangat Ram R/O Village Hangoli 

Sub Tehsil Saraswati Nagar 

Tehsil Jagadhri Distt 

Yamunanagar Have Changed My 

Minor Son Name From Goutam 

To Goutam Sohi.Now His Name 

Is Gautam Sohi. 

I Omveer Singh S/O 

Rishipal Singh R/O 16/2 Village 

Gaou Mau Chak Tehsil And Distt 

Amroha Declare That In My Army 

Record My Son Name Is Wrongly 

Recorded As Dhanush. His 

Correct Name Is Dhanush Singh. 

I Omveer Singh S/O 

Rishipal Singh R/O 16/2 Village 

Gaou Mau Chak Tehsil And Distt 

Amroha Declare That In My Army 

Record My Wife Name Is 

Wrongly Recorded As Reena 

Deol. His Correct Name Is Reena 

Singh. 

I Omveer Singh S/O 

Rishipal Singh R/O 16/2 Village 

Gaou Mau Chak Tehsil And Distt 

Amroha Declare That In My Army 

Record My Daughter Name Is 

Wrongly Recorded As Charitra. 

His Correct Name Is Charitra 

Singh. 

I Subash Chander 

Sachdeva S/O Baldev Raj R/O 

224 Sector 4 Panckula Have 

Changed My Name From 

Subash Chander Sachdeva To 

Subhash Chander Sachdeva. 

I, Kaushlya Rani W/o 

Ranvir Singh Sheoran R/o H. No. 

C-38, Old GJU Campus, GJU 

University, VTC Hisar (Haryana) 

declare that in my son Pranav 

Sheoran's 10th Marksheet Roll 

no. 1790061 issued by CBSE yr. 

2023 my name was wrongly 

written as Kaushlya but my 

correct name is Kaushlya Rani. 

I, Ranvir Singh S/o 

Maniram R/o H. No. C-38, Old 

GJU Campus, GJU University, 

VTC Hisar (Haryana) declare that 

in my son Pranav Sheoran's 10th 

Marksheet Roll no. 1790061 

issued by CBSE yr. 2023 my 

name was wrongly written as 

Ranvir but my correct name is 

Ranvir Singh. 

I, Ranvir Singh S/o 

Maniram R/o H. No. C-38, Old 

GJU Campus, GJU University, 

VTC Hisar (Haryana) declare that 

in my daughter Shaina Sheoran's 

10th Marksheet Roll no. 0859028 

issued by CBSE yr. 2020 & 12th 

Marksheet Roll No. 0270599 

issued by CBSE yr. 2022 my 

name was wrongly written as 

Ranvir Sheoran but my correct 

name is Ranvir Singh. 

I, Gopal Singh S/o Sh. Labh 

Singh R/o Village Kailana Khas, 

Teh-Gohana, Sonipat have 

changed my name from Gopal 

Singh to Gobind Lal Juneja  for 

all future purposes. 

I, Sanni s/o Randhir Singh 

r/o Village Garhpur Khalsa, Tehsil 

Indri, Distt. Karnal declare that 

my minor son Bhagwati Sharan 

10th Marksheet of my name 

should be changed Sanni to 

Sanni Kumar. 

I, Arun Aggarwal S/O 

Satish Kumar R/O H.No. 288, 

Sector 10, Panchkula Have 

Changed My Name To Arun 

Jindal. 

I Sarabjeet Kaur W/o 

Surinderjit Singh R/o H.No.719, 

Ward No.1, Harnam Nagar, Dera 

Road, Batala, Distt. Gurdaspur 

have changed my name from 

Sarabjeet Kaur to Sarabjit Kaur. 

Concerned Note. 

I, Gurbachan Singh s/o 

Jagir Singh Dab r/o House No. 

224/3. Mission Hospital Road, 

Dhariwal Distt. Gurdaspur have 

changed my name from 

Gurbachan Singh to Gurbachan 

Singh Dab. Concerned Note. 

I, Jasjit Singh Gill s/o 

Malkiat Singh r/o 1182, Fateh 

Garh Churian Road, Fair Land 

Colony, Amritsar-I, Amritsar 

(Punjab) have changed my name 

from Jasjit Singh Gill to Jasjit 

Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Malkiat Singh Gill  s/o 

Pritam Singh r/o 1182, Fateh 

Garh Churian Road, Fair Land 

Colony, Amritsar-I, Amritsar 

(Punjab) have changed my name 

from Malkiat Singh Gill to Malkiat 

Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Prince  s/o Mohinder Pal 

r/o Mohalla Prem Nagar, Qadian 

Tehsil Batala Distt Gurdaspur 

(Punjab) have changed my name 

from Prince to Prince Kumar. 

Concerned note. 

I, Kulwinder Kaur D/o 

Nishan Singh r/o Leel Kalan Distt 

Gurdaspur declare that I have 

changed my name Kulwinder 

Kaur to Kaur Kulwinder. In future 

Kaur is my surname and 

Kulwinder is my given name. All 

concerned note. 

I, Jatin Babbar S/o Suresh 

Babbar R/o H.No-1947, Near K K 

School, Ward No-21 Rajpura, 

Patiala, Punjab-140401 have 

changed name of my minor 

daughter Damira Babbar aged 

03 years to Janki Babbar. 

I, Ruchi D/o Lal Chand R/o 

1259/66/2R/28, Gali No-2, Near 

Suruchi Byuti Parlar, Gandhi 

Nagar, Rewari, Haryana-123401 

have changed my name to Ruchi 

Sharma. 

I, Kanwaljit Kaur W/o 

Gurnam Singh R/o VPO-

Manochahal, Tarn Taran, 

Punjab-143401 have changed 

my name to Kawaljit Kaur. 

I, Manjit, Adhar Card No. 

217820959895, D/O Dasharia, 

W/O Subhash, R/O Khurana 

Road, Near Pathania School, 

Kaithal, District Kaithal, Informs 

That, I Have Changed My Name 

Manjit To Manjeet. Call Me 

Manjeet In Future. 

I, Monika D/O Toti Ram R/O 

Mohalla Talab Wali Basti, Village 

Mehatpur Tehsil Nakodar Distt 

Jalandhar Have Changed My 

Name From Monika To Monika 

Kaur.  

I, Hitherto Known As Naresh 

Kumar Son Of Gurmit Raj 

Residing At H.No.383/24, Gali 

No.1, Ram Nagar, Achali Gate, 

Batala, Gurdaspur-143505 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

And Shall Hereafter Be Known 

As Naresh Bains 

I, Hitherto Known As 

Jasvinder Singh Son Of Puran 

Singh Residing At H.No.2246, 

Mahan Singh Gate, Amritsar-

143001 Punjab Have Changed 

My Name And Shall Hereafter Be 

Known As Jaswinder Singh 

I, Mayannk Malhotra S/O 

Akhil Malhotra R/O H.No.5-D, 

Club Enclave, Bharewal 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name From Mayannk Malhotra 

To Mayank Malhotra 

I, Aarti Sharma D/O 

Ashwani Kumar R/O H.No.676, 

Benjamin Road, Naulakha 

Garden Colony Ludiana Have 

Changed My Daughter’s Name 

From Amulya Attri To Amulya 

I, Aashima Attri D/O 

Ashwani Kumar R/O H.No.676, 

Benjamin Road, Naulakha 

Garden Colony Ludiana Have 

Changed My Name From 

Aashima Attri To Aarti Sharma 

I, Karanjit Singh S/O. Baljit 

Singh R/O. Gali No.10, Master 

Colony, Distt.Tarn Taran Have 

Changed My Name Karanjit Is 

My Given Name And Singh Is My 

Surname  All Concerned Please 

Note . 

I, Sarabdeep Singh Bagga 

S/O Subhash Bagga R/O Bagga 

Niwas, 70-C, New Partap Nagar, 

Near Preet Hospital, Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Sarabdeep Singh Bagga To 

Sarabdeep Singh 

I, Dipawli Ojha Spouse Of 

No.14934544n Hav Babban Ojha 

R/O Nagsar Newajurai Ghazipur, 

Uttar Pradesh-232326 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Name To Dipawali 

Ojha Vide Affidavit No.In-

Pb23321645550398w 

Dt.07.06.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I Gagandeep Singh 

Chohan S/O Harpinder Pal Singh 

Resident Of A126-127, A-Block, 

Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar, Pin 

143001, Punjab, India. I Have 

Changed My Name From 

Gagandeep Singh Chohan To 

Gagandeep Singh. 

I Vidhia Matto W/O Amrik 

Singh R/O H.No.59-A Moon 

Avenue Majitha Road Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name To 

Vidhia. 

I, Sapna Rani W/O Rajiv 

Puri R/O 66, Gurudwara Palah 

Sahib Road, Opp Central Jail, 

Sarkaria Enclave Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From Sapna 

Rani To Sapna Puri 

I, Arun Kumar Sharma S/O 

Roshan Lal Sharma R/O 96, Gali 

No.3, Vijay Nagar, Batala Road, 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Arun Kumar Sharma 

To Arun Sharma 

In My Son No. Jc-543840w 

Nb/Sub Sanjay Kumar, 21 

Kumaon Services Documents My 

Name Wrongly Written As 

Rambati, Which Needs To Be 

Corrected As Ramveti. Ramveti 

Resident Of Kamalpura, 

Kasganj, Uttar Pradesh 

In My Husband No. Jc-

543840w Nb/Sub Sanjay Kumar, 

21 Kumaon Services Documents 

My Name Wrongly Written As 

Manju Devi, Which Needs To Be 

Corrected As Manju Yadav. 

Manju Yadav Resident Of Civil 

Line, Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad, 

Uttar Pradesh 

I, Jagat Narain Son Of 

Harnam Dass Resident Of G-3, 

Guru Ram Dass Nagar, Ram 

Tirath Road, Amritsar, Punjab, 

Declared That I Have Changed 

My Name From Jagat Narain To 

Jagat Narayan. 

I, Davinder S/o Jagtar Singh 

R/o Rasidan Tehsil Narwana 

Distt Jind, have changed my 

name Davinder Singh. That 

Davinder is my name and Singh 

is my Surname. 

I, Ajay S/o Veerbhan R/o 

Balianwala Tehsil Tohana Distt 

Fatehabad, have  changed my 

name from Ajay to Ajay Satrola. 

I, Pramila Devi W/o Attar 

Singh Thakur R/o Vill Buthara PO 

Kuthara Tehsil  Rohru Distt 

Shimla (HP), have changed my 

name Parmila Devi  to Pramila 

Devi. 

I, Attar Singh Thakur S/o 

Gian Singh R/o Vill Buthara PO 

Kuthara Tehsil Rohru Distt 

Shimla H. P, have changed my 

name Attar Singh to Attar Singh 

Thakur. 

I, Lakhwider Singh S/o 

Jaswant Singh R/o  Dera 

Akalgad Badsui Tehsil Guhla 

(Kaithal), have changed my 

name to Lakhwinder Singh. 

I, Gurpreet Singh Mann S/o 

Gurpal Singh R/o VPO Shergarh 

Cheema, Tehsil and Distt 

Malerkotla, have changed my 

name to Gurpreet Singh. 

I, Harvinder Kaur W/o 

Baldev Singh R/o Vill Badeshe 

PO Mandian Tehsil and Distt 

Malerkotla, have changed my 

name to Harwinder Kaur. 

I, Gagandeep alias Fennia 

s/o Sh. Rohtash Singh r/o Rania 

Road, Ther Mohalla, Kanchan 

MC wali Gali, Sirsa - 125055 

have changed my name to 

Gagandeep. 

I, Kiran Sharma D/o Late 

Jagdish Sharma  w/o Sanjeev 

Kumar r/o 1080, Sector 20, Part-

2, HUDA, Sirsa have changed 

my name to Kiran Joshi after  

marriage. 

I, Sonia W/o Vijay Kumar 

R/o Near Municipal Comette, 

Pehowa, Kurukshetra have 

changed my name Sonia Rani. 

I, Akshita D/o Vijay Kumar 

R/o Near Municipal Comette, 

Pehowa, Kurukshetra have 

changed my Given  name 

Akshita Surname Rani. 

I, Gulshan S/o Dharm 

Singh, Pooja Colony, Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra Kurukshetra,Have 

Changed My Given Name 

Gulshan Surname Kumar. 

I, Jasbir Kaur W/o Sandeep 

Singh R/o Chakjagatian, po lukhi, 

tehsil Thanesar Kurukshetra 

have Changed My Minor 

Daughter Name Simrat to Given 

Name Kaur. 

I, Daljit Singh S/O Mohinder 

Singh R/O H.No 90, Jarout Road, 

Gali no 05, Uttam Nagar, Kakru, 

Ambala  Haryana Changed  

Name Daljit Singh to Daljeet 

Singh. 

I, Lagad  Sonali  Shekhar  

W/o Lagad Shekhar Valmik  R/o 

Village Lagadwadi  Kolgaon  

Tehsil Shrigonda Distt 

Ahmednagar Maharashtra  at 

present 270 ENGR  Regt Old 

Cantt 560 APO Amritsar  have 

Changed my name Sonali 

Shekhar Lagad to Lagad Sonali 

Shekhar. 

I, Jitender R/o H. No. 1532, 

Gali No. 3, Rajiv Nagar, Hisar, 

125001 here by declare that I 

have changed the name of my 

minor child from Saanchi to  

Saanchi Rohilla  for all future 

purpose. 

I, Rakesh S/o Nathu Ram 

R/o H. No 56, Sector 13, Hisar 

declare that I have changed my 

name from Rakesh to Rakesh 

Chaudhary for all future purpose. 

I, Kuldeep S/o Vidyapati R/o 

Village & Postoffice Amin, Tehsil 

Thanesr, District Kurukshetra, 

have changed my name from 

Kuldeep to Kuldeep Singh. 

I, Sushma W/o Kuldeep 

Singh R/o Village & Postoffice 

Amin, Tehsil Thanesr District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name from Sushma to Sushma 

Rani. 

I, Priyanka W/o Anil Kumar 

R/o House No. 719, Sector 7, 

Urban Estate, Kurukshetra, have 

changed my name from Priyanka 

to Priyanka Sagwal. 

I,  Balbir Kaur D/O Kirpal 

Singh Soni R/O Flat No.1202, 

Tower 4, Block-C, 11th  Floor, 

Purab Premium Apartment, 

Sector-88, Sohana, District 

S.A.S. Nagar, Mohali, Punjab 

Have Changed My Name From 

Balbir Kaur To Balbir Kaur Soni. 

I, No. 4465789L Rank: Ex 

Nk Name: Kuldip Singh Resident 

Of Village Kadrabad, Tehsil 

Samana, District Patiala -147101, 

Punjab Have Changed My 

Daughter's Name From 

Kulwinder Kaur To Kuljeet Kaur. 

I, Chandrababu M (Aadhar 

No- 8747-3470-6830) Father Of 

Army No 14683499x Rank: 

Hav/Tech Comn., Name: 

Srutheesh Babu, Unit: 2 Corps 

Zone Wksp. C/O 56 Apo 

Presently Residing At 

Ammammaveettil, Clappana 

North, Vtc: Clappana, Po: 

Clappana, Sub District: 

Karunagappally, District: Kollam, 

Kerala Pin- 690525, Have 

Changed My Name From Babu 

To Chandrababu M 

I, Guddi Devi, Spouse Of 

No.3002499p Hav Sugar Singh 

Unit 17 Rajput C/O 56 Apo And 

Resident At Village And Post 

Kamalpura, District Bharatpur 

State Rajasthan, Pin 321407 

Declare That In My Husband 

Service Record My Date Of Birth 

Is Wrongly Mentioned As 10 April 

1985 But My Actual And Correct 

Date Of Birth Is 01 January 1984 

Vide Affidavit Dated 06 June 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, No.3002499p Hav Sugar 

Singh Unit 17 Rajput C/O 56 Apo 

And Resident At Village And Post 

Kamalpura, District Bharatpur 

State Rajasthan, Pin 321407 

Declare That Have Changed My 

Minor Daughter Name From 

Kumari Sonam To Sonam Kumari 

Vide Affidavit Dated 0 6 June 

2024 Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Mayaba Bhupendrasinh 

Jethva, Spouse Of No. 

2706863w, L/Nk, Jethva 

Bhupendrasinh Amar Sang Unit 

19 Granadiers C/O 99 Apo And 

Resident At Village 

Ugamanabara, Post Office 

Vachalabara Tehsil 

Jamkhambhaliya, District 

Jamnagar, State Gujarat, Pin 

361310 Have Changed My Name 

From Mayaba To Mayaba 

Bhupendrasinh Jethva Vide 

Affidavit Dated 06 June 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Vitanshri, Mother Of 

Dharmendra Singh And Resident 

At Madaiya Dharampur Behta 

Rampura, Hardoi, State Uttar 

Pradesh, Pin 241402 Have 

Changed My Name From Beetan 

Shari To Vitanshri Vide Affidavit 

Dated 06 June 2024 Before At 

Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Kamla Kanwar, Spouse 

Of No. 3002636h, Hav, Durg 

Singh Unit 17 Rajput C/O 56 Apo 

And Resident At Village Thadiya 

Tehsil Shergarh, District Jodhpur, 

State Rajasthan, Pin 342314 

Have Changed My Name From 

Kamal Kanwar To Kamla Kanwar 

Vide Affidavit Dated 06 June 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Solanki Hansaben 

Dineshbhai, Spouse Of 

No.2716017w L/Nk Solanki 

Dineshbhai Bachubhai Unit 19 

Grenadiers C/O 99 Apo And 

Resident At Village And Post 

Garal, Tehsil Una District Gir 

Somnath State Gujarat, Pin 

362550 Have Changed My Name 

From Hansaben To Solanki 

Hansaben Dineshbhai Vide 

Affidavit Dated 08 June 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, No.2716017w L/Nk 

Solanki Dineshbhai Bachubhai 

Unit 19 Grenadiers C/O 99 Apo 

And Resident At Village And Post 

Garal, Tehsil Una District Gir 

Somnath State Gujarat, Pin 

362550 Have Changed My Minor 

Son Name From Rudram To 

Solanki Rudram Dineshbhai Vide 

Affidavit Dated 08 June 2024 

Before At Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Shivani D/o Rajiv Kumar 

W/o Manish Arora R/o H.No. 

127/1, Jail Road, Kapurthala-

144601, Punjab have changed 

my name from Shivani to Shivani 

Arora, After Marriage. 

I, Charan Singh resident of 

Vill. Ratanpur, Nayagaon, Tehsil 

Vikash Nagar, Distt. Dehradun, 

State Uttarakhand-248007 have 

changed my daughter name from 

Riddhi Bisht to Ridhi Bisht vide 

Affidavit dated 06/06/2024 before 

Executive Magistrate Jalandhar, 

(PB). 
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Chandigarh: The
Municipal Corporation cele-
brated its foundation day at
Tagore Theatre with Kuldeep
Kumar, City Mayor, being the
chief guest, while Anindita
Mitra, Commissioner, was the
Guest of Honour at a cultural
programme  organised by
employees of the Corporation.
Addressing the audience, the
Mayor said the role and respon-
sibilities of the MC Chandigarh
had increased manifold since its
inception on May 24, 1994. The
employees performed Rang
Rangeela Bharat, Giddha &
Bhangra, Jhoomer, shammi and
fashion show during the event.
The Commissioner, meanwhile,
thanked the Mayor, councilors,
officers and MCC employees
for organizing the event, which
saw employees perform
Bhangra, Giddha and skit on
‘Swachhata ke Chaar Rang’. She
congratulated all the employees
for the conducting successful
cultural bonanza.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Nayab Singh Saini on

Friday said that the govern-
ment's vision is to empower the
poor and ensure that they ben-
efit from government schemes
through online services right
from their homes. In this regard,
the Haryana Antyodaya Parivar
Parivahan Yojana (HAPPY) was
launched today from 35 loca-
tions across the state. Under this
scheme, families with an annu-
al income of less than Rs. 1 lakh
will be provided with 1,000 kms
of free travel annually on
Haryana Transport buses.

The Chief Minister was
speaking as the chief guest at the
state-level event held at Dr
Mangal Sen Auditorium in
Karnal.

Saini mentioned that many
online schemes of the Haryana
government have been studied
and implemented in other
states. He also pointed out that
before 2014, poor families had
to struggle to get gas cylinders.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
urged self-sufficient individuals
to give up their LPG subsidies,
leading to millions voluntarily
surrendering their subsidies.
Consequently, the Ujjwala
Yojana was implemented, pro-
viding 9.50 crore free LPG gas
cylinders nationwide, including
12 lakh in Haryana. The Prime
Minister has established a sys-
tem where the poor benefit first
from every scheme, such as the
Ayushman Card scheme, which
offers treatment worth up to Rs.
5 lakh. Haryana expanded this
scheme with the Ayushman
Bharat Chirayu Haryana Yojana,
benefiting over 1.25 crore indi-
viduals.

He also highlighted that
under the Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana, 4 crore houses have
been built for the poor in the last
10 years, setting an example of

empowering the poor since inde-
pendence. The Prime Minister
has pledged to build 3 crore more
houses by 2029. Under the Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar Awas
Navinikarn Yojna, Haryana pro-
vides Rs. 80,000 for house
repairs. During COVID, interest-
free loans of Rs. 10,000 each were
given to street vendors. Under
the Mukhyamantri Vivah
Shagun Yojana, Rs. 71,000 are
provided for the marriage of a
poor person's daughter. Haryana
is the first state in the country to
provide Rs. 3,000 monthly under
the Old Age Samman
Allowance. Beneficiaries no
longer have to visit offices; their
names are automatically includ-
ed in the online list as soon as
they turn 60.

The Prime Minister has
accelerated the country's devel-
opment over the past decade
and aims to further enhance it
in the next five years. The NDA
alliance has once again chosen
Sh. Narendra Modi as their
leader, and he is set to take the
oath as Prime Minister for the
third time soon.

It is noteworthy that during
the Antyodaya Conference in
Karnal on November 2, 2023,
the then Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar
announced the HAPPY scheme,
and it was implemented during

the budget session of the assem-
bly on February 23, 2024. On
March 7, 2024, the state gov-
ernment began providing
HAPPY cards to families with
an annual income of 1 lakh or
less. The scheme will benefit
approximately 85 lakh benefi-
ciaries in the state, and so far,
59,708 people have received
the cards before the Model
Code of Conduct. These indi-
viduals have travelled 37.88
lakh Kms.

Today, districts like Kaithal,
Hisar, Jind, Fatehabad, Sirsa,
Bhiwani, Karnal, and
Kurukshetra were connected
via video conferencing. The
Chief Minister directly inter-
acted with beneficiaries from
several districts and handed
over HAPPY cards to 20 bene-
ficiaries in Karnal, congratulat-
ing them. Around 22.89 lakh
families, totaling approximate-
ly 84 lakh people with an annu-
al income of less than Rs. 1 lakh,
will benefit from this scheme.
All beneficiaries will receive
smart cards linked to the e-tick-
eting system, allowing them to
travel for free. The state gov-
ernment will allocate a budget
of approximately Rs. 600 crores
for this scheme.

Transport Minister Aseem
Goel, addressing the event,
praised the HAPPY scheme as

unique in the country and laud-
ed the transport department
officers for their implementa-
tion efforts. He mentioned that
the scheme's launch right after
the Model Code of Conduct
ended reflects the government's
commitment to the upliftment
of the last person in the queue.
A special plan for cleanliness at
all bus stands in the state is also
being prepared, aiming to make
travel on Haryana transport
buses feel like a happy experi-
ence. Over the past 10 years, the
cleanliness standards at railway
stations have been significant-
ly improved, and similar efforts
will be made at all bus stands in
Haryana.

Navdeep Virk, Principal
Secretary of the Transport
Department, provided detailed
information about the scheme.
He stated that currently, there
are over 4,200 buses in the
transport fleet, which will be
increased to 5,300 in the next
two years. This will include the
addition of 1,800 BS-6 buses
and the procurement of 150 AC
buses, with 500 more to be
added. Another 500 to 1,000
buses will be included under
the kilometer scheme. He also
highlighted that 36 citizen ser-
vices provided by the transport
department, with 29 already
made online. He added that
now, after purchasing a new
vehicle, there is no need to visit
the SDM office for the RC; it
will be provided at the agency
itself.

A short film on the
Haryana HAPPY scheme was
also shown to the audience at
the event. The Chief Minister
interacted with beneficiaries
from various districts, including
Ranbir from Kaithal, Mukesh
and Karambir from Fatehabad,
Surender from Jind, Kaushalya
from Sirsa, Rajesh from
Bhiwani, and Kamlesh Arora
from Kurukshetra.
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Punjab Chief Minister
Bhagwant Singh Mann on

Friday exhorted the farmers to
make maximum use of surface
water during the ensuing
paddy season to save the
groundwater.

Chairing a meeting of
Water resources department
here, he said that the state gov-
ernment is fully geared to sup-
ply canal water from the forth-
coming paddy season. He said
that from June 11 the canal
water will be supplied to farm-
ers uninterruptedly as the work
of de-silting the canals has
already been accomplished.
Mann said that canal water
would be supplied in districts
of Sri Muktsar Sahib, Faridkot,
Mansa, Bathinda, Fazilka,
Ferozepur and areas beyond
the fence at international bor-
der from June 11 and in Moga,
Sangrur, Malerkotla, Patiala,
Fatehgarh Sahib, SAS Nagar,
Rupnagar, Ludhiana,
Kapurthala, Jalandhar,
Hoshiarpur, Shaheed Bhagat
Singh Nagar, Tarn Taran,
Amritsar, Gurdaspur and
Pathankot from June 15.

Mann said that Punjab is
on the threshold of setting a
new record for supplying canal
water for the irrigational needs

adding that for the first time,
the state government has set up
a dedicated control room for
enquiries regarding supply of
canal water. He said that if any-
one desires to get any infor-
mation regarding the supply of
canal water that person can call
on +91 96461 51466 to get the
details. He expressed hope that
the farmers will duly utilise the
canal water for irrigating the
paddy fields and play a major
role in saving the ground water.

The Chief Minister also
said that to avert floods in the
state the Punjab government
has taken initiatives including
designing the discharge of
Choes/Torrents/Rivers as per
100 years flood discharge and
accordingly notifying the flood
plains of the Rivers and
drains/choes under The
Northern India Canal and
Drainage Act, Strengthening of
main Embankments of rivers
and Restriction of works on
advance bundh. He said that
for emergency response system
data base of people such as bag
suppliers, wire binders, earth
moving equipment's, tractor
trolley owners, divers and local
volunteers has been compiled
and empty cement bags and
filled bags are being planned to
be stored at strategic locations
for emergent use. Bhagwant

Singh Mann said that Bamboo
plantations are being carried
out on inner slopes of rivers
and Obstruction caused by
NHAI, B&R and Mandi Board
to the sheet flow of the flood
waters have been identified
and are being removed.
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Chairing a separate meet-
ing, Mann said that the state
government is duty-bound to
ensure an uninterrupted supply
of ration to the beneficiaries
under Ghar Ghar ration
scheme. He said that due to
their vested political interests,
some rumour mongers had
spread canards that a huge
reduction has been made in
ration by the state govern-
ment. He said that this was
baseless and unwarranted as all
the beneficiaries are getting the
facility under the scheme and
full ration is being given to
them. Bhagwant Singh Mann
said that he has already sought
report pertaining to it from all
the Deputy Commissioners
across the state so that benefi-
ciaries get the benefits of the
scheme regularly.

Mann said that it is a mat-
ter of immense pride and sat-
isfaction for the entire state that
the ration is being distributed
to the beneficiaries through
Model Fair Price Shops (MFPS)
Set Up across the state. He said
that 1.54 crore Beneficiaries are
getting the ration through
40.19 lakh ration cards and this
will continue by all means.
Bhagwant Singh Mann said
that the scheme envisages
smooth and hassle-free deliv-
ery of ration to the people.

He said that Gone are the
days when people had to face
a lot of inconvenience for get-
ting food grains under the
National Food Security Act by
waiting in long queues. He
bemoaned that people had to
face undue harassment while
getting these grains most of the
time while skipping their daily
work or during odd hours. But
Mann said that now with the
distribution of ration at the
vicinity of the beneficiaries, a
new era has been ushered in as
the beneficiary shall not be
required to stand in long
queues, especially in inclement
weather conditions adding that
this will not only ensure deliv-
ery of nutritious food grains to
people but will also go a long
way in saving their time,
money and energy.
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For a review of measures
taken for flood preparedness,

a meeting under the
Chairmanship of Punjab Chief
Secretary Anurag Verma was
held on Friday  which was
attended by all the Deputy
Commissioners of the State
along with the senior officers of
the Departments concerned.

Verma said that the State
Government is fully geared up
to tackle any flood exigency in
view of the approaching mon-
soon season. A large number of
works are in progress and will be
completed before the onset of
monsoon. After taking note of
the preparation being done for
the flood season, he directed the
Deputy Commissioners to keep
a stock of earth filled EC bags at
various strategic locations based
on past learnings. Deputy

Commissioners have also been
asked to carry out inspection of
the works undertaken in their
districts and also to visit and take
note of the critical locations
under their jurisdiction.

The Chief Secretary elabo-
rated that the Water Resources
Department is undertaking 65
works amounting to Rs 75 Cr
through State Disaster
Mitigation Fund (SDMF).
Additionally, 716 works
amounting to around Rs 150 Cr
are being undertaken under
MGNREGA or through con-
vergence with MGNREGA, 129
works amounting to around Rs
15 Cr would be completed
through Departmental machin-
ery. In addition, 327 works
amounting to around Rs. 81 Cr
are proposed to be carried out
through State funding on pri-
ority and need basis. Thus, a
total of 1237 works amounting
to around Rs. 321 Cr will be

taken up by the Water
Resources department in the
year 2024-25.

Verma added that new ini-
tiatives have been undertaken by
planting Bamboo plants along
the banks of the drains as the
bamboo plants act as natural
barriers and prevent damage to
the banks of drains. A total of
2,50,000 bamboo plants have
been planted along the drains.
The work of construction of
check dams for flood mitigation
and around 432 check dams
have been constructed on
drains/choes.

He also directed NHAI, the
Department of Building and
Roads and Mandi Board to
remove likely obstructions to
flood waters so that there will be
no hindrance to the flow of
water. The NHAI has ensured
that the cleaning of drains will
be done before onset of mon-
soon.
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The electoral defeat and low-
est vote percentage of

Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) and Jannayak Janata
Party (JJP) in Lok Sabha elec-
tion 2024 has put a question
mark on the future of the two
regional parties. In the recent-
ly held Lok Sabha election, JJP
fielded candidates in all 10 Lok
Sabha seats while INLD con-
tested from seven seats. All the
candidates of INLD and JJP lost
their deposits on all seats.
INLD got a 1.74 percent vote
share. JJP, till March BJP’s part-
ner in the ruling coalition in
the state before they parted
ways, ended with a disastrous
vote share of less than 1 per-
cent.

INLD was initially found-
ed as the Haryana Lok Dal
(Rashtriya) by Devi Lal in
1996, who served as the Deputy
Prime Minister of India. The
party is led by Om Prakash
Chautala, the son of Devi Lal,
both of whom have served as
the Chief Minister of Haryana.
His son, Abhay Singh Chautala
is the General Secretary. The
rift in the Chautala clan led to
the formation of JJP by his
great-grandson Dushyant
Chautala in 2018.

In the 2024 Lok Sabha
election, many of the JJP can-
didates, including Naina

Chautala contesting from Hisar
forfeited their deposits and
finished fifth. Singer-rapper
Fazilpuria’s first shot at politics
flopped. But the Lok Sabha
election went even more badly
for his party JJP.  Fazilpuria,
whose original name is Rahul
Yadav, got just 13,278 of the
15.9 lakh votes cast (0.8%)
across all nine assembly seg-
ments of the Gurgaon LS con-
stituency.

The INLD, which was
founded by Devi Lal and once
a major political force in the
state got 1.74 per cent vote
share in this Lok Sabha elec-
tion. The best performance by
INLD came from Sirsa where
party’s candidate Sandeep
Valmiki finished third with
about 92,000 votes. INLD can-
didate from Kurukshetra,
Abhay Chautala finished third
with about 78,000 votes. INLD
Gurgaon candidate Sorab Khan
received just 4,917 votes, which
was less than the 6,417 NOTA
votes polled.

The fight for both region-
al parties, all of whose candi-
dates lost their deposits, now is
for relevance in state politics.
For Dushyant Chautala, espe-
cially, holding on to his flock
will be a challenge. In its first
assembly election in 2019, JJP
won 10 seats out of 90 in
Haryana and saw its political
stock rise as BJP fell short of
majority and needed allies. JJP
joined the Government and
Dushyant Chautala became
deputy CM.

But after nearly five years
as BJP’s governing partner, JJP
faced the same backlash as the
saffron party from farmers,
who have been on protest since
2020, first against three farm
laws the Modi govt brought
and then withdrew, and then
for a law guaranteeing mini-
mum support price. At sever-
al places, the party was not
allowed by farmers and locals
to hold rallies and denied entry
into villages. The anger also
reflected in voting.

In Hisar – a stronghold of
the Chautala family –Naina
Chautala came fifth with
22,032 votes. INLD’s Sunaina
Chautala was fourth with
22,303 votes. Three members
of the Chautala family, the
other being Ranjit Chautala
(BJP), were contesting from

Hisar from three different par-
ties. Jai Prakash of Congress
won with 5.7 lakh votes, defeat-
ing Ranjit Chautala by 63,381
votes. In overall vote share, BSP
(1.2%), which has no MLAs in
the state, finished higher than
JJP.

In Kurukshetra, INLD
general secretary and its lone
MLA Abhay Chautala was a
distant third with just 78,000
votes. BJP’s Naveen Jindal, who
polled 5.42 lakh votes narrow-
ly defeated Sushil Gupta of
AAP by 29,021 votes in the
seat.

AAP was in alliance with
Congress in Haryana. Abhay
Chautala had taken out a 215-
day padyatra last year and
gone to all 90 assembly con-
stituencies of the state to con-
nect with voters, but it seemed
to have no impact.

Before the split, INLD had
won two Lok Sabha seats in
2014 despite the Modi wave. Its
candidates – Dushyant
Chautala and Charanjeet Singh
Rori – won from Hisar and
Sirsa, respectively.

Amidst all this, questions
are being raised on the recog-
nition received by INLD and
JJP as regional parties. Due to
poor performance in the recent
Lok Sabha elections, the status
of regional party in Haryana
can be taken away by the
Election Commission.

The INLD, earlier known
as Haryana Lok Dal
(Rashtriya), was recognised as
the state party after the 1998
parliamentary elections when
it won four Lok Sabha seats.
However, in the 2024 Assembly
elections, the party will have to
fulfill statutory Election
Commission norms to retain
the state party tag and save its
reserved party symbol.

When contacted Ram
Narain Yadav, a former
Additional Secretary of the
State Vidhan Sabha said that at
the receiving end of the dismal
performance in parliamentary
and state Assembly elections
since 2019, the INLD will have
to fulfill the norms under the
Election Symbols (Reservation
& Allotment) Order, 1968, in
the 2024 Assembly elections,
failing which it would risk
derecognition from the
Election Commission.

According to him, as per

rules, the candidates put up by
the party must have secured
not less than 8 percent of the
total valid votes polled in the
state in the last state Assembly.
Besides, candidates of a party
securing not less than 6 per
cent of the total valid votes
polled with at least two elect-
ed MLAs can also be consid-
ered as a condition for recog-
nition as the state party.

Former Additional
Secretary said that the party
securing 3 per cent of the total
number of seats or at least three
seats in the Assembly, whichev-
er is more, is also recognised as
the state party and allotted a
permanent election symbol.
The INLD did not fulfill any of
the above conditions in the
2019 Assembly and
Parliamentary elections and
2024 Lok Sabha poll. The party
secured 1.9% and 2.44% votes
in the parliamentary and
Assembly elections, respec-
tively, in 2019. In the recently
concluded parliamentary elec-
tions, the party polled 1.74 per
cent votes. However, an
amendment to the Election
Symbols (Reservation &
Allotment) Order, in 2016 pro-
vided relief to the INLD. The
amendment allowed a political
party to retain the ‘state party’
or ‘national party’ tag even after
it loses eligibility in the next
Lok Sabha or state Assembly
elections, he added.

He further said that if the
party fails to regain eligibility
in the subsequent election to
the state Assembly or the Lok
Sabha, then it will lose its sta-
tus as a state or national party.
The INLD currently falls in this
category, he added.

Talking to reporters, senior
INLD leader Abhay Chautala
said this was a general election
and the INLD would perform
better in the assembly poll.
“This time, people voted for the
formation of a national gov-
ernment. In the assembly elec-
tion, we will emerge as a force,”
said Chautala.

Dushyant Chautala said
that people “are angry because
they consider us their own”. We
get angry at those whom we
consider as our own. We will
continue to reach out to the
people. We are here for the long
run, we are not going any-
where,” he said.
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Some farmer outfits on Friday
threw their weight behind the

CISF woman constable who
allegedly slapped actor and BJP
MP-elect Kangana Ranaut, say-
ing the entire sequence leading
to the incident needs to be prop-
erly investigated.

The Samyukta Kisan
Morcha (Non-Political) and the
Kisan Mazdoor Morcha were
among the prominent outfits
which said they stand in support
of the Central Industrial Security
Force (CISF) constable.

The Mohali Police has
booked Constable Kulwinder
Kaur under Indian Penal Code
(IPC) sections 323 (punishment
for voluntarily causing hurt)
and 341 (punishment for wrong-
ful restraint), both are bailable
offences. No arrest has been
made yet, they said and added
that the FIR in case was regis-
tered on a complaint from the
CISF.

Ranaut, in a video message,
had on Thursday said she was hit
in the face and abused by the
constable during security check
at the Chandigarh airport, the
ugly fracas breaking out two days
after she was elected to the Lok
Sabha from Mandi in Himachal
Pradesh.

The constable, who
appeared to be upset with Ranaut
over her stance on the farmers'
protests, has been suspended and
an investigation has been
launched. The CISF, tasked with
providing security at airports,

had also ordered a court of
inquiry into the incident.

SKM (Non-Political) leader
Jagjit Singh Dallewal and Kisan
Mazdoor Sangharsh Committee
general secretary Sarwan Singh
Pandher met Punjab's Director
General of Police (DGP) Gaurav
Yadav in the afternoon for a
proper investigation into the
matter.  "The main issue which
we raised is that there should be
no injustice to the constable. We
have been assured that investi-
gations are being held in an
impartial manner," Dallewal said
after the meeting.

Mohali Police SHO
(Airport) Inspector Periwinkle
Grewal said the matter is under
investigation.  In a meeting,
CISF officials gave those from
the Mohali police information
regarding the incident, another
police official told reporters. He
added that footage from CCTV
cameras are being scanned and
after that the next course of
action will be taken.

Earlier in the day, while
addressing a press conference
here with Pandher and some
other farmer leaders, Dallewal
said, "We will demand a proper
investigation and we will tell him
that there should be no injustice
with the woman constable."

On June 9 in Mohali, an
"Insaaf march" to Mohali the
senior superintendent of police's
office will be taken out "to
demand that no injustice be done
in this case with the constable",
he said.  In a video statement,
Ranaut said she was safe and fine.
The constable, Ranaut had said,

came towards her from the side.
"She hit me in the face and start-
ed abusing me. I asked her why
she did it and she said she sup-
ports the farmer protests."

Another video doing the
rounds of social media had
shown the agitated constable
talking to people presumably
after the incident. "Kangana
made a statement (earlier) that
farmers were protesting in Delhi
because they were paid Rs 100 or
Rs 200. At the time, my mother
was one of the protesters," she
said in the purported video.

The brother of the constable,
who is based in Kapurthala, on
Thursday said they learnt about
the incident through the media.
He had said his sister has been
in service for the past 15 years
and had served at many places
including Kerala, Chennai and
Amritsar.  Dallewal and Pandher
said the constable's brother was
active in farmer movements and
was part of their organisation.

Farmer leader Sarwan Singh
Pandher alleged that Ranaut
had hurt sentiments with her
comments against farmers,
elderly women and Punjabis in
the past. Both Dallewal and
Pandher lashed out at the actor
for stating that terrorism was
increasing in Punjab. Dallewal
said from various reports what
they have come to know is that
there was some argument from
Ranaut's side during security
check when her purse and
mobile-phone was being put
for checking. If this is so, then the
constable is not to be blamed, she
was doing her duty, he said.

"And everyone knows the
previous track record of Ranaut
and the kind of language she has
used towards farmers. There
must have been an argument and
the result of which must have led
to the incident. All these things
need proper investigation," he
said.  Taking on Ranaut over her
"terrorism" and "extremism"
remark, Dallewal said, "In
Punjab, communities of all faiths
are peacefully co-existing. We
demand that a case should be
filed and courts should take suo
motu cognisance of the wordings
used by the BJP MP. Ranaut is an
actor and now even a MP, she
should not speak such language.
This is condemnable. We
demand that action be taken
against her," he said.

The two farmer leaders
claimed that people including
farmers have taught BJP a lesson
in the recently held Lok Sabha
polls.   "From rural areas, 73 of
their candidates lost this time,"
he claimed.   In Haryana, they
could win only five seats, in Uttar
Pradesh, they had to face heavy
defeat while they also lost heav-
ily in Rajasthan. During farmers
agitation, they used tear gas, bul-
lets and people of the country
have expressed their anger
through the ballot, Dallewal
claimed.
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Punjab BJP chief Sunil
Jakhar Friday termed the alleged
attack on actor and BJP MP-elect
Kangana Ranaut by CISF

woman constable "most unfor-
tunate" and said any form of vio-
lence as a means of expressing
dissent was unacceptable.  "What
is even more concerning is that
a person wearing a security uni-
form indulged in such an unlaw-
ful violent act,” he said.

"The statement (on farmers)
was made by Kangana Ranault
three years ago on protesting
farmers. Her statement may be
insensitive and not in good taste
but a security staffer resorting to
physical assault by slapping the
MP in resentment of the hurt she
felt sets a wrong precedent,"
Jakhar said in a statement.  Such
acts tend to defame Punjab and
its people, he said.  Jakhar not
only questioned the timing of the
incident but also the outpouring
of support from certain quarters
for a person who took law in her
hands.

He said the statement was
made three years ago by Ranaut
and its aftereffect surfaced now
in the form of an attack on the
BJP parliamentarian.  "The tim-
ing makes the incident curious.
It comes at a time when Punjab
is undergoing an undercurrent
of overt radical posturing. The
narrative of support being played
out in support of the security
staffer, instead of being con-
demned, endangers the social
order.  "It may have far reaching
consequences. Such discourse is
potent enough to incite hot-
headed minds to resort to more
similar acts in future endanger-
ing harmony and lives," Jakhar
said.

(With agency inputs)
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Chandigarh: Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann, on Friday, held a meet-
ing with the AAP Lok Sabha
candidates and MLAs of
Patiala and Ferozepur Lok
Sabha constituency. Dr Balbir
Singh, AAP's Patiala candidate
and Jagdeep Singh Kaka Brar,
Ferozepur candidate, both
thanked the MLAs of their
areas and AAP teams for their
support and hard work.  As
compared to the last general
elections, AAP gained vote
share in both constituencies
and trailed by a very small
margin at the end.  Mann
asked the MLAs of both Lok
Sabha constituencies to keep
up the good work and direct-

ed them to even work harder
on the ground level. The AAP
leaders discussed the Lok
Sabha election results. Mann

also discussed future develop-
ment plans with the AAP
MLAs, chairmen and party's
office bearers.
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I, Gurwinder Singh S/o 

Balvir Singh R/o Vill. Kirpal Pur, 

PO. Chachoki, Tehsil Phagwara, 

Distt. Kapurthala-144632, 

Punjab have changed my name 

to Singh Gurwinder (Surname 

as Singh) 

I Harjot Singh S/O 

Sukhwinder Singh R/O 

H.No.385 St.No.5 Subhash 

Nagar Distt. Hoshiarpur 

(Punjab) Have Changed My 

Name From Harjot Singh To 

Harjot Singh Gidda. 

I Bhagwati Dhami W/O 

Daulat Singh R/O Near Mitra 

Eye Care Hospital New Patel 

Nagar Phagwara Distt. 

Kapurthala Have Changed My 

Name To Bhagwati Devi. 

I Gurmeet Sodhi W/O 

Maninder Pal Singh Chawla R/O 

H.No.28 Improvement Trust 

Colony Near Chungi No.3 Moga 

Have Changed My Name To 

Gurmeet Kaur. 

I Kiranpreet Kaur D/O 

Mandeep Singh R/O Hotel 

Navdeep, SCF 08, Shaheed 

Bhagat Singh Markit Moga Have 

Changed My Name To 

Kiranpreet Kaur Manni. 

I Gurmeet Kaur Bains W/O 

Lakhvir Singh R/O Vill. Singhpur 

Urf Munan Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Gurmeet 

Kaur. 

I Nirmaljit Kaur Rakhra 

W/O Malkit Singh R/O Vpo. 

Dosanjh Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Nirmaljit 

Kaur. 

I Rakesh Pruthi S/O Amir 

Chand Pruthi R/O H.No.2631 

Basant Avenue IX Dugri 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name To Rakesh Kumar Pruthi. 

I Jatinder Kumar S/O 

Satpal R/O H.No.190 MH Model 

House P O Model Town 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name To Jatinder Dassan. 

I Yogeeta Bhandari W/O 

Jatinder Dassan R/O H.No.190 

MH Model House P O Model 

Town Ludhiana Have Changed 

My Name To Yogeeta Dassan. 

I Sarbjeet Kaur Sidhu W/O 

Navpreet Singh Bhullar R/O 

Patti Sarkar Vpo. Charik Distt. 

Moga Have Changed My Name 

To Sarbjeet Kaur Bhullar. 

I Sukhchain Singh Sidhu 

S/O Gurmail Singh R/O Vpo. 

Lohara Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To 

Sukhchain Singh. 

I Tejinder Singh S/O Harjit 

Singh R/O St.No.2 Teacher 

Colony Faridkot Have Changed 

My Name To Tejinder Singh 

Purba. 

I, Bhupinder S/o Yashpal 

Singh, Vpo. Sansarpur Teh-

Dasuya Distt. Hoshiarpur 

declare that i have changed my 

name from Bhupinder to 

Bhupinder Singh. 

I, Rajveer Garle, S/o Shri 

Sadhu Ram, R/o Village Dera, 

Tehsil Naraingarh, District 

Ambala has changed my name 

from Rajveer Garle to Rajbir. 

I, Rashmi Jindal W/o 

Sumir Jindal R/o Bathinda Teh-

Bathinda (Bathinda) have 

changed my name from Rashmi 

to Rashmi Jindal. 

I, Tanish Kumar Singla S/o 

Nishant Kumar Singla R/o Vill: 

Maur Mandi Teh-Maur 

(Bathinda) have changed my 

name from Tanish Singla to 

Tanish Kumar Singla. 

I, Yachana Tiwari W/o 

Vivek Tiwari R/o House No. 08, 

Street No. 01, Green Valley 

V.P.O Kakon Distt. Hoshiarpur 

have changed my name to 

Yachna Sharma. 

I, Baljeet Kaur W/o Karnail 

Singh R/o Ward No. 4, V.P.O 

Miani Tehsil Dasuya Distt. 

Hoshiarpur (Punjab) have 

changed my name to Kaur 

Baljeet. 

I, Harjinder Singh Gill R/o 

Village Swaddi Khurd 

(Ludhiana) have changed my 

minor son's name from Yuvraj 

Singh to Yuvraj Singh Gill. 

I, Kulwinder Singh Gill S/o 

Mukand Singh R/o Ramiana 

(Faridkot) have changed my 

name to Kulwinder Singh. 

I, Shamsher Singh S/O 

Pargat Singh R/O Village Kiriran 

Tehsil & District Tarn Taran have 

Changed my Given name to 

Shamsher and Surname to 

Singh. 

I, Anchal Batra W/O Sh. 

Raj Kanwal R/O Flat No. 227, 

Seth Hukam Chand Colony, 

Jalandhar, Punjab, India Have 

Changed My Name From 

Anchal To Anchal Batra After 

Marriage. 

I, Sharandeep S/O 

Surinder Kumar R/O Village 

Moela, P.O. Moela Wahidpur, 

Tehsil Garhshankar, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab, India Have 

Changed My Name From 

Sharandeep To Sharandeep 

Ganger. 

I  Heena Jacob W/O 

Vijender Jacob R/O VPO Bir 

Bassi Tehsil Assandh Distt. 

Karnal Have Changed My Name 

From Heena Mattu to Heena 

Jacob. 

I, Ajaypal Dhillon S/O 

Jagroop Singh R/O Village Sur 

Singh Wala, Po. Lohgarh, Tehsil 

& District Ferozepur Have 

Changed My Minor Son Name 

Gurnav Singh To Gurnav Singh 

Dhillon. 

I Rajan Ahuja S/O Hardit 

Singh Ahuja, R/O House No 

31/521 Street No 4 Near Lunna 

Nursing Home Model Town 

Abohar, Fazilka Punjab -152116 

Have Changed My Name And 

Shall After Be Known As Rajan 

Singh. 

I Navjot D/o Joginder Singh 

W/o Amarpreet Singh R/o Bawa 

Nursing Home, Ward No. 9, 

Bassi Pathana, Distt Fatehgarh 

Sahib I am known by both 

names Navjot And Navjot Kaur. 

I Sandip Kumar S/o 

Banarsi Dass R/o W.No.21 #393 

Gali Dugglan Wali Mohalla 

Sodhian Wala Ferozepur City 

Punjab have changed my name 

to Sandip Kumar to Sandeep 

Kumar. 

I, Rachna W/o Sh. Rajesh 

Kumar R/o 86/4 Ram Nagar 

Karnal Haryana, inform that 

both the names Rachna and 

Rachna Rani are of the same 

woman i.e. mine. Let me be 

known and recognized by the 

name of Rachna. 

I, Babita is legally Wedded 

Spouse of Army 

No:15337776W Rank: Hav 

Name-Jai Prakash Presently 

Posted At Unit: 57 Engr Regt 

C/o 56 APO Permanent 

Address: Ward No-09, Vill/Post-

Sagwa, Distt- Jhunjhunun, 

Buhana, Teh- Khetadi State - 

Rajasthan -333034 Declare that 

in my husband service record 

my name Wrongly Mentioned 

as Babita but my Correct Name 

is Babita Devi as per Aadhar 

Card. Vide Affidavit No: RD 

0021735808, Dated: 07/06/24. 

I, Ashish Sharma Son Of 

Kamlesh Chander Sharma 

Residing At H.No. 231, Vishnu 

Nagar, Lamini, Tehsil And 

District Pathankot, Punjab-

145001, Do Hereby Declare 

That I Have Changed My Name 

From Ashish  Sharma To Ashish 

Kumar. All Nears And Dears 

May Note. 

I, Army No:15337776W 

Rank: Hav Name-Jai Prakash 

Presently Posted At Unit: 57 

Engr Regt C/o 56 APO 

Permanent Address: Ward No-

09, Vill/Post-Sagwa, Distt- 

Jhunjhunun, Buhana, Teh- 

Khetadi State - Rajasthan -

333034 Declare that in my 

Service record my Son name 

Wrongly Mentioned as Rohit 

Kumar but my Son Correct 

Name Rohit Singh Shekhawat 

as per Aadhar card. Vide 

Affidavit No: RD 0021735807, 

Dated: 07/06/24. 

I, Maya spouse of 

No.2809033A L/NK Bhilare 

Pratap Shivaji resident of 

Village- Mankarwadi, Post- 

Shirsi, Tehsil-  Shirala, District- 

Sangli, State- Maharashtra, Pin-

415408, have changed my 

name from Maya to Maya 

Pratap Bhilare Vide affidavit 

No.IN-JK99142913274846W 

dated 03 June 2024 before 

notary public Samba (J&K). 

I No.15616484Y Hav 

Jamadar Fakaroddin Mahiboob 

Saheb resident of Village - 

Dodya, Post - Bagehalli, Tehsil- 

- Akkalkot, District - Solapur, 

State - Maharashtra, Pin- 

413216,  have changed my 

Father name from Mahiboob 

Saheb to Mahiboob Saheb 

Fakarulla Jamadar Vide affidavit 

No.IN- PBW  dated  06 June 

2024 before notary public 

Pathankot. 

I No.15616484Y Hav 

Jamadar Fakaroddin Mahiboob 

Saheb resident of Village - 

Dodya, Post - Bagehalli, Tehsil- 

- Akkalkot, District - Solapur, 

State - Maharashtra, Pin- 

413216,  have changed my 

Father name from Mahiboob 

Saheb to Mahiboob Saheb 

Fakarulla Jamadar Vide affidavit 

No.IN- PB23105799521198W 

dated 06 June 2024 before 

notary public Pathankot 

I, Tejaswi spouse of 

No.2803609W LHav Patil Ravso 

Vasant resident of Village- 

Rethere Dharan, Post- Rethere 

Dharan, Tehsil- Walwa, District- 

Sangli, State- Maharashtra, Pin-

415407, have changed my 

name from Tejaswi to Tejaswi 

Ravso Patil Vide affidavit No.IN-

JK99850372407507W dated 07 

June 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot. 

I, Shubhangi spouse of 

Vishal Deshmukh resident of 

Village- Deshmukh Wadi, Post- 

Atpadi, Tehsil-  Atpadi, District- 

Sangali, State- Maharashtra, 

Pin- 415301, have changed my 

name from Shubhangi to 

Shubhangi Vishal Deshmukh 

Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB04263971641484W dated 08 

April 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot. 

I, No.JC-857623K Sub 

(Gunner) Gupteshwar Singh 

resident of Village- Bahadurpur, 

Post- Kawal Pura, Tehsil- 

Chhapra, District- Chhapra 

(Saran) State- Bihar, Pin- 

841417, have changed my 

Mother name & DOB from Kanti 

Devi to Kanti Kunwar and date 

of birth from 01 July 1950 to 28 

Feb 1950 Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB23469285451402W dated 

07 June 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, No.JC-407130Y NB/Sub 

Ajit Singh resident of Village- 

Nauranga Bass Rajputana, 

Post- Nauranga Bass Jattan, 

Tehsil- Charkhi Dadri, District- 

Charkhi Dadri, State- Haryana, 

Pin-127310, have changed my 

Mother name from Birmati Devi 

to Birmati Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB23529153596078W dated 

07 June 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, No.4194955X CHM Lalit 

Mohan Bhatt resident of Village- 

Toli Bans, Post- Toli Gurna, 

Tehsil- Pithoragarh, District- 

Pithoragarh, State- 

Uttarakhand, Pin-262529, have 

changed my Son name from 

Prashant Bhatt to Prasant Bhatt 

Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB23032869900394W dated 

06 June 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, No.6499117X NK Vimal 

Kumar Jha resident of Village-

Subhankarpur, Post- 

Subhankarpur, Tehsil- 

Madhubani, District- 

Madhubani, State- Bihar, Pin-

847213, have changed my 

Mother name from Meera Devi 

to Mira Devi Vide affidavit 

No.IN-PB23472181306702W 

dated 07 June 2024 before 

notary public Pathankot. 

I,  No.2803410P NK Thorat 

Bharat Pralhad resident of 

Village- Nadashi, Post- 

Yashvantnagar, Tehsil- Karad, 

District- Satara, State- 

Maharashtra, Pin- 415115, have 

changed my Son name from 

Tanamay to Tanmay Bharat 

Thorat Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB23470250436460W dated 

07 June 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, Santosh Devi Mother of  

Sandeep Kumar resident of 

Village- Sountli, Post- 

Shahzadpur, Tehsil- 

Naraingarh, District- Ambala, 

State- Haryana, Pin- have 

changed my name from 

Santosh Devi to Santosh Vide 

affidavit No.IN-

PB22661523801388W dated 

05 June 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, Tanmoy Sarkar resident 

of Village- Dhankal Defence 

Colony, Post- Kampa, Tehsil- 

Barrackpore, District- 24 

Pargana (North) State- West 

Bengal, Pin-743193, have 

changed my Father Nripendra 

Nath Sarkar DOB from 21 Oct 

1944 to 05 Jan 1960  Vide 

affidavit No.IN-

PB23071664605655W dated 06 

June 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot. 

I, Joti W/O No: 1084374P 

Ex Hav/Dscgd Parveen Singh 

S/O Kamal Singh Resident Of 

Vpo-Jhavkara Tehsil/Distt- 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, That I 

Declare Changed My Name 

From Joti To Jyoti And Dated Of 

Birth From 01/01/1976 To 

11/01/1976 In My Husband Dsc 

Record. 

I, Bikram Jeet Singh Tung 

S/O Balwinder Singh. R/O 

Village Tung, Po-Hayat Nagar, 

Tehsil/Distt Gurdaspur, Punjab. 

Have Changed My Name From 

Bikram Jeet Singh Tung To 

Bikram Jeet Singh. My Given 

Name As Bikram Jeet And My 

Surname As Singh. 

I, Pardeep Kaur Tung W/O 

Bikram Jeet Singh. R/O Village 

Tung, Po-Hayat Nagar, Tehsil 

/Distt Gurdaspur, Punjab. Have 

Changed My Name From 

Pardeep Kaur Tung To Pardeep 

Kaur. My Given Name As 

Pardeep And My Surname As 

Kaur . 

I, Bikram Jeet Singh S/O 

Balwinder Singh. R/O Village 

Tung, Po-Hayat Nagar, 

Tehsil/Distt Gurdaspur, Punjab. 

Declare That My Son Name 

Abhay Partap Singh. My Son 

Given Name As Abhay Partap 

And My Son Surname As Singh. 

I, Bikram Jeet Singh S/O 

Balwinder Singh R/O Village 

Tung, Po-Hayat Nagar, 

Tehsil/Distt Gurdaspur, Punjab. 

Declare That My Son Name 

Arneet Tung. My Son Given 

Name  As Arneet And My 

Surname As Tung. 

I, No 15212477X Ex Hav 

Nasib Singh  Resident Of 

Village Thandi Khui Souli, P.O. 

Sujanpur,  Tehsil And Distt 

Pathankot (Punjab) Have 

Changed The Name  Of My 

Wife From Bavita To Babita Vide 

Affidavit No. In-

Pb23346063095813w Dated 

07-06-2024 Before Executive 

Magistrate Pathankot (Punjab). 
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"Rode College" released in Cinemas: A 

Powerful Tale of Student Leaders and 

Corruption 

Chandigarh:  A gripping new film, "Rode College," directed 

by Happy Rode, arrived in cinemas on Friday. Featuring 

stellar performances by Manav Vij, Yograj Singh, and Isha 

Rikhi, the movie is a compelling drama inspired by true 

events that took place at Rode College in the Moga district of 

Punjab. "Rode College" delves into the important topic of 

how student leaders and their ambitions are twisted by corrupt 

politicians for personal gain. The movie spans across two 

generations, and offers a true flavour of Punjab's college life- 

with action, drama, romance and lots of college fun. Manav 

Vij, who has come back to Punjabi cinema with this powerful 

film, delivers a powerful performance against his rival in the 

film, Gurtej Singh, played by the commendable Yograj Singh. 

Isha Rikhi brings magic to the screen as always, making 

"Rode College" an unforgettable cinematic experience. The 

film also brings  

Bank of India 

forth many new faces to the Industry. Happy Rode, known for 

his keen storytelling and directorial prowess, has crafted a 

narrative that resonates deeply with audiences. Bank of India 

is organizing SAMJHAUTA DAY on to settle the NPA loan 

accounts of borrowers under One Time Settlement(OTS) at all 

its branches/Zones and FGMOs across the country. The 

SAMJHAUTA DAY is specially designed for the NPA 

Borrowers who could not repay their loan in time due to 

distress in business/medical condition of the borrower or any 

other genuine reason. Our Bank is having special OTS schemes 

to settle small value accounts and mid-size accounts through 

which special and good discounts are offered to the borrowers 

whose accounts are NPA. All the borrowers whose accounts 

are NPA may come forward to avail this Golden opportunity 

by settling NPA loan accounts on SAMJHAUTA DAY on 

12/06/2024. 

 

State Bank of India 

Chandigarh: Shri Krishan 

Sharma has assumed the 

position of Chief General 

Manager at the State Bank of 

India, Local Head Office, 

Chandigarh Circle. This 

Circle encompasses SBI's 

operations in the states of 

Punjab, Haryana, Himachal 

Pradesh, and the Union 

Territories of Chandigarh, 

Jammu & Kashmir, and 

Ladakh. Shri Sharma started his career with SBI as a 

Probationary Officer in 1991 and has since served in various 

key roles over his distinguished 33-year career. Shri Sharma 

brings extensive operational experience, having served in 

various key roles across Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar, Hyderabad, 

Amaravati and Bengaluru Circles. Before his current 

assignment, Shri Sharma was the Chief General Manager of 

the Bengaluru Circle. 

 

Nexus Elante Mall comes up with DinoVerse 

Chandigarh: Nexus Elante Mall has unveiled DinoVerse, an 

innovative and immersive exhibit captivating live exhibition 

featuring life-sized dinosaurs, tailored to enchant grown-ups 

and children alike.  The mall is adorned with realistic, life-sized 

dinosaur models, creating a visually stunning experience for 

every visitor. These replicas, capable of making lifelike 

movements, are designed to both amaze and fascinate. 

Enhancing the adventure, the Activity Zone offers various 

interactive workshops for children. Visitors will also enjoy the 

special tamed dinosaur exhibit, where a tamed dinosaur is 

brought out up close every hour, adding an extra thrill to the 

experience. 

USP
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COURT NOTICE 

IN THE COURT OF 

Dr. Gagandeep Kaur Singh 

Principal Judge, Family 

Court, Karnal 

Sharda

Vs.

Shrughan

CNR No.:HRKR01-009850-2021

Next Date:-12-07-2024

PUBLICATION ISSUED TO:- 

SHTRUGHAN SON OF 

KARAMVEER RESIDENT OF 

BANK KATAL ROAD, 

BHAKTAWARPUR VILLAGE 

PALLA, DELHI 

In above tiled case, the 

respondent SHTRUGHAN SON 

OF KARAMVEER RESIDENT OF 

BANK KATAL ROAD, 

BHAKTAWARPUR VILLAGE 

PALLA, DELHI could not be 

served. It is ordered that 

ACCUSED should appear in 

person or through counsel on 

12-07-2024 at 10:00 a.m.

For details logon to 

https://highcourtchd.gov.in/?trs

=district_notice & district= 

Karnal

Dr. Gagandeep Kaur Singh  

Principal Judge,

Family Court, Karnal

Dated, this day of 05-06-2024



According to the latest
National Crime
Records Bureau

(NCRB) data, 64,469 victims
were reported in 2022 under
the POCSO (Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences) Act. Despite the
alarming prevalence of
reported cases of Child Sexual
Abuse, it remains hidden
behind layers of denial,
silence, stigma and shame as
the issue is deeply rooted in
societal structures, such as
patriarchy and gender bias,
which often prioritize family
honour and silence over con-
fronting abuse.
Research suggests that 90 per
cent of the perpetrators are
known to the child, such as
family members, trusted
neighbours, or teachers.
These individuals often hold
positions of trust and respon-
sibility, making it even more
challenging to address the
issue.
Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) is
a serious issue that affects
many individuals. Research
highlights the profound and
lasting impacts of CSA,
including detrimental effects
on mental health, emotional
stability and social function-
ing, which can persist into

adulthood if not properly
addressed. Addressing child
sexual abuse requires dis-
mantling these systemic bar-
riers and promoting an open,
supportive environment that
prioritizes the well-being and
rights of children.
Recognizing the Signs of
Sexual Abuse:
Understanding the signs that
a child may have been sub-
jected to sexual abuse is the
first step in addressing this
grave issue. Sudden changes
in behaviour can be indicative
of underlying abuse. Children
may exhibit a range of phys-
ical and emotional behaviour-
al changes like:
*Unexplained injuries or
bruises in the genital or anal
area.
*Sudden changes in behav-
iour such as withdrawal,
unusually quietness, aggres-
sion, or depression.
*Nightmares or bedwetting.
*Displaying knowledge or
interest in sexual acts beyond

their age.
*Avoidance of specific people
or places.
*Sudden decline in academ-
ic performance.
These signs may vary
depending on the child’s age,
personality and the nature of
the abuse. It’s essential to be
alert to these changes and
maintain open communica-
tion with a child, create a safe
environment for disclosure
and take any disclosure seri-
ously.
Preventing The Abuse:
Preventing child sexual abuse
(CSA) demands a collective
effort where the responsibil-
ity doesn’t solely fall on chil-
dren. There are steps parents,
caregivers and trusted adults
can take to minimize the risk
and empower their children
in navigating this complex
world. The stigma and shame
attached to sex and sexuality
often translate into not hav-
ing open conversations with
children and giving them the
appropriate vocabulary to
express such concerns. On
one hand, it makes it difficult
for them to articulate if
they’ve experienced abuse
and on the other it hinders
prevention. 
It is important to start conver-

sations about body autonomy,
boundaries and consent from
an early age. Teaching chil-
dren the proper names for
their body parts and empha-
sizing the power of saying
“no” to any touch that feels
uncomfortable or unwanted
is important. However, the
onus of preventing  CSA can-
not and should not solely rest
on the child. Building a foun-
dation of open communica-
tion is equally essential from
the parents’ side. This is pos-
sible only when adults create
a safe and nurturing environ-
ment where a child feels com-
fortable expressing any con-
cerns or discomfort they may
have.Adults must take
responsibility for creating safe
spaces and intervening when
they suspect abuse may be
occurring. Child sexual abuse
shatters a child’s sense of
safety and trust. It can leave
them feeling confused,
ashamed and isolated.As a
caregiver, the first step is to
acknowledge the gravity of
the situation. Recognising
the abuse and validating their
experience is crucial. 

(The writer is executive
director, Sakshi- a rights-

based NGO; views 
are personal)
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Sensex’s impressive jump to 75,078.70
points and the NSE Nifty climbing to
22,799.50 signal a strong market reaction
to Modi’s impending third term as Prime
Minister.
The gains in companies like NTPC, State
Bank of India and Tata Steel reflect a
broader bullish sentiment, though some
laggards like Hindustan Unilever and
Nestle temper the overall enthusiasm. It’s
noteworthy that despite the positive
domestic sentiment, Foreign Institutional
Investors are still cautious, selling off equi-
ties amid high valuations in India com-
pared to Chinese stocks. This juxtaposi-
tion of political stability and cautious for-
eign investment paints a complex but
intriguing picture of the current market
dynamics.

Ishani Malhotra | Gwalior
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Madam — Regarding the news story
“Rejuvenating Indian social work, cultur-
ally,” published on June 7, here are my
thoughts. Every profession is unique and
essential for societal growth and develop-

ment. Social work, however, carries an
added responsibility - to serve people and
communities, striving to uplift them. It
involves working with people and their
surroundings, considering external and
internal factors simultaneously. Social
work is not just about empathising with
others’ circumstances but also about
reflecting on potential solutions and
alternatives.
In today’s India, social work as a profes-
sion is emerging as one of the crucial sec-
tors. Over the last decade, this profession
has expanded its horizon and established
itself across the country. It is encourag-
ing to see a growing number of young
professionals choosing this career path.
India needs more such young minds and
professionals who can work on the
ground and formulate policies to address
critical societal issues. However, it is essen-
tial to question whether we are truly ful-
filling this need.

Ishita Verma | Bhopal
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Madam — Apropos the news story “More
voters but lower turnout in 2024, confirms
EC,” published on June 7, this is my
response. As a daily newspaper reader, it’s
heartening to see the Election
Commission lifting the model code of
conduct following the announcement of
election results and the beginning of gov-
ernment formation. The overall voter
turnout in the 2024 Lok Sabha elections
was 65.79 per cent, which, although
slightly lower than 2019’s 67.40 per cent,
still indicates robust democratic engage-
ment.
Notably, the data reveal a significant surge
in women voter participation, with a
turnout of 64.72 per cent compared to
men’s 63.11 per cent. This trend is partic-
ularly pronounced in states like Himachal
Pradesh, Jharkhand and Odisha, where
women’s turnout surpassed men’s by
notable margins. This increase in female
voter engagement is a positive sign of
growing political awareness and empow-
erment among women, which can lead to
more inclusive governance. The turnout
of the third gender, although low at 22.33
per cent, suggests there is still work to be
done to ensure their full participation in
the democratic process. Overall, these
elections highlight the evolving dynam-
ics of voter engagement in India, reflect-
ing a more diverse and representative elec-
torate.

Ananya Sharma | Nashik
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Madam — Apropos the news story
“Markets extend winning momentum to
2nd day running,” published on June 7,
this is my response. As a daily newspa-
per reader, it’s fascinating to see how the
market’s optimism can be so closely tied
to political stability. The recent surge in
the Sensex and Nifty, following the unan-
imous election of Narendra Modi as the
leader of the BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA), underscores the confi-
dence that investors place in political con-
tinuity and leadership. The 30-share BSE
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Party (BSP) and Akali Dal
(Maan), CPI-CPIM had also
fielded their candidates. But
the voters surprised most of
them by electing seven con-
gresses, three AAP, one SAD
and two independent raw can-
didates.
The ruling party in the state,
the AAP, has won only three
seats with a vote share of
26.02%, reduced from 42% in
2022 against its claim for all the
thirteen in the state; it has
managed to lead only in 32
assembly segments against its
victory in 92 assembly con-
stituencies in 2022 state assem-
bly elections. Some of its can-
didates holding state govern-
ment ministerial portfolios
have trailed behind opponents
in their assembly segments. All
this is a matter of serious con-
cern for the AAP to introspect.
The ruling party in the Centre,
the BJP, has not been able to
win any seats though it was
quite hopeful for their victory
with a team of the top brass of
the state Congress ‘taken over’
by it on its side. Of course, to
its satisfaction, it has succeed-
ed in raising its vote bank share
to 18.56% and leading in 23
assembly segments.
The Congress has won 7 seats
and has gained the lead in 38
assembly segments against its
victory only in 18 assembly

constituencies in 2022. It has
succeeded in managing the
vote share of 26.3%, winning
seven out of 13 seats in this
election despite the unexpect-
ed defection by almost all its
senior leaders to the BJP and
other parties.
The two independent candi-
dates who were neither very
big leaders nor supported by
any political party, have won
by defeating the established
leaders of established political
parties by sizable margins.
The voters of Punjab have spelt
out that although they main-
tain their identities, their polit-
ical and interpersonal behav-
iour is predominantly secular
and prejudice-free. Although
it is a fact that Punjab’s popu-
lation is majority Sikh and
rural, its other population
being 40% Hindu, one-third
Dalit and other horizontal
and social categories, it has dis-
tributed its representation nei-
ther based on religion, nor
region and social hierarchies,
but based on local issues of
development. Secondly, in the
absence of sound trust in the
political class, its choice reflects
a rejection of the other ‘not
chosen’, who is or has been in
power, rather than the choice
itself. The voters in Punjab
have painted their character
and power by maintaining

silence before voting but exer-
cising their power indepen-
dently and wisely on the day
of voting. They have rejected
the dominant discourses of
religion, caste and urban/rural
polarization, the discourse of
victimization justifying non-
performance.
They have voted for Congress
on its promise of MSP for agri-
cultural produce, a promise to
pull agriculture out of distress
since it is agriculture that is the
spleen of Punjab’s economy so
far. Whether a Hindu or a
Sikh, whether an urban or a
rural person, whether an
upper caste or a Dalit- every-
body, as a part of their collec-
tive consciousness, under-
stands the relevance of agricul-
ture in the state. It has chosen
independent candidates exer-
cising their rejection of all oth-
ers and expressing their sym-
pathy for their ‘condition’
against the state power. Thus,
their victory can be attributed
to local sentiments and polit-
ical dynamics rather than any
other radical ideology influ-
encing voter preferences. In
fact, for them, it would be a dif-
ficult choice between the
Congress and the BJP.

(The writer is a retired
Professor from Guru Nanak

Dev University Amritsar;
views are personal)
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The general parliamen-
tary Lok Sabha elec-
tions 2024 have been
held smoothly in
Punjab without any

noticeable wave or enthusiasm in
favour of any political party.
There has been a mysterious
silence among the people raising
unpredictability and allowing
every party to have high hopes on
the one side but hold fear in their
hearts. Most political parties
except the CPI-CPIM had field-
ed their candidates in every con-
stituency claiming for their vic-
tory on all the thirteen seats. The
voting has been lower than in the
previous elections and the current
national voting percentage.
There could not be alliances
between the political parties
because of their illusory hopes for
their victory independently which
pushed them into the game of
engineering party-switch of the
leaders. The long-time allies
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) and
Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) fell
apart and fielded independent
candidates with the BJP import-
ing its candidates from the state
Congress top brass and Aam
Admi Party (AAP) and Indian
National Congress (INC), who
are in alliance at the national level,
could not agree on seat sharing
and fielded their candidates in
each constituency. Other political
parties such as Bahujan Samaj
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Kabir Patel | Rajkot
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For ages, milk has been
universally acknowl-
edged as an excellent

source of nutrition, especial-
ly for children. A good sign
that milk & dairy production
in our country is increasing
fast. However, if the trend of
consistently rising milk prices
is not held up, it may be hard
for the common man to
afford it, thus impinging on
the health of their family.
Whole milk price of popular
brands is presently hovering
around Rs. 66 a litre.
Nutritionists recommend
routine intake of milk and its
derivatives to maintain a bal-
anced diet. So ironic that the
legendary repository of milk,
‘a country with rivers over-
flowing with milk’ is now con-
cerned with feeding safe milk
to its people!

India has been consistently
atop in milk production since
1997 and contributes about
25% to the global milk output.
In 2023, India produced 231
million metric tonnes of milk
with a decadal compound
annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 6%. More important than
NITI Ayog’s prediction of
achieving the 300 million
metric tonnes mark by 2030
is the need to ensure that this
staple nutrition is accessible to

the countrymen at large. The
fault lines must be identified
and addressed in time.
Beyond just a fluid secreted by
the mammary glands of
female mammals for nourish-
ing their young ones, cow
milk and cows are special to
India, sacred and pure since
the Vedic era. Along with its
other holy derivatives like
curd and ghee, it is a routine
offering to Gods at religious
observances particularly dur-
ing Shivaratri and Nag
Panchami festivals. To
Hindus, the cow is sacro-
sanct, at par with Gods. As
against other milch animals,
buffalo, sheep, goats and
camel, the cow is also a sym-
bol of motherhood, fertility,
prosperity, health and
strength. It has had sanctity in
other faiths as well. Egyptians

accorded cow the status of
goddess of milk, ‘Iat’ due to its
association with nurturing
attributes. Among early
Christians, milk was figura-
tively used for abundance,
blessings, spiritual food and
purity. Prophet Muhammad
said, “The milk of the bovine
(cow) contains healing, its fat
is a medicine and its meat a
cause for sickness.” This is
despite most milk in India
being derived from buffalo,
which is valued for its higher
fat content and its use as a
draught animal.
In our country, 60% of the
milk is produced by the unor-
ganised sector, remaining 40%
is from the organised sector,
mostly dairy cooperatives and
private players. However, the
scenario is set to reverse and
in a few years the milkman of

the unorganised sector may
have to shift the profession for
numerous reasons. For one,
the city folks prefer value-
added or packaged milk &
dairy wrapped in pouches or
packets made of LDPE,
LLDPE, HDPE or EVA; cans
and tetra packs. Admittedly,
the products from the organ-
ised sector are superior; pas-
teurised (i.e. heating for a
while up to 700C to minimise
infection, then cooling) and
sticking to certain quality
specifications yet it has its pit-
falls partly the deliberate ones.
I recall the description of the
Vijaya brand milk tetra pack
of an Andhra Pradesh dairy in
the early 80s while I was in
Bhopal. It guaranteed fresh-
ness without refrigeration for
up to six months in any ambi-
ent temperature - decades

after, we witnessed Amul,
Britania and other popular
brands taking the cue. Mind
that the milk in the pouch
procured from the booth
degenerates when heated just
in 10 to 15 minutes, it is so
delicate. There is more to
tetra packs than tetrahedron
texture to keep its non-
degradability intact for long.
It is toxic preservatives like
formaldehyde and other addi-
tives in play to extend the shelf
life of milk and its derivatives.
Studies have already shown
serious health consequences
like food poisoning, gastroin-
testinal and cardiac issues,
hepatic and renal failure and
even cancer. 
It is like lethal insecticides
being spread 400 times more
than the permitted doses on
maturing crops to avert food-

grain loss and ensure
enhanced shelf life. Also, wit-
ness many popular desi ghee
brands selling at Rs. 450 a litre
while in villages it costs
between Rs. 1200 to Rs. 2400
although dairy people confide
that per kg cost of desi ghee
is Rs. 500 to Rs. 600.
Indian dairy business is inces-
santly growing at 4.5% annu-
ally. The organised milk sec-
tor is elated at the growing
international and domestic
demand and business
prospects. Yet it must be
monitored that the ethical
aspects are not compromised
and the domestic consumers
are not taken for a ride.
Fodder availability for large
milch cattle, education &
training and technology
improvement are the other
formidable issues in dairy to

be addressed. Our young ones
also must be made to learn
that saying no to milk is say-
ing no to nutrition and that
almond milk, soy milk, rice
milk and coconut milk are
poor substitutes.
Amul Federation, the undis-
puted leader has planned
expansion activity abroad and
is targetting one Rs one lakh
crore business now. Dairy
supports the livelihoods of
one billion people worldwide.
As we celebrate Milk Day, an
FAO initiative, to recognise
the importance of milk as a
global food let us not overlook
that the common people are
not deprived of this staple
nutrition.

(The writer is a blogger and
writes on health, social and

other issues, views 
are personal)
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surface of its facade.
Modi’s campaign discourse has
taken a sharp turn towards foreign
affairs and diplomacy, perhaps as
a tactic to deflect attention from
his administration’s domestic
shortcomings. By emphasizing
India’s global ascendancy and eco-
nomic strength, Modi aims to
eclipse the harsh realities of
mounting unemployment, eco-
nomic disparity and social turmoil
within the nation. Amidst his
grandiose assertions of India’s
international accomplishments,
including hosting global summits
and economic growth, Modi’s nar-
rative conveniently obscures gov-
ernance failures and policy defi-
ciencies. Despite his celebrations
of India’s elevated global standing,
the everyday struggles of citizens
remain overshadowed by political
oratory, highlighting a growing
disparity between political narra-
tives and lived experiences.
Facing electoral setbacks and a
reduced mandate, Modi and the
BJP confront a populace increas-
ingly demanding accountability
and change. The rejection of empty
promises signals a call for transpar-
ent, people-centric governance,
underscoring the need for a polit-
ical shift away from complacency
towards accountability.
Modi’s foreign policy rhetoric
aligns with his domestic agenda,
framing a narrative of “us-vs.-
them” and emphasizing resolve
against perceived threats like
Pakistan and China, particularly in
combating terrorism. Despite
clashes with Pakistan and the
2020 China confrontation show-
cased as symbols of national
strength, critics challenge Modi’s
response to Chinese aggression,
while BJP members rally behind
his assertive stance. Yet, beneath
this facade, lie intricate geopoliti-
cal complexities and diplomatic
hurdles. India’s navigation among

global powers demands a nuanced
approach, prioritizing national
interests amidst turbulent interna-
tional dynamics.
Accusations against the BJP for
prioritising foreign affairs over
domestic concerns challenge
Modi’s nationalist narrative,
despite his claims of India’s glob-
al ascendancy. Opposition voices
condemn the party’s erosion of
democratic norms, yet Modi’s
firm stance resonates with many
voters, reflecting a desire for a
stronger international presence.
However, mounting criticism of
the BJP’s handling of issues like
inflation and unemployment casts
doubt on its commitment to
democracy. Recent electoral set-
backs, notably in Uttar Pradesh,
reveal deep-seated discontent,
with opposition framing the BJP’s
governance as a threat to consti-
tutional rights, leading to disillu-
sionment among both critics and
former supporters.
The symbolism of Ayodhya, from
the demolition of the Babri
mosque in 1992 to the consecra-
tion of the Ram temple in 2021,
epitomizes the BJP’s journey to
power and its subsequent chal-
lenges. While Modi’s imprint on
Varanasi is undeniable, with infra-
structure development projects
transforming the city’s landscape,
the cost of progress has been the
erosion of its unique identity,
lamented by many locals.
The electoral panorama in Uttar
Pradesh unveils a complex inter-
play of shifting loyalties and deep-
rooted grievances, particularly
within marginalized communi-
ties such as the Dalits. Despite
Modi’s enduring popularity, evi-
denced by his victory in Varanasi
albeit with a notably reduced mar-
gin, the BJP’s electoral fortunes
have been tempered by various
concerns, notably regarding con-
stitutional rights and social equi-

ty.
The BJP’s ambitious electoral slo-
gan, promising an overwhelming
triumph, stirred apprehensions
among the Dalit populace, raising
fears of potential amendments to
the constitution. 
This apprehension, as the media
reports asserted, stemming from
the fear of diluting protections
advocated by Bhimrao Ambedkar,
prompted numerous Dalit voters
to align with the opposition
INDIA alliance, which adeptly
mobilised a coalition of margin-
alised groups. Modi’s language tar-
geting Muslims as “infiltrators”
further galvanised opposition to
the BJP, particularly among Dalit
and Muslim communities, despite
the party’s efforts to allay Dalit
fears and disavow any intentions
of rescinding their constitutional
privileges. The electoral terrain in
Uttar Pradesh reflects a shifting
paradigm, with marginalized
communities asserting their voic-
es and demanding accountability
from political incumbents.  
The narrative of disillusionment
and disenchantment highlights
the intricate nature of Indian pol-
itics and the hurdles confronting
the BJP as it navigates the evolv-
ing currents of public opinion.
Despite facing electoral setbacks,
the BJP remains a potent political
force, positioned to forge the next
government alongside its allies.
However, the undercurrents of
discontent and unmet assurances
could potentially influence the
trajectory of Indian politics in the
years ahead. The resounding voice
of the nation echoes: it’s now up to
the government, poised to lead for
the next five years, to heed the
lessons of tolerance spoken by the
populace of the world’s most pop-
ulous country.

(The writer is a Sri Lankan 
journalist and author; Views are

personal)

The outcomes of the recently
concluded Indian Lok Sabha
elections signal promise for
the region, prompting nations
to reconsider and reassess their

democratic political frameworks. In a
resounding declaration of democracy’s
resilience, the once seemingly invincible
fortress of the Modi-Ka Parivar lies shat-
tered. The echoes of this strong message
from the public reverberate louder than
the emotional sensationalism, resonating
with the collective voice of a nation that
has spoken unequivocally for the power
of balance. Despite the relentless onslaught
of propaganda and fervent efforts to man-
ufacture public opinion, the Indian elec-
torate has delivered a decisive blow,
reclaiming their power and rejecting the
facade of religious fervour masquerading
as governance. Narendra Modi, the erst-
while political juggernaut, now stands at
the precipice of his last tenure, his aspi-
rations of perpetual rule dashed against
the rocks of reality. His grandiose ambi-
tions of global dominion and spiritual
leadership lie in tatters, mere relics of a
bygone era marked by hubris and delu-
sion.
The BJP’s significant loss, laid bare in the
aftermath of the election, paints a stark
portrait of defeat. With 92 seats lost out
of their previous 303, including once
impregnable strongholds in rural heart-
lands and urban bastions like Mumbai, the
party finds itself relegated to the sidelines
of political discourse. The myth of invin-
cibility shattered, the BJP stands exposed,
its veneer of infallibility stripped away to
reveal the inherent flaws and fallacies of
its governance model. The result also
exposes the impact of heavy spending on
AI-driven social media manipulation.
Government agencies outspent political
parties on Google ads leading up to India’s
national elections, with the BJP ranking
second. This stark contrast in spending
highlights the influence of advertising in
shaping democratic norms, serving as a
stark reminder of democracy’s vulnerabil-
ity to manipulation.
Yet amidst the debris of defeat lies the tri-
umph of democracy. The people have spo-
ken, their voices resonating with clarity
and conviction, reaffirming their alle-
giance not to religious ideologies or cults
of personality, but to the principles of
democracy and secular governance. This
electoral upheaval serves as a clarion call
for change, a witness to the indomitable
spirit of a nation that refuses to be
swayed by divisive verbiage or empty
promises.
As the dust settles on the frontline of
Indian politics, the narrative of triumph
and victory spun by the BJP and its leader
Narendra Modi stands starkly contrasted
against the reality of their electoral per-
formance. Despite Modi’s impassioned
spiel and grandiose claims of India’s
newfound global prominence, the truth
remains irrefutable: the BJP’s grip on
power has weakened, its once impregnable
fortress breached by the resolute will of
the Indian electorate.
The BJP’s electoral arithmetic, touted as
proof of its enduring popularity, belies a
deeper truth of diminishing returns and
waning support. While the party managed
to retain a significant portion of its 2019
tally, the loss of 92 seats, coupled with the
failure to secure the predicted landslide
victory, exposes the chinks in its armour
and the vulnerabilities lurking beneath the
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At least nine Yemeni
employees of United

Nations agencies have been
detained by Yemen’s Houthi
rebels under unclear circum-
stances,  authorities said
Friday, as the rebels face
increasing financial pressure
and airstrikes from a US-led
coalition. Others working for
aid groups also likely have
been taken. 

The detentions come as the
Houthis, who seized Yemen’s
capital nearly a decade ago
and have been fighting a
Saudi-led coalition since
shortly after, have been target-
ing shipping throughout the
Red Sea corridor over the
Israel-Hamas war in the Gaza
Strip. 
But while gaining more atten-
tion internationally, the secre-
tive group has cracked down
at dissent at home, including

recently sentencing 44 people
to death. 
Regional officials, speaking to
The Associated Press on con-
dition of anonymity as they
were not authorised to brief
journalists, confirmed the UN
detentions. Those held include

staff from the United Nations
human rights agency, its
development program, the
World Food Program and one
working for the office of its
special envoy, the officials
said. The wife of one of those
held is also detained. 

The UN declined to immedi-
ately comment. 
The Mayyun Organisation for
Human Rights, which similar-
ly identified the UN staffers
held, named other aid groups
whose employees were
detained by the Houthis
across four provinces the
Houthis hold — Amran,
Hodeida, Saada and Saana.
Those groups did not imme-
diately acknowledge the
detentions. 
“We condemn in the strongest
terms this dangerous escala-
tion, which constitutes a vio-
lation of the privileges and
immunities of United Nations
employees granted to them
under international law, and
we consider it to be oppres-
sive, totalitarian, blackmailing
practices to obtain political
and economic gains,” the
organisation said in a state-
ment.
Activists, lawyers and others

also began an open online let-
ter, calling on the Houthis to
immediately release those
detained, because if they don’t,
it “helps isolate the country
from the world.”
Yemen’s Houthi rebels and
their affiliated media organi-
sations did not immediately
acknowledge the detentions.
However, the Iranian-backed
rebels planned for weekly
mass demonstrations after
noon prayers Friday, when
Houthi officials typically
speak on their actions. 
It’s unclear what exactly
sparked the detentions.
However, it comes as the
Houthis have faced issues
with having enough currency
to support the economy in
areas they hold — something
signalled by their move to
introduce a new coin into the
Yemeni currency, the riyal.
Yemen’s exiled government
in Aden and other nations

criticised the move as the
Houthis turning to counter-
feiting. Aden authorities also
have demanded all banks
move their headquarters
there. 
“Internal tensions and con-
flicts could spiral out of con-
trol and lead Yemen into com-
plete economic collapse,”
warned Yemeni journalist
Mohammed Ali Thamer in an
analysis published by the
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. 
Bloomberg separately report-
ed Thursday that the US
planned to further increase
economic pressure on the
Houthis by blocking their rev-
enue sources, including a
planned USD 1.5 billion Saudi
payment to cover salaries for
government employees in
rebel-held territory.
The war in Yemen has killed
more than 150,000 people,
including fighters and civil-

ians, and created one of the
world’s worst humanitarian
disasters, killing tens of thou-
sands more. The Houthis’
attacks on shipping have
helped deflect attention from
their problems at home and
the stalemated war.  But
they’ve faced increasing casu-
alties and damage from US-
led airstrikes targeting the
group for months now. 
Thousands have been impris-
oned by the Houthis during
the war. An AP investigation
found some detainees were
scorched with acid, forced to
hang from their wrists for
weeks at a time or were beat-
en with batons. Meanwhile,
the Houthis have employed
child soldiers and indiscrim-
inately laid mines in the con-
flict.  The Houthis are mem-
bers of Islam’s minority Shiite
Zaydi sect, which ruled north-
ern Yemen for 1,000 years
until 1962.
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Records tumbled across the
Southwest United States as

temperatures soared past 110
degrees Fahrenheit (43 degrees
Celsius) from southeast
California to Arizona, where the
region’s first heat wave of the
year was expected to maintain
its grip for at least another day.
Although the official start of
summer is still two weeks away,
roughly half of Arizona and
Nevada were under an excessive
heat alert, which the National
Weather Service said it was
extending until Friday evening.
The heat alert for Las Vegas was
extended through Saturday.
“It’s so hot,” said Eleanor
Wallace, 9, who was visiting
Phoenix from northern Utah
Thursday on a hike celebrating
her birthday with her mother,
Megan Wallace.
The National Weather Service
in Phoenix, where the new
record high of 113 F (45 C) on

Thursday leap-frogged the old
mark of 111 F (44 C) set in 2016,
called the conditions “danger-
ously hot.”
There were no immediate
reports of any heat-related
deaths or serious injuries.
But at a campaign rally for pre-
sumptive Republican presiden-
tial nominee Donald Trump in
Phoenix, 11 people fell ill from
heat exhaustion by late after-
noon and were taken to the hos-
pital, where they were treated
and released, fire officials said.
And in Las Vegas, with a new
record of 111 (43.8 C) Thursday
that also equaled the earliest
time of year the high reached at
least 110 (43.3 C), the Clark
County Fire Department said it
had responded to at least 12 calls
for heat exposure since mid-
night Wednesday. Nine of those
calls resulted in a patient need-
ing hospital treatment.
Several other areas of Arizona,
California and Nevada also
broke records by a degree or

two, including Death Valley
National Park with a record
high for the date of 122 (50 C)
topping the 121 (49.4 C) dating
to 1996 in the desert that sits 194
feet (59 meters) below sea level
near the California-Nevada line.
Records there date to 1911.
The heat has arrived weeks
earlier than usual even in places
farther to the north at higher
elevations — areas typically a
dozen degrees cooler. That
includes Reno, where the nor-
mal high of 81 F (27 C) for this
time of year soared to a record
98 F (37 C) on Thursday.
Records there date to 1888.
The National Weather Service
forecast mild cooling region-
wide this weekend, but only by
a few degrees. In central and
southern Arizona, that will still
means triple-digit highs, even
up to 110 F (43 C).
On Thursday in Phoenix, the
unseasonably hot weather did
not prevent Oscar Tomasio of
Cleveland, Ohio, from propos-

ing to his girlfriend, Megan
McCracken, as they sweltered to
the peak of a trail on Camelback
Mountain with 3 liters of water
each in tow.
“It was a grueling hike,” Tomasio
told The Associated Press. “It
was extra hot, so we started
extra early.”
“The views were beautiful. We
didn’t make it quite to the top
because she was a little nervous
with the heat,” he said. “So, I
proposed to her when the sun
rose.”
McCracken confirmed they’d
planned a sunrise hike and
awoke about 5 a.m. in an effort
to beat the heat and an impend-
ing closure of the trail. 
“Probably not early enough,” she
said. Megan Wallace, mother of
the birthday girl from Utah who
also came packing water bottles,
said: “We started just a few min-
utes after 6 and it’s like we came
prepared, but we got through all
of our water and it was hot —
was hotter than we’re used to.” 
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The hospital where bodies
were brought after an Israeli

strike on a school-turned-shel-
ter in the Gaza Strip has amend-
ed its records to show that fewer
women and children were
among those killed.  The Israeli
military says it carried out a pre-
cise strike early Thursday on
three classrooms in the U.N.-run
school where it says around 30
Palestinian militants were plan-
ning and orchestrating attacks. It
said it has confirmed killing nine
militants. 
The Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital
initially reported that nine
women and 14 children were
among 33 people killed in the
strike on the school. 
The hospital morgue later
amended those records to show
that the dead included three
women, nine children and 21
men. It was not immediately
clear what caused the discrepan-
cy.
An Israeli strike early Thursday
on a school sheltering displaced
Palestinians in central Gaza
killed more than 30 people,
including 23 women and chil-
dren, according to local health

officials. The Israeli military
said that Hamas militants were
operating from within the
school. 
It was the latest instance of mass
casualties among Palestinians
trying to find refuge as Israel
expands its offensive. A day ear-
lier, the military announced a
new ground and air assault in
central Gaza, pursuing Hamas
militants it says have regrouped
there. Troops repeatedly have
swept back into parts of the Gaza
Strip they have previously invad-
ed, underscoring the resilience of
the militant group despite Israel’s
nearly eight-month onslaught.
Witnesses and hospital officials
said the predawn strike hit the al-
Sardi School, run by the United
Nations agency for Palestinian
refugees known by the acronym
UNRWA. The school was filled
with Palestinians who had fled
Israeli operations and bombard-
ment in northern Gaza, they
said. 
Ayman Rashed, a man displaced
from Gaza City who was shelter-
ing at the school, said the mis-
siles hit classrooms on the sec-
ond and third floor where fam-
ilies were sheltering. He said he
helped carry out five dead,

including an old man and two
children, one with his head shat-
tered open. “It was dark, with no
electricity, and we struggled to
get out the victims,” Rashed
said.
Rear Adm. Daniel Hagari, the
spokesman for the Israeli mili-
tary, said it carried out a “precise
strike” based on concrete intel-
ligence that militants were plan-
ning and conducting attacks
from inside three classrooms. He
said only those rooms were
attacked.
“We conducted the strike once
our intelligence and surveillance
indicated that there were no
women or children inside the
Hamas compound, inside those
classrooms,” he said.
Hagari said there were around 30
suspected militants in the three
rooms. He said the military had
confirmed killing nine of them,
and displayed a slide showing
their names and photos. He
provided no other evidence to
substantiate the military’s claims.
Casualties from the strike arrived
at the Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital
in nearby Deir al-Balah, which
had already been overwhelmed
by a stream of constant ambu-
lances since the central Gaza

incursion began 24 hours earli-
er, said Omar al-Derawi, a pho-
tographer working for the hos-
pital. 
Videos circulating online
appeared to show several
wounded people being treated
on the floor of the hospital, a
common scene in Gaza’s over-
whelmed medical wards.
Electricity in much of the hos-
pital is out because staff are
rationing fuel supplies for the
generator.
“You can’t walk in the hospital —
there’s so many people. Women
from the victims’ families are
massed in the hallways, crying,”
he said.
Hospital records and an
Associated Press reporter at the
hospital recorded at least 33
dead from the strike, including
14 children and nine women.
Another strike on a house
overnight killed six people,
according to the records. Both
strikes occurred in Nuseirat,
one of several built-up refugee
camps in Gaza dating to the 1948
war surrounding Israel’s cre-
ation, when hundreds of thou-
sands of Palestinians fled or
were driven from their homes in
what became the new state.
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Boeing’s new capsule arrived
at the International Space

Station on Thursday, delayed
by last-minute thruster trouble
that almost derailed the dock-
ing for this first test flight with
astronauts. The 260-mile-high
(420-kilometer-high) linkup
over the Indian Ocean culmi-
nated more than a day of con-
tinuing drama for Boeing’s
astronaut flight debut carrying
NASA test pilots Butch
Wilmore and Suni Williams. 
Boeing plans to keep Starliner
at the space station for at least
eight days before guiding it to
a landing in the western US. 
“Nice to be attached to the big
city in the sky,” Wilmore said
once the hooks between the
two spacecraft were tight. 
Williams entered the space
station first, dancing on the way
in to music. Wilmore followed,
snapping his fingers. They
embraced the seven space sta-
tion residents.
“It was such a great welcome,

a little dance party,” said
Williams. “That’s the way to get
things going.” 
The Starliner capsule already
had one small helium leak
when it rocketed into orbit with
two NASA astronauts
Wednesday. Boeing and NASA
managers were confident they
could manage the propulsion
system despite the problem
and that more leaks were
unlikely. But just hours into the
flight, two more leaks cropped
up and another was discovered
after docking. 
Later, five of the capsule’s 28
thrusters went down. The

astronauts managed to restart
four of them, providing enough
safety margin to proceed. By
then, Starliner had passed up
the first docking opportunity
and circled the world for an
extra hour alongside the station
before moving in.
The thrusters problems were
unrelated to the helium leaks,
NASA’s commercial crew pro-
gram manager Steve Stich said
after the docking. 
Going forward in the flight, “we
have some tools in our tool kit
to manage this,” Stich said.
Earlier in the day, before the
thrusters malfunctioned, offi-

cials stressed that the helium
leaks posed no safety issues for
the astronauts or the mission.
Helium is used to pressurize
the fuel lines of Starliner’s
thrusters, which are essential
for maneuvering. Before liftoff,
engineers devised a plan to
work around any additional
leaks in the system. A faulty
rubber seal, no bigger than a
shirt button, is believed respon-
sible for the original leak.
Boeing program manager
Mark Nappi said there should
be plenty of helium in reserve
for the trip home.
After the space shuttles retired,
NASA hired Boeing and
SpaceX to ferry astronauts to
and from the space station.
SpaceX’s taxi service began in
2020. Boeing was supposed to
start around the same time, but
was held up for years by safe-
ty concerns and other troubles. 
Stich said none of the problems
so far would require a repeat of
an astronaut test flight before
certifying the capsule for reg-
ular use. 
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London (AP): British Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak apolo-
gised on Friday for leaving D-
Day commemorations in
France early to return to the
election campaign trail — a
decision slammed as disgrace-
ful by his political rivals. Sunak,
who is fighting to keep his job
in Britain’s July 4 election, said
that, “on reflection” the deci-
sion was a mistake.
Sunak was not alongside lead-
ers including US President Joe
Biden, French President
Emmanuel Macron, German
Chancellor Olaf Scholz and
Ukrainian leader Volodymyr
Zelenskyy for the major memo-
rial event at Omaha Beach in
Normandy on Thursday.
Former Prime Minister David
Cameron, who is now foreign
minister, represented the UK.
Labour Party leader Keir
Starmer, the current favorite to
win the election, attended and
was pictured meeting
Zelenskyy and other leaders.
Sunak had earlier attended a
ceremony at the British memo-
rial in Normandy alongside
King Charles III and surviving
World War II veterans. He
also attended a commemora-
tion in Portsmouth, England,
the day before. Sunak wrote on
X, formerly Twitter, that the
80th anniversary of the Allied
invasion that helped free
Europe from the Nazis “should
be about those who made the
ultimate sacrifice for our coun-
try. The last thing I want is for
the commemorations to be
overshadowed by politics”.
He added: “On reflection, it was
a mistake not to stay in France
longer — and I apologise,” he
wrote.
The prime minister recorded
an interview with broadcaster
ITV on Thursday after return-
ing from France, though he
said that was not the reason he
cut short his trip.
Sunak insisted he “stuck to the
itinerary” that had been laid
out for him for D-Day weeks
before he called the election.
“On reflection it was a mistake
not to stay longer and I’ve apol-
ogised for that, but I also don’t
think it’s right to be political in
the midst of D-Day commem-
orations,” he said. “The focus
should rightly be on the veter-
ans and their service and sac-
rifice for our country.”
A clip released from the inter-
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Sweden’s defense chief has
expressed alarm over

Beijing’s repeated dangerous
maneuvers against Philippine
vessels in the South China Sea,
saying such actions threaten
security, undermine stability
and underscore the need to
invest “for our security and
freedom.” Defense Minister Pål
Jonson spoke Thursday night in
a diplomatic reception in
Manila for Sweden’s national
day after meeting his Philippine
counterpart, Gilberto Teodoro
Jr., on expanding defense rela-
tions. Sweden is one of the pos-
sible sources of supersonic fight-
er jets that the Philippines plans
to acquire as its military shifts
focus from decades of fighting
communist and Muslim insur-
gencies to territorial defense.
“Let me express my deep con-
cern on the repeated dangerous
maneuvers against Philippines
vessels that have been taking
place in the West Philippine Sea
and the South China Sea,
Jonson said. He did not mention
China in his speech but drew
applause from an audience that
included top Philippine military

and security officials and
Western and Asian diplomats.
Jonson used the name the
Philippines has adopted for the
stretch of waters called the
exclusive economic zone
extending from its western coast
to the South China Sea, which
Beijing claims virtually in its
entirety and guarded closely
with its coast guard, navy and
other ships. 
Confrontations between
Chinese and Philippine govern-
ment ships over two disputed
shoals have flared alarmingly
since last year, causing collisions.
China’s use of powerful water
cannons had damaged
Philippine vessels, injured sev-
eral Filipino navy personnel,
and strained diplomatic rela-
tions. Manila has filed diplomat-
ic protests and publicized
Chinese actions against the
Philippine coast guard and navy
vessels in an effort to gain
international support.
“These acts put human lives at
risk, they undermine regional
stability and international law
and they threaten the security in
the region and beyond,” Jonson
said. “These are not only threats
to your national security but
threats to our common global

security.”
The Philippines coast guard
belatedly reported Friday that
one of its high-speed boats was
blocked and surrounded by
Chinese coast guard vessels as
it approached a Philippine ter-
ritorial outpost in the Second
Thomas Shoal on May 19 to get
a sick Filipino military sailor
from a navy boat deployed near
the shoal outpost. 
“Despite informing the Chinese
coast guard via radio and pub-
lic address system about the
humanitarian nature of our
mission for medical evacuation,
they still engaged in dangerous
maneuvers and even intention-
ally rammed the Philippine
navy boat while transporting the
sick personnel, the Philippine
coast guard said. 
Despite the dangerous block-
ings, the Philippine coast guard
said the medical evacuation
was carried out successfully.
Chinese officials had no imme-
diate comment on Jonson’s
remarks and the Philippine
coast guard report, but in the
past they have accused the
Philippines of instigating the
hostilities by repeatedly straying
into what they say are Chinese
territories.
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South African opposition
parties were meeting Friday

and will continue crunch talks
into next week to consider the
ruling African National
Congress’ offer to become part
of a government of national
unity.
ANC failed to secure a major-

ity in last week’s highly contest-
ed election, but some opposi-
tion parties are already reject-
ing the party’s offer because of
deep-seated divisions.
Senior officials of the main
opposition Democratic
Alliance, or DA, will meet on
Monday to discuss the centrist
party’s approach to the negoti-
ations. The top leadership of
the the leftist Economic
Freedom Fighters, or EFF, party
were holding talks on Friday.
Parties are under pressure to
conclude negotiations and
reach an agreement by June 16,
because South Africa’s consti-
tution requires them to do so

within 14 days after the decla-
ration of the election results.
South African President Cyril
Ramaphosa, who is ANC
leader, announced on Thursday
that the party had decided to
form a government of nation-
al unity and had invited all par-
ties to join, a process that is
expected to be complex consid-
ering vast divisions among the
opposition parties themselves.
Most of the opposition parties
don’t differ only with the ANC
on various socioeconomic poli-
cies, but are also at extreme
odds with each other on eco-
nomic policies like land redis-
tribution and affirmative
action.
Opposition party ActionSA
has already declared it won’t be
part of the negotiations, saying
that it refuses to work with the
ANC.
In what looks likely to be a gov-
ernment of national unity rem-
iniscent of a path taken by the
Nelson Mandela-led ANC after
the country’s first democratic

election in 1994, the party has
decided to invite a myriad of
opposition parties to be part of
the government.
While Mandela insisted on a
unity government despite the
ANC having won by an over-
whelming majority with near-
ly 63 per cent of the national
vote, the ANC has been forced
into the current situation by its
worst electoral performance
ever, dropping from the 57.5
per cent it got in the 2019 elec-
tion to 40 per cent this year, a
decline of 17.5 per cent.
Shortly after Ramaphosa’s
announcement, the EFF’s
leader took to X to reject
Ramaphosa’s proposal of a gov-
ernment of national unity and
accused the ANC of arrogance
despite failing to win a major-
ity.
The EFF is among the top five
parties after the election with
just over 9 per cent of the
national vote, having declined
from the 11 per cent it garnered
in 2019 but is expected to

form a crucial part of the even-
tual outcome of the negotia-
tions.
“The arrogance continues even
after the South African voters
issued warning signs. You can’t
dictate the way forward as if
you have won elections,” EFF
leader Julius Malema said. “We
are not desperate for anything,
ours is a generational mission.
“We can’t share power with the
enemy,” Malema said.
In 2023, DA declared the
Economic Freedom Fighters as
its No. 1 enemy.
DA, which got just over 21 per
cent of the national vote to
remain the second-biggest
party, said its highest decision-
making body, the Federal
Council, would meet on
Monday to consider its options.
“I can’t say now what the posi-
tion of the DA is, we have a
whole negotiation team and we
are meeting as the federal
council on Monday. We will
have a framework for negotia-
tions that we will release this

weekend,” Democratic Alliance
federal chairperson Helen Zille
said Friday.
The fifth-biggest party with
nearly 4 per cent of the nation-
al vote, the Inkatha Freedom
Party, on Friday expressed will-
ingness to be part of the gov-
ernment of national unity, but
was also set to discuss the
matter with its party structures
over the next few days.
“In principle, the IFP is not
averse to a GNU (government
of national unity). However, the
devil is in the details, which will
become clearer in the coming
days ... enabling the IFP to
make a well-considered deci-
sion,” IFP spokesman
Mkhuleko Hlengwa said.
The uMkhonto weSizwe Party
led by former President Jacob
Zuma, who left the ANC, was
the latest to enter the negotia-
tions, with the party confirm-
ing on Thursday that it had
begun talks with the ANC
after initially failing to respond
to the party’s invitation.
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President Vladimir Putin
said on Friday that the

Russian economy is growing
despite heavy international
sanctions and the country has
expanded economic ties with
countries in Africa, the Middle
East and Asia, as he sought to
court investors. Addressing
the leaders of Bolivia and
Zimbabwe and business lead-
ers at the St. Petersburg
International Economic
Forum, Putin said Russia
“remains one of the key par-
ticipants in world trade”,
despite the fact that the coun-
try is under sweeping sanc-
tions for sending troops in
Ukraine. The forum has been
used by Russia for decades as
a showcase for touting the
country’s development,
though Western officials and
investors have steered clear of
the session since sanctions
cut off much of Russia’s trade
with Western Europe, the US
and their allies. The main dri-

ver of Russia’s economic
growth is the fighting in
Ukraine — now as important
to the Kremlin economically
as it is politically.
Russians are finding a few

imported staples, and most
global brands have disap-
peared — or been reincarnat-
ed as Russian equivalents. But
not much else has changed
economically for most

Russians, with massive state
spending for military equip-
ment and hefty payments to
volunteer soldiers giving a
strong boost to the economy.
Putin has heavily controlled
his media appearances since
sending his forces into
Ukraine but he took questions
Wednesday from internation-
al journalists, including some
from Western countries he
has criticized, on the sidelines
of the forum.  At that meeting,
Putin warned that Russia
could provide long-range
weapons to others to strike
Western targets in response to
NATO allies allowing Ukraine
to use their arms to attack
Russian territory.  He also
reaffirmed Moscow’s readi-
ness to use nuclear weapons if
it sees a threat to its sovereign-
ty. Last year, journalists from
countries that Russia regards
as unfriendly — including the
US, the UK and the European
Union — were not invited to
the forum. 
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The U.S. will send about
USD 225 million in mili-

tary aid to Ukraine, U.S. offi-
cials said Thursday, in a new
package that includes ammu-
nition Kyiv’s forces could use
to strike threats inside Russia
to defend the city of Kharkiv
from a heavy Russian assault.
The officials said the aid
includes munitions for the
High Mobility Arti l ler y
Rocket System, or HIMARS,
as well as mortar systems and
an array of artillery rounds.
They spoke on condition of
anonymity to discuss aid not
yet publicly announced.
Under a new U.S. directive,
Ukraine can use such weapons
to strike across the border into
Russia if forces there are
attacking or preparing to
attack. That change, however,
does not alter U.S. policy that
directs Ukraine not to use
American-provided ATACMS
or long-range missiles and
other munitions to strike
offensively inside Russia,
according to U.S. officials.

The new aid package comes as
President Joe Biden used his
speech Thursday at  the
American cemeter y in
Normandy on the 80th
anniversary of D-Day to vow
that the U.S. “will not walk
away” from the defence of
Ukraine and allow Russia to
threaten more of Europe. To
do so, he said, would mean the
U.S. has forgotten “what hap-
pened here on these hallowed
beaches.” Biden is expected to
meet with Ukrainian
President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy in Paris on Friday.
On Wednesday, a Western
official and a U.S. senator
said Ukraine has used U.S.
weapons to strike inside
Russia. And a June 3 report
from the Institute for the
Study of War suggests that
Ukrainian forces used a
HIMARS system to strike a
Russian S-300/400 air defense
battery in the Belgorod region
in recent days.
The new aid package is being
provided through presidential
drawdown authority, which
pulls systems and munitions

from existing U.S. stockpiles
so they can go quickly to the
war front. 
Officials said the aid package
also includes missiles for the
HAWK air defense system,
Stinger anti-aircraft missiles,
Javelin and AT-4 anti-armour
systems, 155mm Howitzers,
armoured vehicles, trailers,
patrol boats, demolition mate-
rials and a wide range of
other spare parts and equip-
ment.
Ukrainian off icials have
pressed the U.S. to allow Kyiv’s
forces to defend themselves
against attacks originating
from Russian territor y.
Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second-
largest city, sits just 20 kilome-
ters (12 miles) from the
Russian border and has come
under intensified Russian
attack. In response to NATO
allies allowing Ukraine to use
their arms to attack Russian
territory, Russian President
Vladimir Putin warned on
Wednesday that Russia could
provide long-range weapons
to others to strike Western tar-
gets.
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US President Joe Biden on
Friday for the first time

publicly apologised to Ukraine
for a monthslong congres-
sional holdup in American
military assistance that let
Russia make gains on the bat-
tlefield.

Biden met in Paris with
Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, who
appealed for bipartisan US
support going forward “like it
was during World War II.”A
day earlier, the two had attend-
ed ceremonies marking the
80th anniversary of the D-Day
landings in Normandy, where
Biden had drawn common
cause between the allied forces
that helped free Europe from
Nazi Germany and today’s
effort to support Ukraine
against Russia’s invasion and
Zelenskyy had been greeted
with a rapt ovation.
“I apologize for those weeks of
not knowing what’s going to
happen in terms of funding,”
Biden said, referring to the six-
month holdup by conservative
Republicans in Congress to a
$61 billion military aid pack-
age for Ukraine. Still, the
Democratic president insisted
that the American people were
standing by Ukraine for the
long haul. “We’re still in.
Completely. Thoroughly,” he
said.
The apology — and
Zelenskyy’s plea for rock-solid
support akin to the allied
coalition in WWII — served
as a reminder that for all of
Biden’s talk of an unflagging
U.S commitment to Ukraine,
recalcitrance among congres-
sional Republicans and an iso-
lationist strain in American
politics have exposed its
fragility. And, although unre-
marked upon, the specter of
Donald Trump’s candidacy

loomed over the discussion, as
the Republican former presi-
dent and the presumptive
nominee has spoken positive-
ly of Russian President
Vladimir Putin and sparked
Ukrainian concerns that he
would call for it to cede terri-
tory to end the conflict.
Zelenskyy pressed for all
Americans to support his
country’s defense against
Russia’s invasion, and he
thanked lawmakers for even-
tually coming together to
approve the weapons package,
which has allowed Ukraine to
stem Russian advances in
recent weeks. 
“It’s very important that in this
unity,  United States of
America, all American people
stay with Ukraine like it was
during World War II,”
Zelenskyy said. “How the
United States helped to save
human lives, to save Europe.
And we count on your contin-
uing support in standing with
us shoulder to shoulder.”
The United States is by far
Kyiv’s biggest supplier of
wartime support, and Ukraine
is trying to fend off an intense
Russian offensive in eastern
areas of the country. The push
is focused on the Ukrainian
border regions of Kharkiv and
Donetsk, but Ukrainian offi-
cials say it could spread as
Russia’s bigger army seeks to
make its advantage tell.
The offensive is seeking to
exploit Kyiv’s shortages of
ammunition and troops along
the roughly 1,000-kilometer
(620-mile) front line. 
The slow pace of delivery of
pledged Western weaponry
has long frustrated Zelenskyy,
as has Biden’s hesitation over
supplying more hardware for
fear of provoking Russian
President Vladimir Putin. That
has caused tension in their
relationship.

The U.S. will send about $225
million in military aid to
Ukraine, Biden announced
Friday. The latest package
includes munitions for the
High Mobility Artillery Rocket
System, or HIMARS, as well as
mortar systems and an array of
artillery rounds, U.S. officials
said Thursday.
A Ukrainian strike on its par-
tial ly-occupied Luhansk
region using U.S.-made
ATACMS missiles killed three
people and injured 35 others
Friday, local Moscow-appoint-
ed authorities said.
Biden cast the additional aid in
his meeting with Zelenskyy as
money to “reconstruct the
electric grid” in Ukraine, a ref-
erence aides said was to addi-
tional air defense and missile
defense systems in the new
package.
Easing their stance amid
Russia’s most recent onslaught
and with Ukraine’s army reel-
ing, some NATO allies includ-
ing the U.S. said last week they
would allow Ukraine to use
weapons they deliver to Kyiv
to carry out limited attacks
inside Russia.
That step brought a furious
response from the Kremlin,
which warned that Europe’s
biggest conflict since World
War II could spin out of con-
trol.
Biden and Zelenskyy attended
the anniversary events of D-
Day in Normandy, northern
France, on Thursday, along
with European leaders who
have supported Kyiv’s efforts
in the war. Biden pledged “we
will not walk away” from
Ukraine, drawing a direct line
from the fight to liberate
Europe from Nazi domination
to today’s war against Russian
aggression.
Ukraine depicts its fight
against the Kremlin’s forces as
a clash between Western

democratic freedom and
Russian tyranny. Russia says it
is defending itself against a
menacing eastward expansion
of the NATO military alliance.
In a 20-minute speech Friday
at the National Assembly, the
lower house of the French
parliament, Zelenskyy drew a
parallel with the sacrifices
made during World War II
and his country’s current fight.
“This battle is a crossroads,”
Zelenskyy said. “A moment
where we can now write his-
tory the way we need it. Or we
can become victims of histo-
ry as it suits … our enemy.”
Zelenskyy, who spoke in
Ukrainian, was frequently
interrupted by lawmakers’
applause and cheers. He
prompted a standing ovation
when he said in French: “Dear
France, I thank you for stand-
ing by our side as we defend
life.”
French President Emmanuel
Macron, meanwhile,
announced late Thursday that
France will provide Ukraine
with its Mirage combat air-
craft.
Macron has been a vocal sup-
porter of Ukraine. He said in
February that putting Western
troops on the ground in
Ukraine is not “ruled out.”
Zelenskyy began a day of
meetings in Paris with an offi-
cial welcome ceremony at the
golden-domed Invalides mon-
ument, site of Napoleon’s
tomb. During the day,
Zelenskyy skipped a scheduled
visit to the Nexter arms man-
ufacturer in Versailles, which
makes the Caesar self-pro-
pelled howitzers that are
among the weapons provided
by France to Kyiv’s forces. He
went instead to France’s mili-
tary headquarters with defense
manufacturers, and his delega-
tion signed defense agree-
ments. 
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China’s exports in May grew
at their fastest pace in more

than a year despite trade ten-
sions, though imports fell short
of analyst expectations, accord-
ing to customs data released on
Friday. Exports jumped 7.6 per
cent in May from the same
month last year to USD 302.35
billion, rising at the fastest pace
since April 2023. Imports rose
by 1.8 per cent to USD 219.73
billion, missing estimates of
about 4 per cent growth.

The uptick in exports is also
partly due to a lower base in the
same period last year, when
exports declined 7.5 per cent.
In comparison, exports grew by
1.5 per cent in April compared
with the same period last year,
while April imports rose by 8.4
per cent.
The strong exports caused
China’s trade surplus to widen
to USD 82.62 billion, up from
April’s USD 72.35 billion.
The growth in exports comes

as China faces escalated trade
tensions with the US and
Europe. The US is ramping up
tariffs on Chinese-made electric
cars while Europe is consider-
ing levying similar tariffs.
Tariffs are unlikely to immedi-
ately threaten exports; if any-
thing, they may boost exports
at the margin as firms speed up
shipments to front-run the
duties.” said Zichun Huang of
Capital Economics in a note.

Huang also said that exports
would be supported by a weak-
er real effective exchange rate.

“Import volumes were little
changed last month, but they
will probably rise soon, with
increased government spending
supporting the import-intensive
construction sector,” she said.
The 10 nations of the
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations remained the largest
destination for Chinese prod-
ucts, with exports to ASEAN
growing 9.7 per cent from year-
on-year in the January to May
period to USD 50.83 billion.
Exports to the US grew just 0.2
per cent in the January through
May period compared with the
same time last year, while ship-
ments to the European Union
declined, slipping 3.9 per cent
year-on-year.
Steel, automobiles, home appli-
ances and ships have been the
fastest growing categories of
Chinese exports this year.
Automobiles have climbed at
the fastest rate, with China
exporting 2.4 million vehicles in

the first five months of the
year, up 26.8 per cent com-
pared with the same period
last year.
China is facing accusations
from the US and the
European Union of overpro-
ducing and flooding over-
seas markets with cheap elec-
tric vehicles. Both have
worked to impose tariffs on
such vehicles. Meanwhile,
China is also concerned that
duties imposed on its EVs
would reduce exports amid
weakening demand at home.
Lynn Song of ING Economics
said that should tariffs on
Chinese strategic exports and
automobiles be aggressive,
there is “potential for retalia-
tion and escalation of trade
friction”.
“We remain cautious about
the trade outlook for the sec-
ond half of the year and
expect its contribution to
growth to decline,” Song said
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Four Indian medical students
drowned when they entered

a fast-flowing river near St
Petersburg in Russia, authorities
said on Friday, in the worst
tragedy to hit the Indian student
community in the country.
The four students from
Maharashtra - Harshal
Anantrao Desale, Jishan Ashpak
Pinjari, Jia Firoj Pinjari and
Malik Gulamgous Mohammad
Yakub, were studying at the
Novgorod State University in
Veliky Novgorod city.  
A fifth student, Nisha Bhupesh
Sonawane, was rescued.   The
Ministry of External Affairs in
New Delhi termed it an unfor-
tunate incident. “Four Indian
students who were studying at
the Yaroslav-the-Wise
Novgorod State University
located in Veliky Novgorod,
Russia, drowned in an unfortu-
nate incident in the Volkhov
river. In the incident, a fifth
Indian student was saved from
drowning and is presently
receiving medical attention,” it
said.

in a note. Factory activity in
China slowed more than expect-
ed in May, according to an offi-
cial survey released last week.
The manufacturing purchasing
managers index from the China
Federation of Logistics and
Purchasing fell to 49.5 from 50.4
in April on a scale up to 100 where
50 marks the break between
expansion and contraction. China
has struggled to bounce back after
the COVID-19 pandemic, as it
grapples with weaker demand
globally after the US Federal
Reserve and other central banks
raised interest rates to counter
inflation.A slump in China’s prop-
erty sector also is weighing on
growth.
China has set a target of around
5 per cent for economic growth
this year, an ambition that will
require more policy support,
economists say. 
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Pakistan and China on
Friday vowed to protect

the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) from its
“detractors and adversaries”, as
Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif
met his Chinese counterpart
Li Qiang and assured Beijing
of providing complete securi-
ty to Chinese personnel work-
ing on the USD 65 billion pro-
ject.
Sharif is currently on a visit to
China at the invitation of
President Xi Jinping, seeking
to upgrade cooperation under
the multi-billion dollar China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC), a key part of Beijing’s
Belt and Road Initiative.
In a statement, the Pakistan
Prime Minister’s Office said
during the meeting, the two
sides discussed the signifi-
cance of Gwadar as an impor-
tant pillar of the CPEC and
agreed to expedite the timely
completion of all related infra-
structure projects to trans-
form Gwadar in Balochistan
province into a regional eco-
nomic hub.
“They also expressed their
firm commitment to protect
CPEC from its detractors and
adversaries and to upgrade

CPEC in the form of
enhanced cooperation,” the
statement said.
The two leaders reaffirmed
unwavering support for each
other on core issues and
expressed continued commit-
ment and support for the
high-quality development of
the CPEC, Geo News report-
ed.
They also emphasised the
timely completion of all ongo-
ing projects with a special
focus on industrial develop-
ment, agriculture modernisa-
tion, Science & Technology
and the development of
Special Economic Zones for
mutually beneficial and socio-
economic development of
Pakistan.
Sharif  also reaff irmed
Pakistan’s unflinching resolve
to ensure the safety and secu-
rity of Chinese personnel and
projects in Pakistan.
Chinese investment and
financial support since 2013
have been key for the South
Asian nation’s struggling
economy, including the rolling
over of loans so that
Islamabad can meet external
financing needs at a time
when foreign reserves are crit-
ically low.
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Saudia Group is keen to
increase the number of

flights connecting Saudi
Arabia and India as well as
provide MRO services to
Indian carriers. Saudia
Airlines, part of the group,
currently operates 54 weekly
flights connecting seven
destinations in India, including
Delhi, Mumbai and
Hyderabad.
An executive of the group said
on Thursday it has also set up a
Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) facility in
Saudi Arabia and is keen to
provide MRO services for the
aircraft of Indian carriers.
The facility will be fully
operational next year. Around
1.5 million tourists from India
visited Saudi Arabia last year
and expectations are that the
count will rise to 7.5 million by
2030, Saudia Group Director
General Ibrahim Alomari said.

Speaking at the CAPA India
Aviation Summit 2024, he said
the group will increase the
frequencies of flights between
Saudi Arabia and India and
want Indian airlines to increase
their flights. “We need to work
together,” he said while
mentioning about Indian and
Saudi carriers. Meanwhile,
Riyadh Air is set to be
launched next year with its hub
in Riyadh. The group had
discussions with Air India
about the MRO village, which
can accommodate 48 aircraft at
a time.
The MRO village can do the
work for A320 and B787
planes as well as for LEAP
engines. It will also have the
assembly lines for Brazil’s plane
maker Embraer and Italy’s
helicopter manufacturer
Leonardo, according to Saudia
Group’s GM Corporate
Communication and Media
Affairs Abdullah M
Alshahrani.
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The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) left its key interest

rates unchanged on Friday as
expected, keeping the focus
on inflation amid robust
economic growth that is likely
to provide the new Modi
government headroom for
manoeuvring reforms.
The Monetary Policy
Committee, consisting of
three RBI and an equal
number of external members,
kept the repo rate unchanged
at 6.50 per cent for an eighth
straight policy meeting and
stuck to its relatively hawkish
stance of “withdrawal of
accommodation”, Governor
Shaktikanta Das said in his
statement.However, there
were signs of a more divided
policy committee, with one
additional member voting for
a softening in stance as well as
policy direction. Two external
members, Ashima Goyal and
Jayanth Varma, voted for a

cut, compared to one in the
previous meeting.
The decision comes just days
ahead of Narendra Modi
assuming the office of the
Prime Minister of India for
the third straight time but
with a smaller-than-expected
election victory that forced his
party BJP to share power in a
coalition government.
The slim majority, according
to global rating agencies, may
delay more far-reaching
elements of economic and
fiscal reforms like land and
labour, and impede progress
on fiscal consolidation.
With the Indian economy,
Asia’s third-largest, growing
faster than expected in the
previous year, the RBI raised
its GDP growth projection for
the current fiscal through
March 2025 to 7.2 per cent
from 7 per cent while
maintaining its inflation
forecast at 4.5 per cent.
India’s real GDP grew by 8.2
per cent in the 2023-24 (April

2023 to March 2024) fiscal
year, while inflation was 4.83
per cent in April, above the
RBI’s target. The FY24 growth
was helped by a faster-than-
expected pace of 7.8 per cent
in the March quarter.
Das said while the MPC took
note of the disinflation
achieved so far without
hurting growth, it remains
vigilant to any upside risks to

inflation, particularly from
food inflation, which could
possibly derail the path of
disinflation.
“Monetary policy must
continue to remain
disinflationary and be resolute
in its commitment to aligning
inflation to the target of 4.0
per cent on a durable basis,” he
said.
“Sustained price stability

would set strong foundations
for a period of high growth.”
The RBI, he said, will continue
to be nimble and flexible in its
liquidity management
through fine-tuning
operations in repo and reverse
repo. “We will deploy an
appropriate mix of
instruments to modulate both
frictional and durable
liquidity so as to ensure that
money market interest rates
evolve in an orderly manner,
which preserves financial
stability.”
The governor hinted that the
RBI may be willing to move
before the US Federal Reserve
pivots a rate cut, saying the
central bank’s monetary
policy actions are determined
by domestic growth and
inflation conditions.
“I’d like to unambiguously
state while we do keep a watch
on whether clouds are
building up or clearing out in
the distance horizons, we play
the game according to the

local weather pitch
conditions,” he said.
Commenting on the MPC
decisions, Radhika Rao,
Executive Director and Senior
Economist, DBS Bank, said
there were signs of a more
divided policy committee,
with one additional member
voting for a softening in
stance. “The majority retained
their cautious stance to guide
inflation towards the 4 per
cent target on a durable basis,
despite recent signs of
disinflation.””The MPC also
signalled that they will not
react to the upcoming base-
effect-driven correction in
inflation in 2Q FY25, lowering
the probability of a shift in 2H
24. In all, the mix of strong
growth and above-target
inflation does not make a case
for a shift to a less restrictive
policy setting yet, validating
our view that rate easing is not
on the cards this year. Political
developments are not
expected to sway the

monetary policy direction or
outlook,” she said.
Suman Chowdhury, Chief-
Economist and Head-
Research, Acuite Ratings &
Research said there were no
surprises in the RBI decision.
“The RBI has continued to
reaffirm its commitment to
sustainable disinflation and
price stability without
providing any indication on
the monetary policy pivot.
The central bank would
continue to watch out for any
upward risks in food inflation
in the near term, despite the
forecast of an ‘above normal’
monsoon. Further, it may also
monitor the revised upcoming
Union Budget to track the
possible increases in welfare
spend and its potential impact
on inflation, although the
high RBI dividend of Rs 2.1
trillion will mitigate the
potential risks for now.”
On liquidity, Chowdhury said
the high dividend of Rs 2.1
lakh crore by the RBI to the

government has been positive
for short-term interest rates.
“But we expect the RBI to
calibrate system liquidity
appropriately and facilitate
better monetary transmission
through absorption of any
excessive liquidity portion
that may arise after the restart
of government spending and
the expected inflows from
debt FPIs amidst India’s
inclusion in the JPM bond
indices.”Given the tone of the
MPC statement and the
expectation of stronger
domestic growth, there is a
low likelihood of any rate cut
by the RBI in the current
calendar year, he added.
Among other decisions, the
RBI raised the bulk deposit
limit to Rs 3 crore from Rs 2
crore currently and allowed
the inclusion of payments like
replenishment of balances in
Fastag in e-mandates for
recurring payments as well as
automatically replenishing
UPI Lite wallets. 

RBI keeps interest rates unchanged; policy committee more divided
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The Reserve Bank of India
on Friday revised upwards

the GDP growth projection
for the current fiscal to 7.2 per
cent from 7 per cent on rising
private consumption and
revival of demand in rural
areas. Unveiling the bi-
monthly monetary policy,
RBI Governor Shaktikanta
Das said estimates released by
the National Statistical Office
(NSO) placed India’s real
gross domestic product
(GDP) growth at 8.2 per cent
in 2023-24.
“During 2024-25 so far,
domestic economic activity
has maintained resilience,” he
said, adding that
manufacturing activity
continues to gain ground on
the back of strengthening
domestic demand.
Also, the services sector
maintained buoyancy, as
evident in available high-
frequency indicators.
Governor Das said private
consumption, the mainstay of
aggregate demand, is
recovering with steady
discretionary spending in
urban areas.
The revival in rural demand is
getting a fillip from
improving farm sector
activity and investment
activity continues to gain
traction on the back of
ongoing expansion in non-
food bank credit.
He also said the forecast of
above normal south-west
monsoon by the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) is expected to boost
kharif production and
replenish the reservoir levels.
“Taking all these factors into
consideration, real GDP

growth for 2024-25 is
projected at 7.2 per cent with
Q1 at 7.3 per cent, Q2 at 7.2
per cent, Q3 at 7.3 per cent,
and Q4 at 7.2 per cent. The
risks are evenly balanced,”
Das said.
He also emphasised that the
healthy balance sheets of
banks and corporates, the
government’s continued
thrust on capex, high capacity
utilisation, and business
optimism augur well for
investment activity.
External demand should get a
fillip from improving
prospects of global trade, the
governor said. The
developments relating to
growth and inflation are
unfolding as per “our
expectations”, he noted. 
When the projected GDP
growth of 7.2 per cent for
2024-25 materialises, it will be
the fourth consecutive year
with growth at or above 7 per
cent. On global economic
growth, Das said the growth is
sustaining its momentum in
2024 and is likely to remain
resilient, supported by a
rebound in global trade.

Also, global inflation is
easing, but the final leg of this
disinflation journey may be
tough. Central banks remain
steadfast and data-dependent
in their fight against inflation.
Market expectations
regarding the timing and pace
of interest rate cuts are also
changing with incoming data
and central bank
communication, the governor
said. “There is a view that in
matters of monetary policy,
the Reserve Bank is guided by
the principle of ‘follow the
Fed’.
“I would like to
unambiguously state that
while we do keep a watch on
whether clouds are building
up or clearing out in the
distant horizon, we play the
game according to the local
weather and pitch
conditions,” Das said. 
In other words, he said,
“While we do consider the
impact of monetary policy in
advanced economies on
Indian markets, our actions
are primarily determined by
domestic growth-inflation
conditions and the outlook”. 
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China’s exports in May grew
at their fastest pace in

more than a year despite trade
tensions, though imports fell
short of analyst expectations,
according to customs data
released on Friday. Exports
jumped 7.6 per cent in May
from the same month last year
to USD 302.35 billion, rising
at the fastest pace since April
2023. Imports rose by 1.8 per
cent to USD 219.73 billion,
missing estimates of about 4
per cent growth.
The uptick in exports is also
partly due to a lower base in
the same period last year,
when exports declined 7.5 per
cent. In comparison, exports
grew by 1.5 per cent in April
compared with the same
period last year, while April
imports rose by 8.4 per cent.
The strong exports caused

China’s trade surplus to widen
to USD 82.62 billion, up from
April’s USD 72.35 billion.
The growth in exports comes
as China faces escalated trade
tensions with the US and
Europe. The US is ramping up
tariffs on Chinese-made
electric cars while Europe is
considering levying similar
tariffs.
“Foreign tariffs are unlikely to
immediately threaten exports;
if anything, they may boost
exports at the margin as firms
speed up shipments to front-
run the duties.” said Zichun
Huang of Capital Economics
in a note. Huang also said that
exports would be supported
by a weaker real effective
exchange rate.
“Import volumes were little
changed last month, but they
will probably rise soon, with
increased government
spending supporting the

import-intensive construction
sector,” she said.
The 10 nations of the
Association of Southeast
Asian Nations remained the
largest destination for Chinese
products, with exports to
ASEAN growing 9.7 per cent
in May year-on-year to USD
50.83 billion.
Exports to the US grew just
0.2 per cent in May compared
with the same time last year,
while shipments to the
European Union declined,
slipping 3.9 per cent year-on-
year.
Steel, automobiles, home
appliances and ships were the
fastest growing categories of
Chinese exports. Automobiles
climbed at the fastest rate,
with China exporting 569,000
cars at a growth rate of 26.8
per cent compared with the
same time last year.
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India’s strong growth is
leading to a trend of ‘reverse

flipping’ as domestic startups
that once used to move
abroad for capital access and
tax benefits are now returning
home, a top government
official has said.
Commerce Secretary Sunil
Barthwal also said that the
digital economy along with
emerging technologies like AI
and the rise of data centres
were key to future Indian
growth. He was speaking at an
event in Singapore organised
by the commerce ministry to
showcase various investment
opportunities in India.
It was organised on the
sidelines of the inaugural
Indo-Pacific Economic
Framework for Prosperity
(IPEF) Clean Economy
Investor Forum in Singapore.
Barthwal stressed how India’s
growth rate is nearly double
that of other emerging market
economies.
“He remarked on how this
strong growth is also leading
to a trend of ‘reverse flipping’,
where Indian startups that

once moved abroad for capital
access and tax benefits are
now returning home,” the
ministry said in a statement
on Friday.
India’s economy grew by 8.2
per cent in the fiscal year that
ended in March 2024,
cementing the country’s
position as the fastest-
growing major economy in
the world. The country has
over one lakh government-
recognised startups.
The meeting attracted more
than 60 participants,
including global investors
from the US, Singapore,
Japan, Australia, Korea, and
other countries, as well as
India’s private sector and
government officials.
The event brought together

investors and financial
institutions from IPEF
Member countries like those
of Temasek, Global
Infrastructure Partners,
GuarantCo, Private
Infrastructure Development
Group (PIDG), Goldman
Sachs, I Squared Capital,
Mizuho Bank Ltd, Advantage
Partners, Nomura, DBS Bank
and Citi Bank.
The Indo-Pacific Economic
Framework for Prosperity
(IPEF) was launched in May
2022 and currently includes
14 partners — Australia,
Brunei Darussalam, Fiji,
India, Indonesia, Japan, the
Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, the US
and Vietnam. 
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The Reserve Bank of India
has brought 100 metric

tonnes of gold reserve from
the UK to India as there is
enough domestic storage
capacity, and nothing more
should be read into it,
Governor Shaktikanta Das
said on Friday.
The RBI moved 100 metric
tonnes of its gold stored in the
UK to domestic vaults in
FY24. This is one of the
biggest movements of gold
undertaken by the country
since 1991, when pledging a
substantial part of the gold
holding to tide over a foreign
exchange crisis resulted in its
movement out of vaults.
The quantum of gold stored
outside was static for a long
time, Reserve Bank of India
Governor Das said here.
“In recent years, the data
shows that the Reserve Bank
is buying gold as a part of its
reserves, and the quantum
was going up. We have
domestic (storage) capacity,”
he said. 
Therefore, it was decided to
move part of the reserve
outside India to be stored
within the country, he said,
adding, “That’s it. Nothing
more should be read into it”.
The country’s overall gold
holding increased by 27.46

metric tonnes in FY24, and it
stands at 822 metric tonnes,
as per official data.
A substantial part of the
precious commodity is stored
abroad, the sources said,
adding that India also had its
holding with the Bank of
England like other countries.
The movement of 100 metric
tonnes into India has taken
the overall quantity stored
locally to over 408 metric
tonnes of gold, which means
the local and foreign holding
is now split almost evenly.
As per the annual report of
the central bank for FY24
released last month, over 308
metric tonnes of gold is held
in India as backing for notes
issued, while another 100.28
tonnes is held locally as an
asset of the banking
department.
Of the overall gold reserves,
413.79 metric tonnes are held
abroad, the annual report
said. 
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Sebi has been given ‘Best
Conduct of Business

Regulator’ award in Asia Pacific
by The Asian Banker for its role
in enhancing the regulatory
framework for securities
markets in India.
The award was received by
Sebi’s Whole Time Member
Kamlesh Chandra Varshney in
a ceremony held in Hong
Kong.
“This authority (Sebi) has been
actively working towards
instantaneous settlement. In
2021, T+1 settlement was
introduced in a phased
manner, which was fully
implemented from January
2023. This move has provided
investors with faster access to
their funds following trade
execution and settlement,
enhancing market efficiency
and liquidity,” The Asian
Banker said in a statement.
Through rigorous enforcement
and innovative regulatory
practices, Sebi has significantly
improved the conduct of
business in the country’s
financial markets, it added.
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Investors often fall prey to
recency bias, a tendency to

favour asset classes that have
recently performed well. This
inclination can lead to
chasing momentum and
making investment decisions
at inopportune times. Given
the unpredictable nature, of
market and the varying
performance of asset classes
across economic cycles,
attempting to time the market
becomes challenging. 
Hence, a prudent strategy
involves diversification across
negatively correlated or less
correlated asset classes.
HDFC Multi-Asset Fund
emerges as a dynamic choice,
offering investors a pathway
that aims towards balanced
growth and stability. Crafted
for those seeking long-term
capital appreciation and

income generation, HDFC
Multi-Asset Fund presents an
avenue for investment across
diverse asset classes.
The Multi-Asset Allocation
Funds are particularly well-
suited for investors aiming to
diversify their portfolios and
manage risk effectively, they
not only help in mitigating
portfolio volatility but also
reduce reliance on any single
asset class for generating
returns. With a strategic
allocation to equity, debt, and
gold-related instruments, the
fund aligns with the goal of
achieving better returns while 
mitigating volatility. By
seamlessly blending growth
opportunities with risk
management, HDFC Multi-
Asset Fund positions itself as
a good option for investors
navigating the financial
landscape with prudence and
foresight.
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Benchmark equity indices
Sensex and Nifty climbed

over 2 per cent to settle at
record closing high levels on
Friday after the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) revised
upwards the GDP growth
projection to 7.2 per cent for
2024-25 from 7 per cent
earlier.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
jumped 1,720.8 points, or
2.29 per cent, to hit a new
record peak of 76,795.31 in
day trade. The benchmark
ended at 76,693.36, up
1,618.85 points, or 2.16 per
cent.
The NSE Nifty climbed 498.8
points, or 2.18 per cent, to
23,320.20 during the day and
is just 18.5 points from hitting
its record high level. It settled
with a jump of 468.75 points,
or 2.05 per cent, at 23,290.15.

IT and interest rate-sensitive
bank, realty, and auto stocks
ended with sharp gains.
The RBI left its key interest
rates unchanged on Friday as
expected, keeping the focus
on inflation amid robust
economic growth that is likely
to provide the new Modi
government headroom for
manoeuvring reforms.
The Monetary Policy
Committee, consisting of
three RBI and an equal
number of external members,
kept the repo rate unchanged
at 6.50 per cent for an eighth
straight policy meeting and
stuck to its relatively hawkish
stance of “withdrawal of
accommodation”, Governor
Shaktikanta Das said in his
statement.
With the Indian economy,
Asia’s third-largest, growing
faster than expected in the
previous year, the RBI raised

its GDP growth projection for
the current fiscal through
March 2025 to 7.2 per cent
from 7 per cent while
maintaining its inflation
forecast at 4.5 per cent.
“The anticipation of stability
within the coalition
government at the centre,
coupled with the RBI’s
upward revision of its growth
forecast for FY25 to 7.2 per

cent, fuelled a broad-based
rally in the domestic market.
The Indian market surpassed
its previous record high set on
exit-poll day and reached a
fresh peak,” said Vinod Nair,
Head of Research, Geojit
Financial Services.
All the 30 Sensex companies
ended in the positive
territory, with Mahindra &
Mahindra, Wipro, Tech

Mahindra, Bharti Airtel,
Infosys and Tata Steel
emerging as the biggest
gainers.
In Asian markets, Seoul, and
Shanghai settled with gains
while Tokyo and Hong Kong
ended lower.
European markets were
trading lower. US markets
ended on a mixed note on
Thursday.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude climbed 0.04 per cent
to USD 79.95 a barrel.
Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) offloaded
equities worth Rs 6,867.72
crore on Thursday, according
to exchange data.
Regaining the 75,000 level,
the BSE benchmark jumped
692.27 points, or 0.93 per
cent, to settle at 75,074.51 on
Thursday. The Nifty climbed
201.05 points, or 0.89 per
cent, to 22,821.40. 
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A
defiant India football
coach Igor Stimac said his
team has no time “to feel

sorry” for itself after the disap-
pointing goalless draw against
Kuwait in a crucial World Cup
qualifying match here as it is
“still alive” in the race to enter the
third round.
India were thoroughly
disappointing in the game that
marked the end of talismanic
skipper Sunil Chhetri’s
international career after a
glorious run of 19 years in
which he scored 94 goals in
151 games.
“We don’t have time to feel
sorry for ourselves as we are
still alive. I need to do
everything in the next five days
to make the boys believe, make
them create the environment
of belief, which can take us into
a challenge against Qatar who
are a very different team,”
Stimac asserted in the post-
match press conference.
“It’s a small hope, but it’s till
there and we need to believe
and trust in ourselves and give
our best shot to win the game.”
India will next face Asian
heavyweights Qatar in an away
fixture on June 11 and will also
keep a close watch on Kuwait’s
home match against
Afghanistan on the same day.
India need to avoid a defeat to
have any chance of progressing
to the next round, which
would be a historic first for the
side.

Stimac was critical of Sahal
Abdul Samad and Anirudh
Thapa who failed to impress.
“When you don’t win the game
and aren’t happy with the
result, how can you say that
some players impressed you.
You could see that we couldn’t
start dominating the game in
the middle even if we started
with Sahal and Thapa. I
expected much more from
them in the first half.
“Sahal didn’t play in the final
stages. He was covering lots of
ground, his defensive work was
fantastic and he looked nice
with Sunil. But I needed Sahal
to be playmaker to dictate the
game, create chances and also
put in defensive work.” 
Speaking about Thapa, Stimac
said his performance was
underwhelming considering
that he is an experienced
player.
“Thapa has got enough
experience to adapt to
situations. I expect more from
them as they have enough
experience to do so,” he added.
The coach further gave his
thumbs up to the fans for
turning up in huge numbers to
make Chhetri’s last match
extra special.
“Huge appreciation for the
fans, for their support.”
Chhetri stirred up emotions in
his final outing but the Indian
football team failed to convert
the chances.
“We are obviously
disappointed with the result.
The game was tough, as we

expected. The draw is realistic
tonight, they opened the game
much better and with more
confidence — in terms of
passing, speed of passing and
moving,” Stimac said.

“It took us some time to gear
up and start passing the ball
into the danger zones. 
“The general passing speed
was our biggest problem
tonight — it wasn’t good

enough. Even in certain
moments, when we put
pressure on them, there was no
quality in the delivery to help
the forwards. 
Stimac was, however, happy
with goalkeeper Gurpreet
Singh Sandhu’s performance.
“That’s not the reason we didn’t
win, we weren’t clinical in front
of the goal and our best player
tonight was Gurpreet, which
isn’t a good sign. It’s fantastic to
have such a goalkeeper here,
who we never doubted.”
The draw meant the long-
serving Indian skipper had a
tearful farewell, failing to add
to his record tally of 94 goals.
“I feel really sad for Sunil, really
sad that he didn’t go with a
win. In regards to everything,
he was not thinking of his last
minutes, not a single player or
staff member,” he said.
NEED TO COPE WITHOUT
SUNIL: GURPREET: Sandhu
said Chhetri’s absence would
be felt against Qatar but they
need to cope and move
forward.
“Like any other team we
prepare for, obviously this time
around we won’t have Sunil
bhai with us, which is sad but
as a nation we need to cope up
with that and move forward. 
“The world doesn’t wait for
anyone and we need to prepare
ourselves in the best manner
possible. Any game is not a loss
before the 90 minutes and we’ll
go out there against Qatar to
win game and give our best
shot to win it,” he added.
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France and the Netherlands
renew their recent rivalry at

the European Championship
with fresh memories of their
hard luck exits at the World Cup
18 months ago.
Both were beaten in Qatar in
penalty shootouts against
Argentina - France in the epic
final, the Dutch in the
quarterfinals - after rallying
late from two goals down.
The first post-World Cup
game for each was the opener
of their Euro 2024 qualifying
group in March last year.
France raced to an early three-
goal lead and won 4-0 in Paris.
France goes for three straight
wins against the Netherlands
when they meet in the late
game on the longest summer
day, June 21, in Leipzig.
That will be the second round
of games in Group D that
includes Austria and Poland,
which also played Argentina at
the World Cup. The Poles also
trailed 2-0 to the eventual
champion and it stayed that
way.
Here’s a look at Group D:
FRANCE: France reached the
final in three of its past four
major tournaments, winning
the 2018 World Cup, with just
Euro 2020 counting as a
failure. Kylian Mbappé’s
penalty was saved and France
lost the shootout to
Switzerland after a 3-3 draw in
the round of 16. Mbappé
arrives for his first tournament
game since that 2022 World
Cup final hat trick in a losing
cause against Argentina, as
captain of the most talented
squad at Euro 2024.
He also might be feeling
liberated after a testy final few
months at Paris Saint-
Germain ahead of his long-
expected move to Real
Madrid. Mbappé’s appetite for
goals against these group
rivals is such that he scored
twice against the Netherlands

in each of their qualifying
group games, twice against
Poland at the World Cup, and
once in each game against
Austria in 2022 in the Nations
League. 
The 25-year-old superstar has
48 goals in 79 games for
France, chasing down
teammate Olivier Giroud’s
record of 57 for Les Bleus.
Giroud’s stellar international
career ends after Euro 2024
when, at age 37, he will join
Los Angeles FC.
NETHERLANDS: Ronald
Koeman has coached the
Netherlands through
qualifying for back-to-back
European Championships.
This time he sees the job
through to the finals
tournament. After Euro 2021
was postponed for one year in
the COVID-19 pandemic,
Koeman left to take the
coveted job at his former club
Barcelona, still then with
Lionel Messi. 
The Dutch went to the last
Euro coached by Frank de
Boer and lost in the round of
16 to the Czech Republic.
Koeman was fired by
Barcelona after 14 months and
one Spanish cup title, then re-
hired by the Dutch federation
to succeed Louis van Gaal
after the 2022 World Cup. 
In qualifying, Koeman’s team
was efficient in winning all six
games against teams not
named France and conceding
just one goal, from a penalty
by Ireland. Now he seems
ready to unleash a reshaped
formation with dynamic wing
backs Denzel Dumfries and
Jeremie Frimpong.
AUSTRIA: Predicting a “dark
horse” contender to be
European champion has
recently been a fool’s errand.
Austria in 2016 and Turkey
three years ago both went
home winless after the group
stage. Still, Austria has been in
the conversation again. 
Coach Ralf Rangnick has

rebuilt his reputation after a
few dysfunctional months at
Manchester United ended in
2022 and created some
expectation for this Austria
team. At least until the knee
injuries hit. Captain David
Alaba’s season was ended in
December playing for Real
Madrid. 
Since an impressive
international break in March -
beating Euro 2024 teams
Slovakia and Turkey (a 6-1
rout in Vienna) - goalkeeper
Alex Schlager and midfielder
Xaver Schlager also got
injured. The midfield is still a
strength with high-end talent
in the Bundesliga: Bayern
Munich’s Konrad Laimer,
Borussia Dortmund’s Marcel
Sabitzer and Leipzig’s
Christoph Baumgartner,
whose goal after six seconds in
Slovakia was the fastest ever in
a men’s national team game.
POLAND: Poland was beaten
easily by France at the World
Cup, 3-1 in the round of 16 in
Qatar. That tournament
seemed to give little joy to the
Polish players under cautious
coach Czeslaw Michniewicz,
who left soon after. It did not
improve with Fernando
Santos, the Euro 2016-
winning coach for Portugal,
who was fired last September.
Poland eventually qualified via
the playoffs under coach
Michal Probierz after having
zero shots on target in a 0-0
draw at Wales until the
penalty shootout. Veteran
goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny
made the key save in Cardiff as
captain Robert Lewandowski
turned away unable to watch. 
They remain the core of the
team and this could be their
international farewell, as the
35-year-old Lewandowski
looks to add to his national
records of 148 games and 82
goals. Poland’s last group game
is against France in
Dortmund, where he was a
feted star from 2010-14.
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Indian Grandmaster R
Praggnanandhaa went down

fighting against Fabiano
Caruana of United States while
world number one Magnus
Carlsen inflicted an
Armaggeddon defeat on
France’s Firouzja Alireza in the
penultimate round of Norway
Chess tournament here.
With 16 points in his bag,
Carlsen stretched his lead to
1.5 points over nearest rival
Hikaru Nakamura, who was in
for a shock as World
Champion Ding Liren, for
once, did not blow his position
away.
Praggnanandhaa, despite the
loss against Caruana in
Armageddon, is still third on
13 points, a full point ahead of
Alireza. Caruana on 10.5
comes in next in standings
ahead of Liren (6), who
spoiled Nakamura’s party.
In the women’s section, R
Vaishali succumbed to another

loss at the hands of Tingjie Lei
of China and was relegated to
fourth spot while Koneru
Humpy went down to
tournament leader Wenju Ju of
China.
Wenjun Ju of China
strengthen her claim for the
title by moving to 16 points.
Tingjie Lei and Anna
Muzychuk of Ukraine follow
her 1.5 points behind while
Vaishali on 11.5 is a distant

fourth ahead of Humpy who is
on nine points. Veteran Swede
Pia Cramling is last spot with
6.5 points in her kitty.
Vaishali was the only one to go
down in the Classical game
itself while all the other
matches saw an Armaggeddon
battle following a draw in
normal games.
The English opening does not
sound like a menacing choice
but Tingjie took advantage

with the slightly favourable
colour early in the opening as
Vaishali’s pawn structure
became a bit dented. 
Picking out a pawn on the
queen side, the Chinese
capitalised on her better
placed rook to invade the
seventh rank and it was soon
curtains for the Indian in just
28 moves.
Humpy had her last chance
but could not make most of it
as white against Wenjun Ju.
The Chinese equalised at ease
in the early middle game as
black in the Ragozine defense
and drew comfortably in the
ensuing rook and pawns
endgame.
Humpy decided to go all-in in
the Armageddon but the plan
boomeranged as Wenjun
found a tactical skirmish to
win a rook in the middle game.
The game lasted 41 moves.
In the men’s section, Carlsen
was not overjoyed that the
Classical game ended in a
draw but kept his nerves intact

to win the Armageddon while
Liren finally had something to
smile about as he defeated
Nakamura in fine fashion.
Praggnanandhaa did not have
to sweat hard to hold Caruana
under Classical but in the
Armageddon the American
was a transformed player as he
took advantage of his white
pieces. 
The Indian has white pieces in
the last round game against
Nakamura and will hope to
make the most of it.
Results round 9 men: Fabiano
Caruana (Usa, 10.5) beat R
Praggnanandhaa (Ind, 13) 1.5-
1; Firouzja Alireza (Fra, 12)
lost to Magnus Carlsen (Nor,
16) 1-1.5; Hikaru Nakamura
(Usa, 14.5) lost to Ding Liren
(Chn, 6.5) 1-1.5.
Women: Koneru Humpy (Ind,
9) lost to Wenjun Ju (Chn, 16)
1.5-1; Tingjie Lei (Chn, 14.5)
beat R Vaishali (11.5) 3-0; Pia
Crmaling (Swe, 6.5) lost to
Anna Muzychuk (Ukr, 14.5) 1-
1.5.
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Lando Norris is putting the
pressure on Ferrari.

The McLaren Formula 1
driver said the Canadian
Grand Prix could be anyone’s
race Sunday, but he’s giving the
edge to the Italian team after
Charles Leclerc’s victory two
weeks ago in Monaco.
“I think they’re favorites,”
Norris said Thursday. 
“It’s impossible for me to say if
it’s going to be us, Ferrari or
Red Bull on top. That’s why it’s
exciting, because none of us
really know.”
Led by three-time defending
season champion Max
Verstappen, Red Bull won 21
of 22 races last year.
Verstappen had a record 19
victories.
Red Bull tops the constructors’
championship this season, but
Leclerc’s victory helped Ferrari
move within 24 points.
Norris thinks Ferrari could
have the upper hand again this
weekend, partially because
curb-riding is such a factor at
recently resurfaced Circuit
Gilles Villeneuve. Leclerc
downplayed the favorite talk.
“Everybody doesn’t want to be
going into a weekend hearing
that they are favorites,” Leclerc
said. 
“You’re never going to hear me
(say) we are 100% the favorite
this weekend and the same for
them, so you’ve got to throw
the ball to your closest
opponents.
“It might not be the true

picture once we hit the track,
the reality is we are so closely
matched between those three
teams.”
Verstappen has a 31-point lead
over Leclerc in the drivers’
championship. Norris trails
Leclerc by 25 points, equal to
one race win.
But three drivers from three
teams - Norris, Leclerc and
Verstappen - have won the last
three races for the first time
since 2021.
Last season, Verstappen won
his second consecutive

Canadian Grand Prix amid a
run of a record 10 straight
victories.
“I’m not focused on what the
others are doing because that’s
just a waste of time and
energy,” the 26-year-old
Dutchman said. 
“We know that from our side,
there are things that we can do
better and that’s what we’ll
focus on.”
While Ferrari appears to thrive
on courses where curb-riding
is a big factor, the opposite has
been true for Red Bull.

Verstappen called Monaco,
where he finished sixth and
Red Bull teammate Sergio
Perez did not finish, a
reminder of that.
“This is something that we
know, and we haven’t been
able to fix it yet. I do think that
after Monaco, it gave us
another wake-up call,”
Verstappen said. 
“With everyone catching up,
naturally, you can’t rely on
your advantage anymore even
though your curb-riding is
bad.
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India racer Kush Maini completed his first
Formula 1 test with BWT Alpine F1 Team

here earlier this week.
The 23-year-old, competing in his second
season of Formula 2, drove the A522 F1
car as part of Alipine’s young driver test
programme on Wednesday.
The test in Austria marked Kush’s first
time in a modern-spec F1 car and second
time testing with BWT Alpine F1 Team.
Maini previously drove the A521 at
Bahrain International Circuit in 2023 after
joining the Alpine Academy programme
in October last year.
“My first full day in a Formula 1 car is
complete in Spielberg. It was a dream
come true and it was better than I could
have ever imagined it to be. I am so
grateful to BWT Alpine F1 Team for
believing in me and giving me this
opportunity,” Maini said. “The Race
Support Team did an incredible job to get
me up to speed quickly and have the test

run as smoothly as possible, their hard
work and effort does not go unnoticed, so
a big thank you to them,” he added.
The event makes up part of the young
driver testing programme, which both

drivers will participate in throughout the
year as members of the Alpine Academy.
Maini was signed by Alpine Academy last
year and is a part of the team’s driver
development programme.
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To contribute towards nature
and environmental conser-

vation, a team in the Uttar
Pradesh Kabaddi League,
Yamuna Yodhas has announced
a unique environmental initia-
tive by planting 100 trees on
every successful win in the
upcoming season. 
This initiative introduced by
team owner Rahul Sharma
aims to combine sports with
environmental conservation.

Also the CEO of the Vrinda
Foundation, which organised
the G20 International Yoga
Festival and Yamuna cleaning
programmes, Rahul
emphasised the importance of
this initiative. “We are playing
for more than victory; we are
playing for a greener, healthier
future,” he said.
The Yamuna Yodhas plan to
plant trees near the Yamuna
River to help retain rainwater
and ensure a consistent flow
throughout the year. They have

partnered with environmental
NGOs and local groups to
maintain the trees, ensuring a
high survival rate.
This tree-planting
commitment could result in
thousands of new trees over
the season, reflecting the team’s
strong performance. They will
also conduct awareness
campaigns and workshops in
schools and communities to
educate people on
environmental conservation.
“Noting that each raid will now

contribute to both the team’s
score and environmental well-
being. The initiative has
already received widespread
support on social media,”said
Ravi kumar, a player of the
team. The UP Kabaddi League
season starting on July 11, at
the Noida Indoor Stadium.
Eight teams, including the
Yamuna Yodhas, will compete
for the championship title,
with 120 participants from
across Uttar Pradesh and
India.
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DON’T HAVE TIME TO FEEL SORRY FOR
OURSELVES, WE’RE STILL ALIVE: STIMAC
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Defending champions
England will look to
restitch their T20

World Cup campaign
through an improved
bowling effort when they face
‘old’ rival Australia in a
Group B match here on
Saturday. England’s opening
game against Scotland was
rained off after the latter
made 90 for no loss in 10
overs, forcing the teams to
take home a point each.
But even those 60 balls
showed the need for England
to buckle up in the bowling
department, to begin with.
Scottish openers George
Munsey and Michael Jones
scored freely against all
England bowlers, and
Australia carry far more
lethal guns in their line-up.
David Warner and Marcus
Stoinis showed the extent of
damage they can do while
outclassing Oman in their
tournament opener.
Once again, there will be a lot
of focus on Jofra Archer, who
gave away 12 runs in two
overs against Scotland, as the
pacer continues his comeback
trail into top-flight cricket.
But bowling is just one part,
as the English batters under

skipper Jos Buttler, who had a
good run in the IPL 2024, will
have to fire in unison against
the Aussie attack.
The Australian bowlers were
potent against Oman even
without Pat Cummins, who
had a reasonable outing for
Sunrisers Hyderabad in the
IPL. Nathan Ellis played
ahead of Cummins in that
game, but Australia might
bring back the premier pacer
against a much more
formidable opponent.
While Australia’s batting
looks settled, the misfiring
Glenn Maxwell remains a
missing link.
After enduring a shipwreck of
an IPL campaign with Royal
Challengers Bengaluru
recently, the ‘Big Show’ got
out for a first-ball duck
against Oman.
The 2021 champions will be
eager to see Maxwell return
to his best at the earliest, and
a match against England
offers him a perfect occasion.

TEAMS (FROM): 
Australia: Mitchell Marsh
(c), Ashton Agar, Pat
Cummins, Tim David,
Nathan Ellis, Cameron
Green, Josh Hazlewood,
Travis Head, Josh Inglis,
Glenn Maxwell, Mitchell
Starc, Marcus Stoinis,

Matthew Wade, David
Warner, Adam Zampa.
Travelling Reserves: Jake
Fraser-McGurk, Matt Short.
England: Jos Buttler (c),
Moeen Ali, Jofra Archer,
Jonathan Bairstow, Harry
Brook, Sam Curran, Ben
Duckett, Tom Hartley, Will
Jacks, Chris Jordan, Liam
Livingstone, Adil Rashid, Phil
Salt, Reece Topley, Mark
Wood.
Match starts at 10.30 PM IST.

SA FACE COURAGEOUS
DUTCH: South Africa might
have trotted past Sri Lanka in
their first match, but they
have a tricky opponent in
Netherlands in their second
group D match in New York
on Saturday.
The scars from their 38-run
loss against the Dutch in last
year’s 50-over World Cup
might still be fresh in the
minds of the Proteas.
The Aiden Markram-led side

would certainly want a
reversal this time around.
The most encouraging signal
from their win over Sri Lanka
was the form of Anrich
Nortje.
The pacer, who was a shadow
of his intimidating self in the
IPL, seemed to have regained
his rhythm on a spicey New
York pitch while grabbing
four wickets against the
Islanders.
Along with Kagiso Rabada,

Nortje forms a strong
combination upfront, and SA
will require them in full
flight against Netherlands,
who started with a six-wicket
win over Nepal.
They also ticked a few boxes
in that match as frontline
batter Max O’Dowd made a
fifty while leading pacers
Tim Pringle and Logan van
Beek took three wickets
apiece.
The Dutch side will be

hoping for another clinical
outing from their top players
to bruise their fancied
opponent once more.

TEAMS (FROM): 
South Africa: Aiden
Markram (c), Ottniel
Baartman, Gerald Coetzee,
Quinton de Kock, Bjorn
Fortuin, Reeza Hendricks,
Marco Jansen, Heinrich
Klaasen, Keshav Maharaj,
David Miller, Anrich Nortje,

Kagiso Rabada, Ryan
Rickelton, Tabraiz Shamsi,
Tristan Stubbs.
Netherlands: Scott Edwards
(c), Aryan Dutt, Bas de
Leede, Kyle Klein, Logan van
Beek, Max O’Dowd, Michael
Levitt, Paul van Meekeren,
Ryan Klein, Saqib Zulfiqar,
Sybrand Engelbrecht, Teja
Nidamanuru, Tim Pringle,
Vikram Singh, Viv Kingma,
Wesley Barresi. Travelling
reserve: Ryan Klein.

ENGLAND EYE IMPROVED BOWLING EFFORT TO HALT FORMIDABLE AUSSIES
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New Zealand will have no
room for complacency

when they begin the T20
World Cup campaign against a
gutsy Afghanistan side full of
IPL stars in a Group C fixture
here on Saturday.
New Zealand find themselves
in the a difficult group with
two-time champions West
Indies and Afghanistan also
vying for the the top two spots.
With rain restricting their
training sessions, New
Zealand’s preparation for the
marquee event have been less
than ideal.
Additionally, they take on
Afghanistan and West Indies
in their opening two games.
Come Saturday, Kane
Williamson and Co. Will have
to get the better of a side that is
not only warmed up but has
also registered a morale-
boosting win and know the
conditions here well.
However, New Zealand’s
strength in ICC events has
been their adaptability, they
always manage to turn up,
reaching the latter stages,
And with a wealth of
experience as well as an
exuberance of youth in the
likes of Finn Allen and Rachin
Ravindra in the side, they will
be expected to get past the
Afghans.

On paper, New Zealand have
all bases covered, they have
depth in batting and variety in
bowling. Trent Boult will look
dominate with the new ball,
with Lockie Ferguson and Tim
Southee complementing him.
Left-arm spinner Mitchell
Santner has a phenomenal
record in the Caribbean,
averaging under 17 with the
ball at an economy of 5.5 ad he
will be look to outsmart the
Afghans.
Meanwhile, Afghanistan
secured a thumping victory
over Uganda in their opener. If
the opening duo of
Rahmanullah Gurbaz and
Ibrahim Zadran provided the
team a great start with the bat,
pacers Fazalhaq Farooqi,
Naveen-ul-Haq, and skipper
Rashid Khan exhibited
exceptional prowess with the
ball.
But apart form Gurbaz and
Zadran none of the other
batters manage to stick around
and against a formidable Kiwi
side, they will need to do
better. 

TEAMS (FROM):
New Zealand: Kane
Williamson (c), Finn Allen,
Trent Boult, Michael
Bracewell, Mark Chapman,
Devon Conway, Lockie
Ferguson, Matt Henry, Daryl
Mitchell, Jimmy Neesham,
Glenn Phillips, Rachin

Ravindra, Mitchell Santner, Ish
Sodhi, Tim Southee.
Afghanistan: Rashid Khan (c),
Rahmanullah Gurbaz, Ibrahim
Zadran, Azmatullah Omarzai,
Najibullah Zadran,
Mohammad Ishaq,
Mohammad Nabi, Gulbadin
Naib, Karim Janat, Nangyal
Kharoti, Mujeeb Ur Rahman,
Noor Ahmad, Naveen-ul-Haq,
Fazalhaq Farooqi, Fareed
Ahmad Malik. Reserves: Sediq
Atal, Hazratullah Zazai,
Saleem Safi.
Match starts 5am IST

SRI LANKA-BANGLADESH
RENEW RIVALRY: In Dallas,
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh will
renew their rivalry in a bid to
improve their chances to reach
the Super Eights.
Group D or the ‘Group of
Death’ features three full
members — South Africa, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh — the
Netherlands, who are capable
of pulling of upset wins and
Nepal. And wins and margin
of victories could play a vital
role towards the end of the
group stage. 
Sri Lanka will have to bounce
back from their crushing
defeat to South Africa in their
opener. Their batters will be
expected to show better shot
selection and greater match
awareness.
The bowlers did well while

defending 77 against South
Africa and the Islanders would
fancy their chances against an
out of form Bangladesh side.
Bangladesh have struggled in
the shortest format this year.
The have had series losses
against Sri Lanka and USA.
They were handed a
comprehensive defeat by India
in their warm up game as well.

TEAMS (FROM):
Sri Lanka: Wanindu
Hasaranga (c), Charith
Asalanka, Kusal Mendis,
Pathum Nissanka, Kamindu
Mendis, Sadeera
Samarawickrama, Angelo
Mathews, Dasun Shanaka,
Dhananjaya De Silva, Maheesh
Theekshana, Dunith
Wellalage, Dushmantha
Chameera, Nuwan Thushara,
Matheesha Pathirana, Dilshan
Madushanka. Travelling
Reserves: Asitha Fernando,
Vijayakanth Viyaskanth,
Bhanuka Rajapaksa, Janith
Liyanage.
Bangladesh: Najmul Hossain
Shanto (c), Taskin Ahmed,
Litton Das, Soumya Sarkar,
Tanzid Hasan Tamim, Shakib
Al Hasan, Tawhid Hridoy,
Mahmud Ullah Riyad, Jaker
Ali Anik, Tanvir Islam, Shak
Mahedi Hasan, Rishad
Hossain, Mustafizur Rahman,
Shoriful Islam, Tanzim Hasan
Sakib. Travelling reserves: Afif
Hossain, Hasan Mahmud.
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Newcomers USA on
Thursday shocked

former champions Pakistan
via the Super Over to record
their biggest win in a T20
World Cup match that
reflected the shambolic state
of affairs in the Asian giants’
cricket.
The result was reminiscent of
Pakistan’s three-wicket loss to
Ireland in the 2007 ODI
World Cup in the West Indies,
which knocked them out of
that tournament.
USA thus jumped to the top
of Group A with two wins
from as many games ahead of
the clash against India. USA
had defeated Canada by seven
wickets in their opener.
Opting to field, left-arm
spinner Nosthush Kenjige
scalped three wickets for 30
runs as Pakistan found it
difficult to press the
accelerator and were
restricted to 159 for seven.
While chasing, USA ended on
the same score, reaching 159
for 3 with skipper Monank
Patel (50 off 38), Aaron Jones
(36 not out of 26) and Andries
Gous (35 off 26) leading from
the front. 
In the Super Over bowled by
Mohammad Amir, USA piled
up 18 runs, eight of which
came from extras.
Saurabh Netravalkar then
kept his cool and bowled
brilliantly to give away just 13
runs for a famous win. 
In another embarrassment for
Pakistan, they took longer
time than usual to come out
to bat in the Super Over,
keeping the USA fielders
waiting and getting the on-
field umpires involved.
Earlier, USA’s decision to bowl
first worked as Mohammad
Rizwan was dismissed in the
second over, caught by Steven
Taylor off Netravalkar (2/18).
USA started their chase on a
bright note, scoring 44 runs in
the powerplay. Patel led from
the front as he played his

shots to pick up consecutive
boundaries off Shaheen Shah
Afridi in the fourth over.
Naseem Shah gave Pakistan
the first breakthrough when
Taylor nicked one to
Mohammad Rizwan behind
the stumps.
Bur new man Andries Gous
meant business as he picked
up two fours in the same over.
Gous was particularly elegant
square of the wicket as he just
opened his bat a bit to pick up
another four off Haris Rauf.
USA’s body language was
positive with Patel and Gous
leading the charge. 
Patel showed his prowess
through the off-side, picking
up two consecutive
boundaries off Iftikhar
Ahmed through the cover
region.
Patel was at his destructive
best as he first hit Afridi over
mid-off for a boundary and
then clobbered the bowler
over his head for a six to bring
up his 50 off 34 balls. 
A 68-run second wicket stand
was finally broken by Rauf,
who got the better of Gous
with a quick delivery. 
Wickets were the need of the
hour for Pakistan and they
picked up the important scalp
of Patel, who edged one to
Rizwan off Mohammad Amir.
Aaron Jones (36 not out off
26), who played a blinder
against Canada in their last

match, lived up to the
expectations again and in the
company Nitish Kumar (14
not out off 14) took the match
into the Super Over.
With 12 needed off three
balls, Jones smashed a full toss

of Rauf over square leg for a
six and then got a single to
bring down the target to five
off last ball. 
Earlier, Pakistan lost Usman
Khan as he mistimed a
Kenjige delivery.
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After scripting a win for
the ages against Pakistan,

USA captain Monank Patel
said his team did not feel any
pressure during the nerve-
wracking Super Over as the
crowd was mostly behind
Babar Azam’s men, which
ended up backfiring on the
visiting side in their T20
World Cup clash here.
Patel made a composed 50 as
co-hosts USA shocked 2009
champions Pakistan via
Super Over here on
Thursday.
“I thought we should have
finished the game (in regular
time) and we should have
never gone to Super Over. I
mean the way we kept our
nerves…and in the Super
Over particularly, scoring 18
runs gave us a big upper hand

to defend the target,” Patel
said in the post-match press
conference.
So, what was the talk inside
the team huddle at that
crucial juncture? Were there
any queasy stomachs?
“In the huddle we talked
about - there’s no pressure for
us. All the pressure is in front
of Pakistan. We knew that we
didn’t have enough support
from the crowd. Pakistan had
more support from the
crowd.
“I thought it will backfire on
them, and if we play good
cricket, they’ll be more under
pressure,” said Patel.
Patel, who was born in
Anand, Gujarat, said his side
bowled brilliantly in the
Power Play segment and kept
Pakistan batters on a tight
leash.
“The way we bowled in the
first six overs, I felt we didn’t

give them enough
opportunity to score runs and
we kept them under more
pressure and it helped us,” he
said.
Patel said USA were always in
the game once they restricted
Pakistan to 159.
“The plan was to win the toss
and bowl first. We knew the
initial first half an hour
would help pace bowlers and
the way we kept them quiet

and took the crucial wickets
in the power play, it helped
really well.
“And yeah, 160 on this wicket
with one side short boundary,
I felt we were always in the
game,” he explained.
The home side threw a
surprise by handing the
responsibility of bowling the
Super Over to Saurabh
Netravalkar instead of the
more pedigreed Ali Khan.
But the left-arm pacer
successfully defended 18 runs
to guide his side to a
memorable victory.
“The plan was we wanted to
make sure that we utilise the
condition. The condition was
left-arm bowler bowling
cutters and wide yorkers
from left-arm over.
“Ali Khan usually hits the
stump and we wanted to
make sure that we make them
play outside the off-stump.

And as a left-hander, the
angle helps it. Saurabh had a
good day, and I backed
Saurabh, and yeah, that was
the decision,” he explained.
The USA also made a rather
surprising decision to hold
back a natural range-hitter
like Corey Anderson and
promoted Nitish Kumar up
the order in the regulation
time. Patel said they wanted
to keep Anderson for the last
three overs.
“As a player he (Nitish)
always thinks about the team
first and I felt when I got out,
I think it was 14th over or
something. Nitish, the way
he’s batting, we wanted to
back him.
“We wanted to make sure that
even if the wicket goes,
obviously, Corey was going
next. We wanted to keep
Corey in the last three overs.
That was the plan,” said Patel.


